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News In Brief

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 12, 1987

NEW YORK AP — Vincent van Gogh's "Irises," the masterpiece
the artist painted in the garden of his insane asylum, has been auctioned off for a record $53.9 million, a sale the auctioneer said shows
"the art world is alivc and well."
The buyer, whose bids were entered by phone through a European
agent, chose not to be identified, said John L. Marion, chairman of
Sotheby's North America, where Wednesday night's auction was
held.
The previous record for a painting was set by another van Gogh
masterpiece, "Sunflow," which sold for $39.9 million earlier this
year to a Japanese insurance company.
"I think it's obvious that the art world is alive and well." Marion
said after -Irises" was sold. The last time "Irises" was sold, in 1947,
it fetched $80,000.
"This painting was beyond the stock market It transcended the
stock market. There jtist was no other opportunity to buy a painting
like this."
Bidding began at $15 million. When it reached $40 million, the approximately 2,000 people present applauded. They grew hushed and
tense as the prite continued to climb.
There were at least three people who pliKed bids for the painting,
according to Marion, but the final bidding took place between two
phone callers.
The hammer price was $49 million," said Sotheby's spokeswoman
Fiona Ford The purchaser must pay a 10 percent commission fee to
the auction house, making the official sale price $53.9 million, she
explained
Three other records were set Wednesday at Sotheby's fall sale of
Impressionist and Modem Art.
Claude Monet's "Le Jardin Fleuri" sold for $5.83 million, the most
ever paid for one of his works: Salvador Dali's painting, "The Battle
of Tetuan," was sold for $2.4 million, a record price for-a Dali painting: and the auction brought in $110 million, the most ever collected
in a single evening auction, Marion said.
"Irises.- one of van Gogh's most famous oil paintings, depicts a
patch of purple irises and one white bloom in a flower garden at the
Saint-Remy asylum. where the artist lived for a year before his
. suicide at age 37

Elsewhere...
By 16e Aseeciesee Pyres

WASHINGTON — Financial markets are nervously awaiting new
government statistics on the U.S. trade deficit, figures which last
month were so disappointing that they helped trigger the stock
market crash.
NEW l'ORti — .A rebound by the dollar is helping support stock
prices. but financial markets remain edgy in anticipation of a report
on the latest U S trade figures.
NEW l'ORti — Stocks rose sharply today and the Dow Jones
average leaped 64 -rscints, helped by a higher dollar, the best U.S.
trade figures since last spring and optimism that Washington would
announce a deficit-cutting plan.
WASHINGTON — As the Senate studies Anthony M. Kennedy's
12-year record as a federal appeals court judge. it will find the work
of a conservative reluctant to expand legal protections for women,
racial minorities and homosexuals.
W.4SHINGTON — Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega is accusing
the Reagan administration of undercutting the Central American
peace agreement by flying surface-to-air missiles and other equipment to the Contra rebels.
THE NORTHWEST — More than a foot of snow piled up in the Northeast and temperatures swooped into the 30s in the South as wintry
weather arrived more than a month early and caused dozens of accidents that killed at least 11 people.
.4.11.11/.4N, Jordan — Egypt, a Middle East giant shunned by most of
its fellow Arabs for nearly a decade for making peace with Israel, has
returned to the fold.
BOSTON — A drug that raises the body's supply of "good
cholesterol" prevents heart disease in those at high risk for the deadly affliction, according to a study being praised as a "pretty darned
conclusive."
LOS ANGELES — For the California Highway Patrol, it may have
been the ultimate irony. After a summer chasing dozens of highway
busy directing traffic for a movie about a
gunmen, officers
freeway shooter armed with a gun and a car phone.

By S(Y)TV WILSON
Staff writer
Steve Haines hopes that if he accomplished anything Wednesday
night at a seminar on shoplifting,
he at least cleared up a rumor.
"There is a rumor going around
that you must let the criminal get
out of the store before arresting
him," said Haines. "That is not
true. It is not necessary to let them
get out the door. The crime occurs
as soon as the item is concealed."
Haines, along with Murray
Police Chief Larry Nixon and
Beverly Harris, participated in a
seminar Wednesday night on
shoplifting at the Murray Holiday
Inn. The seminar was sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Seminars are becoming commonplace, not only in Kentucky,
but all around the country. According to Haines, the last annual
figures on shoplifting show a
monetary loss of $50 million in
Kentucky and $5 billion nationally.
"There is not a real problem in
Murray as compared to Paducah.

not

received their home delivered
copy of The Murrey Ledger
Times by 5 30 p m Monday
Friday it by 3 30 p m Saturday
ore urged to cull 733-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
8 a.rn.•3 p.m.
Office Hours
hiondey thru Friday. S am. 12
p.m. Seturday.

(Cont'd on page?)

Funds being raised to pay Tabatha's bill
PADUCAH, Ky. AP ) — With 3-year-old Tabatha Foster doing well
after a rare five-organ transplant, friends and relatives are turning
their attention to helping raise the money to pay for the estimated $2
million cost of the operation and additional medical care.
A pancake breakfast. gospel singings and a basketball benefit are
scheduled in Kentucky in the next two weeks, but fund-raising groups
are looking beyond local involvement for "big money" help.
The Paducah chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People plans a nationwide campaign to raise money,
and the Tabatha Foster Committee in Pittsburgh — where she underwent the experimental surgery at Children's Hospital — is investigating
foundation and government support.
"What we're trying to do basically is defray some of the cost," said

Myrenna McGriff, an actress on the Pittsburgh committee.
"We by no means think that this small organization in Pittsburgh is
going to raise in excess of $2 million."
The Madisonville toddler received the organs in 15-hour surgery on
Oct. 31-Nov. 1. Surgeons replaced her liver and small intestines, as well
as her pancreas and two-thirds of her stomach and colon.
She underwent a liver biopsy and surgical inspection of her intestines
on Wednesday, and Richard Riebling, a spokesman for the Pittsburgh
hospital, said no signs of rejection were found.
Tabatha's medical bills have streamed in steadily since she was born
with twisted intestines on June 10, 1984. Though her parents' insurance
(Cont'd on page 10)

Wilkinson's
team taking
its time with
transition

United Way goal reached

Tommy Sanders,left, and Bill Pasco,co-chairmen of the United Way of Murray-Calloway County Fund Drive,
point to the drive's goal of $60,000 which has been reached for this year. Donations and pledges are still being
taken to further expand services of the 12 United Way agencies. See page 9 for a list of the United Way
agencies.
scar photo Iss Scott %Ikon
Forecast
Tonight: Clear. Low 30 to 35
Light wind.
Friday: Mostly sunny and
mild. High in the mid 60s.
Southwest wind 5 to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy conditions
Saturday and Sunday with a
chance of rain Monday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

35 CENTS

Murray Police Chief Larry Nixon, far left, and Beverly Harris talk with Steve Haines, crime prevention officer for the Paducah Police Department. Haines, Harris and Nixon all took part in a seminar on shoplifting
Wednesday night at the Murray Holiday inn. The seminar, one of many held in the region, was sponsored by
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Staff photo ks Scott Wilson
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP — The
team heading the transition from
the Collins administration to that
of Gov.-elect Wallace Wilkinson is
in no hurry to expand its staff to include members working within
major state agencies, a Wilkinson
spokesman said.
Some state official§ have expressed concern that the transition team hasn't placed people in
major cabinets yet.
Doug Alexander, Wilkinson's
press secretary, said the transition team is making initial contacts with major cabinets, but for
now has no date set for stationing
team members in the cabinets.
"We're making those contacts,
reviewing the budget, answering
correspondence and processing
job applications," Alexander said.
"It's important work, and it seems
to be going smoothly. But mostly,
(Cont'd on page 10)

Kennedy off to fast start, meets with senators
—
AP
WASHINGTON
Supreme Court nominee Anthony
M. Kennedy is off to a far better
start than his two predecessors as
senators from both parties say
they like what they know about
him so far.
Taking nothing for granted, the
federal appellate judge scheduled
visits with senators today, less
than 24 hours after President
Reagan praised him as a

"courageous, tough but fair
jurist" in announcing Kennedy as
his new choice for the court.
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Joseph R. Biden Jr.
said he would meet with White
House chief of staff Howard H.
Baker Jr. and other White House
representatives to work out a
timetable for confirmation hearings. That session is likely today.
Favorable but cautious reaction

from both liberal and conservative
senators suggested the 51-year-old
judge from Sacramento, Calif.,
will not embarrass Reagan, as the
president tries for the third time to
fill a court vacancy more than four
months old.
The first nominee for the seat,
Robert H. Bork, was defeated by
the Senate, 58-42. Second choice
Douglas H. Ginsburg withdrew
from consideration when conser-

vatives declined to back him after
he admitted past marijuana use.
Bork's nomination generated
negative comments right away.
Ginsburg's inexperience — one
year as a federal appeals judge —
made senators uneasy from day
one
Ginsburg's surprise admission
of past drug use left senators wary
(Oont'd on page 10)
•
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State OKs another contract for troubled food stamp system
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP —
Four-and-a-half years and $20
million after the state announced
it would computerize its food
stamp program, the system is not
fully in place, but officials say
things are getting better.
In March 1983. officials announced that EDS Federal Corp.
of Dallas had been awarded a $27.5
million contract to automate the
food stamp program and operate
it for three years-.

The program, then called the
Kentucky Automated Certification
Issuance System, was to include
personalized food stamps and terminals in almost every grocery
store to check the stamps.
There were problems almost
from the beginning.
The system was to be in place by
December 1983, but the contract
was canceled in February 1984
after the company failed to meet
the deadline.

A year of litigation followed
before the state and company
reached a settlement, in which the
state agreed to buy the computer
program for about $6 million and
EDS said it would provide free
assista,nce in working out the remaining problems for about 10
months.
According to Mike Robinson.
commissioner of the Department
for Social Insurance, the program.
now called the Kentucky

Automated Management and
Eligibility System (KAMES1 has
now cost $20 million, $11 million of
it paid to EDS.
But there are still problems and
the program is not as grand as it
once was.
•
Robinson said Tuesday that 101
county offices are now taking all
applications for food stamps
through the system. Only 59 county offices are processing food
stamp reeertification documents

through the system.
KAMES is now designed to computerize the system of determining eligibility for food stamps, the
largest public assistance program
in the state, serving some 170,000
cases.
Officials also hope eventually to
expand the system to include
Medicaid and Aid to Families with
Dependent Children.
The Personal Service Contract
Review Subcommittee approved
another $200,000 contract with
EDS on Tuesday for the company's assistance in working out
remaining problems with the cornputer system.
Robinson said the latest contract shout& put the state "over
the hump" in working the final
bugs out.
Steve Dooley, commissioner of

4

the Department of Information
Systems. said the entire system
should be operating throughout
the state by next spring.
Once the system is in place.
Robinson said it will cost an
estimated $5.5 million to operate
each year
Subcommittee chairman Rep
Bob Jones, D-Crestwood, urged
the agencies to get the system
working without paying more
money to EDS.
"We're not going to see anything
more than this, right?" Jones
asked.
After the meeting, however.
Robinson said he could not make
that commitment. "There may be a legitimate service that they can provide," he
said.

Retiring the colors

tr4
1

Members of the Reserved Officers Training Corps (ROTC) at Murray
State University held a flag retreat ceremony at dusk Nednesday in
honor of Veterans' Day. The color guard and the wars and conflicts they
represented wfre, from left: John % atson, 1i1k I; Da% id Reed,
Jeff &arrant today's Army; Anthony Sims. %% II; and David
Vjetnam;
Carroll. Korea. The ceremony took place next to the %rather %est Kentucky Museum on campus.
Nutflphob

Ihd TIN I

O.B. Boone,Jr. killed
in truck accident

111
25%
All winter outerwear for him
We ye got him covered from the streets to the slopes with savings on
our entire collection of men s outerwear

33°4F

All the hottest outerwear for her

Our fashion forecast calls for heart-warming savings on the best
of
winter outerwear in traditional and uddated styles

Dingo
Boots

25%
Off
Keep them warm all winter long in the durable. smart-looking jackets
they need In styles and sizes for boys and oirls

LiConney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
(Mid): 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161
Store Hours.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5:30 p.m.

A two-vehicle accident on U.S.
641 Wednesday at approximately
535 p.m took the life of Murray
man Odum B. Boone, 55, Lynn
Grove Road, according to Kentucky State Police Information Officer Chuck Robertson.
According to Robertson's
report. Boone was traveling south
on 641 in a 1986 GMC van when he
came up behind an International
semi tractor-trailer, less than a
mile north of Murray. which had
apparently just turned onto the
highway.
Boone struck the rear of the
semi, which was accelerating at a
low speed. Robertson said. The
tractor-trailer was driven by
Dwight I. Keen, 40, Danville, Va.

Shoplifting...
(Cont'd from page I)
Paducah has a problem because of
the size of the city," commented
Nixon.
Nixon added that some merchants are hit by shoplifting
because they fall into a "false
sense of security." He recommends revising your security procedures, maybe with a store
seminar, at least once a year.
The store owner or employee
has certain rights if they believe
that a crime has taken place. According to Haines, that person can
detain the suspected individual for
inquiry and for proof of ownership
of allegedly confiscated items.
The use of force was a major
concern expressed the merchants
in attendance. They wanted to
know just how much they could
use to keep the individual detained
for the police.
"You have the right to detain the
individual with reasonable force
and for a reasonable amount of
time," Haines said. "That does
not mean you can punch their
lights out or lock them in an
office."
He also urged each merchant to
pursue prosecution of the individuals. Haines downplayed the
idea of dropping charges when the
stolen items are returned.
Haines and Nixon urged the
merchants to create a system of
protection inside their store. They
suggested searching each store for
blind spots, spots in the store not in
sight of the cash register. It was
also suggested to have a system of
alerting other employees that a
shoplifting crime may have taken
place. Nixon said a code could be
spoken over the intercom to alert
for help.
If anyone is interested in holding

who was not injured, he said
Boone was pronounced dead on
the scene by Calloway County
Deputy Coroner Max Dowdy
The Murray Fire Department
Rescue Squad used the jaws of life
to extract Boone from the
wreckage. According to a department spokesman, the rescue
workers were on. the scene for
nearly an hour.
The Calloway County FireRescue was also called to the
scene by the Kentucky State
Police to wash gasoline off the
roadway.
Boone was pronounced dead on
the scene by Calloway County
Deputy Coroner Max Dowdy.,(See
obituary page 16).

•

a seminar for their store, they
should contact Nixon at the Murray City Hall or by calling
753-1621.

Sheriffs office
reportsCalloway County Deputy Sheriff
Dan Bazzell reported the burglary
of the Pat Butterworth residence
on Kentucky 299 Wednesday.
Four guns and a camera were
taken in the burglary, valued at a
total of $900, Bazzell said.
Entrance was gained into the
home through a back door, he
added.

Two-car accident
occurs Wednesday
An early morning accident
Wednesday at the corner of 16th
and Sycamore sent three people to
the Murray•Calloway County
Hospital, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
The two-car accident occurred
at 7:45 a.m. when Mariana H.
O'Nan, 31, of Grand Rivers failed
to stop at the red light because of
an object that rolled from
underneath the car seat and lodged under the brake pedal, causing
her to push the accelerator instead, according to the report.
The O'Nan vehicle, which was
south-bound on 16th Street, struck
a vehicle driven by Lloyd A. Hasty, 43, Rt. 6, Murray, who was
passing through the intersection
heading west on Sycamore, the
report said.
O'Nan, Hasty and a passenger,
Michelle Hasty, 14, were treated
and released at the hospital.

wor
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Garrott's Galley

O.B. Boone, Jr. left
marks in community
"On my honor, I will do my best:
To do my duty to God and my country, and to obey the Scout Law.
To help other people at all times.
To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake and morally
straight."
These are the words of the Boy Scout Oath that O.B. Boone Jr. had
endeavored to instill in his many members of Boy Scout Troop 77 for the
past 23 years.
With his untimely death on Tuesday evening, Murray and Calloway
County lost one of its most hardworking and conscientious businessmen,
Scout leader, church leader, husband, father, grandfather and son.
0.B. had met regularly each Monday evening with his Scout troop at
First Christian Church. Along with these weekly meetings, he usually
had a campout at least one weekend each month for the troop.
He took a special interest in each member of his troop and worked
with each one to reach his highest potential.
Many boys have been strengthened and inspired to do their best by the
work of 0.B. with the Scouts.
It is ironic that in Wednesday's Murray Ledger & Times was a picture
of Troop 77 members working on Eagle Scout candidate Kelly Prescott's
scent garden project at Calloway County Public Library. Kelly, even
though blind, is working to complete requirements for his Eagle badge.
0.B. did all this Scout work, along with operating his laundry and dry
cleaning business with his brother, James Howard Boone, in the firm
started by their father, the late O.B. Boone. His mother, Dorothy, continues to help at the business.
O.B. was an active member at First Christian Church, having served
as chairman a the elders, along with other offices and duties including
speaking at worship services in the absence of the pastor.
In, Hebrews 12:1 we read "Wherefore seeing we also are compassed
about with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight,
and the sin wtrdch doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience the
race_ttgit is set before us."
0.8. continued to run this race each day with his daily contacts with
his family, his business, his Scouts, and his friends.
We extend sympathy to his wife, Margaret, and other members of his
tarn ily

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education approved the purchase
of 7.6 acres of property adjacent to
Calloway County High School at a
cost of $38,386.50 at its regular
meeting.
The K Mart Corporation and The
Development Group Inc. jointly
announced plans to open a K Mart
Discount Department Store in
Murray.
Clyde Bell of Rt. 1, Kirksey was
honored with a dinner in celebration of 90th birthday on Nov 6 at
his home.

Dr. Hal E. Houston II has begun
his practice of general, pediatric
and vascular surgery at HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc.
Army Pfc. Larry G. Smith, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Smith, is
serving with Company C. 2nd Battalion, 25th Infantry Division's

Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of Murray State College, was the
featured speaker at Armistice
Day ceremonies at Marion
yesterday.
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Keys of
Amarillo, Texas, are the guests of
his mother, Mrs. John H. Key.

Thoughts In Season

Intimidating your opponent
before actual warfare begins is not
a new idea. About 500 B.C. the
Chinese warlord Sun Tsu is reputed
to have said:

0.11.

Our Sarah is going to miss her friend,
Big John,'next time she comes to town
Granddaughter Sarah Snider is
going to be terribly disappointed
the next time she comes down from
Louisville to see Nanny and Poppy.
She won't find "Big John" standing proud and tall at the corner of
641 South and Glendale Road. This
also has been a bit upsetting to little Sara Grace Strickland, the fiveyear-old daughter of Murray
State's new athletic director, Mike
Strickland, and his wife, Martha.
As did our Sarah, little Sara
Grace also had developed an affection of a sorts for the big statue
since her parents moved here a few
months ago from Wichita, Kansas.
For a long time, as we all know,
the colorful, 15 or 20-foot-high
statue of a groceryman with his
arms full of bagged groceries has
stood at that location. It was the
symbol of the Big John super
market nearby.
Next to Wal-Mart, "Big John"
was the next best thing in Murray
for our Sarah. I even took a picture
of "Big John," had it enlarged and
framed and sent it to her. It hangs
today in her room at home.
•••
Now,though, "Big John" is gone.
The familiar lifelike landmark
has been dismantled. Its head, torso, legs, booted feet and bagged
groceries have been carted off to
parts unknown in the wake of the
recent sale of the Big John super
market nearby to the Piggly-.
Wiggly folks.
It's going to be hard to explain to
Sarah what happened to her big
Murray friend, because you can bet
your food clamps she'll miss him

the next time she comes to town.
I miss "Big John." too. He was
a good landmark to use in directing
out-of-town friends and relatives to
our place. "Just go until you see a
big statue of a man holding two
bags of groceries, then turn left,"
we'd tell them. "You can't miss
him." Can't say that now, though.
•• •

Watching tOe former Big John
store getting a going-over by the
Piggly-Wiggly folks struck some
memory chords. Piggly-Wiggly has
a special place in my life. When I
was in high school in Mayfield in
the mid-1930s, I had a part-time job
at the Piggly-Wiggly store over
there.
The store, some 25 feet wide and
about 80 feet long, was located on
the west side of the square. Hannah's plumbing supplies was on one
side of it, and Harris'jewelry store
on the other.
The building burned a few years
ago. The vacant gap left in the wall
of stores has since been converted
into a small, parklike area.
The store, though, in the 1930s
was owned and operated by the
Kroger Grocery & Baking Company. The manager was the late
Ernest Enoch, a wiry, little bundle
of energy. His daughter, Nell, now
Mrs. Robert Pinner of Mayfield,
was the one and only checkout girl.
She also was next in command of
the store.
••
There were no prices stamped or
stuck on the food stuffs as in the
super markets today. These were

Thirty years ago
James T. Thompson, 16, of Rt. 3,
Hazel, was. named King of Ken.
tucky Farm Bureau for 1957 last
night at the state meeting at
Louisville.
A picture of the student body of
Lone Oak School in 1909 is published today.

Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Pierce, Oct.
23.
Twenty years ago
The Armed Forces Amerian
Spirit Honor Award has been
awarded to Seaman Recruit
Jerald B. McNutt, USN,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Brent McNutt of Murray.
He was given the award at Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes. Ill.

By Ken Wolf
President Harry Truman was
famous for his rugged and plain.
spoken honestyAlere is a sample
of it, taken from.a letter which he
wrote to his sister while he was in
his first term;
A man in his right mind
would never 1i•ant to be Presi•
dent...Aside from the im-

By M.C. Garrott rill

14th Infantry near Cuchi,
Vietnam.

Mrs. Lois Waterfield, Mrs. W.Z. Carter, Mrs. Clifford Melugin and
Mrs. Goldia McKee! Curd will attend the Supreme Forest Woodman Cicle Convention in
Washington, D.C., this month.
Forty years ago
W.B. Moser, instructor at Murray High School, has been awarded a certificate of appreciation by
American National Red Cross. He
has contributed more than 300
hours of service to the local Red
Cross Chapter during the past
three years, said W.Z. Carter at a
meeting of the local chapter.

possible administrative
burden, he has to take all
sorts of abuse from liars and
demagogues...All the President is, is a glorified public
relations man who spends his
time flattering, kissing, and
kicking people to get them to
do what they are supposed to
do anyway.
Supreme excellence in warfare lies in the destruction of
your enemy's will to resist in
advance of perceptible
hostilities.
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Business Mirror

posted either above or below the
and he had a big one — the best he
items on the shelves.
could during those trying times.
Somehow, Nell managed to keep
•••
all these in her head, even the curOn warm Saturday nights, the
rent specials as well as those from
sidewalks would be full of people
the produce bins. She could add up
right up to closing time. We boyish
and check out a big order just about
clerks had a little competitive thing
as quickly as the super market
going in trying to see which one
checkers do today with all their
would get the job of getting to go
new-fa.ngled, electronic, beeping
outside and wash the windows.
registers.
That way, we got to see a lot of our
As one of three part-time
friends — especially the girls — as
employees along with James they walked by.
Macon (Bunny ) Pryor from
Our Saturday pay stopped at 9
Pryorsburg and Peanuts Tatum, p.m., but it always was midnight or
another Mayfield boy, I was paid 21
later before the doors were locked
cents an hour.
and the lights put out. Then we
The store was open from 7 a.m.
were free to go home — or to the
until 6 p.m. Mondays through
White Castle for a 10-cent hamFridays of each week and from 7
burger and a bottle of pop.
a.m. until 9 p.m. on Sa:turdays.
For the six hours I had worked on
We were never free to leave on
Wednesday and Friday afternoons
Saturday nights, though, until midafter school and the 10 I'd work on
night or afterwards since the
Saturday I, generally, would
vegetable bins had to be emptied
receive the grand total of $3.36 for
and washed, the front windows the 16 hours worked. That's only
"dressed" for the weekend with. one penny more than the $3.35 per
cereals or canned goods, the store
hour minimum wage of today.
swept out and the shelves
• The hours overtime we worked
restocked.
after the store closed on Saturday
Emptying the produce bins, nights were "free" as far as we
usually, wasn't much of a job. A
were concerned, but it was a job.
man in town would take care of
Not everyone had even that in those
that. Accompanied by two or three
days.
•••
of his boys, he'd come in just about
closing time and work out a deal
The Mayfield Piggly-Wiggly of
with Mr. Enoch for everything that
that day was, in a way, sort of like
was left.
the super markets of today. There
At the time, we thought he was
weren't any carts to push around,
sort of "nuts." As I grew older,
but the shoppers had baskets in
though, I learned to admire his
which they'd carry their selections
resourcefulness, it being the
as they moved along the aisles.
Depression years and all. He mereAs clerks, we'd offer to carry
ly was trying to feed his family —
these baskets for them, and when
one of the younger, really pretty
matrons would come in, we'd
almost fight each other trying to
get to carry her basket.
If we weren't doin_g_that we were
weighing potatoes into 15-pound
bags, weighing sugar into 5 and
10-pound packages, restocking the
shelves from the back room, grinding the store's famous "8 0Clock" coffee or weighing black
pepper from a 50-pound bag into
one-quarter and half-pound
packages.
Now, if you want something to
redden your eyes and turn your
nose inside out, try weighing pepper like that!
•••
It was no picnic either to be called to the checkout counter and told
to get a 54-pound stand of lard or a
100-pound bag of sugar and take it
to a customer's wagon, truck or
car, sometimes blocks from the
store.
I didn't weigh much more than
the sugar in those days, and I've
often thought that's what bowed
my legs, carrying all that weight.
There were,times when I'd think I'd
never mairtit to that wagon with
that sugar on a shoulder!
One time, a can of lard I was carrying, unbeknowing to me, had a
hole in it. The melted lard had leaked out all down the front of my
apron and had soaked my clothes
from the waist down by the titne I
discovered it. I was a mess.
There was nothing to do other
than put on afreshapronapçJgush
out the day. Chances are I didn't
because the willingness to spend
have another pair of work pants,
would be forced to confront the innor could I have afforded the
ability to spend. "We don't know
"docked" time away from the store
what eventually will turn the congoing home to find out.
sumer off or when it will happen,"
• •
he said. But he indicated it had to
It's funny how noticing old "Big
happen-.
John" being gone, the gaily flying
Now it has. And what turned the
flags and the new Piggly-Wiggly
consumer off, it seems, was the
name on the store nearby ignites so
stock market collapse.
many memories.
What investors had been seeking
Good old days? Oh. I don't
in stocks — that is, hoping to do
believe I'd say that — not at 21
what their common sense told
cents an hour.
them couldn't be done — consumers had been doing in retail
markets. Both had been hoping
with an intensity that blurred
1981 Mr1Saunhi S,nd
reality.
The latest consumer survey
from the University of Michigan
shows that a plunge in consumer
confidence immediately followed
the market crash.
Before the crash, confidence
registered 92.5 on a scale of 100,
the latter figure being the level of
confidence for the year 1966 in a
decade when people talked about
reaching a new level of economic
prosperity.
- After the crash it was down to
82.4. An there is no certainty that
those interviewed in the survey,
conducted within days of the Oct.
19 bombshell, had by then fully absorbed the economic consequences of what occurred.
A realization dawned on consumers: If it can happen to invesiors, it can happen to us.

By John Cunniff

Over-confident consumers spurred crash
NEW YORK ( AP — It wasn't
just investors who were overly
confident before the crash; consumers were, too
They saved little, borrowed
heavily and spent a lot. They
bought cars and they bought
houses, and they expressed confidence that the times were right
to buy other big ticket items.
They viewed the long-term
future with a relatively high
degree of confidence as well. Job
openings were up, inflation seemed under control, and the so-called
experts were reaching a consensus that 1988 would not see a
recession.
The "experts" claimed to use
hard evidence to support their contention. Non-farm payrolls rose a
huge 549,000 in October. Gross national product in the third quarter
rose at a strong 3.8 percent annual
rate.
The consumer probably relied
on a sense of well-being rather
than on hard numbers

Jobs were available, for example. And, said one analyst before
the crash, "Nothing contributes to
brashness, and even braggadocio,
more than knowing you won't be
fired or can pick up another job
easily if you are."
Such brashness, said John Connolly, the analyst, could cause
people to overlook a lot of things
that otherwise might have made
them insecure.
That, for instance, disposable income hadn't even grown during
the year, as you would have expected it to. Or that the savings
rate had fallen to only 2.7 percent
of disposable income, the lowest
ever recorded.
"This is not just the worst
reading in history," said Connolly,
senior vice president of Dean Witter Reynolds, the securities firm.
"It is worst by an enormous
margin."
Connolly speculated that the
consumer would, eventually, be
forced to calm down simply

WRITE .4 LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general

interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or rejectany letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers Potpourri will be Saturday, Nov. 14, at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
Gladys Jarrett, director, said all
Interested persons are invited to
attend. She has released some of
the poems written by members of
the group as follows:

ktter the Wreck
By Michael Robinson

Where am I?
I hear you, but cannot answer.
I remember being in the truck.
Someone help me!
Am I alive?
I hear you, but cannot answer.
Was I in a wreck?
Someone tell me.
Is anyone near?
I try to focus, but cannot see.
What happened to my friend?
Someone show me.
Will I live?
I question, but cannot ask.
Did he hate me, that man?
Someone answer me.
How long have I been here?
I question, but cannot ask.
I wanZ to go home.
Someone hold me.

The Rhythm -in' Nue'
By Tony Pteeirfflo

i hate
Poems
that have no
particular
Rhythm,
That
just bounce around
to
and
fro
without any
Concernformyintelligence,
'cause
I knew a girl like that once,
you
know?
(what-I-meanl.
————

Gresleat ot All
'By Pat flood

I want to tell you a story
About a great and wonderful
man.

W

tzzaz

inter Ja4hion

Lbeii9Incr ja.ihion•J 2
113couniecl

65%

40%

Teen Mother
By Marie Jarrett

Early teen years
unhampered, uncumbered
are for fun and learning.
Some children have children.
they move from the teen years
to become a teenage parent.
As a parent were you prepared
to give hours to ONE
Who only demanded more.
Were you ready
to become the financier and
caregiver?
Did you know about nutrition
were you knowledgeable
about personalities
about the work-world
about infant care

Four Days Only!
November 13
November 14
November 15
November 16

9 ,

'I,(9

10-5
10-5
1-5
10-5

WIi I each y

Baby and dismissals on Tuesday
are released by the local hospital.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway

II

er.:06046
z
0;753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER

primen.s

Bring this ad
and Register for
the Door Prize Drawing!

p.

(Cont'd on page5)

Murray, Kentucky
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VARDS OF MONTH NAMED — The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected the
residential and business yards of the month. These are selected most all months to give credit to residents and
businesses for the care given to beautify and groom their yards. Selected as residential yard of the month was.
top photo, the home of Jimmy and -Janice Allbritten, 1524 Canterbury Dr. Selected as business yard of the
month was the Church of Jesus Christ of Litter-Day Saints, 520 South 16th St.
.1.4tt
T

Shopping Center

South Side

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

About how when I was dead.
He gave me life again.
He's the greatest in all the
world,
He's the man from Calvary.
And he can do for you
Just what he's done for me.
He has done many great
miracles,
He can fill your heart with joy.
For he has the power to save,
Every girl and boy.
Praise be to His Name,
All glory forever more.
For he is the King of Kings.
The greatest of all, our Lord.
So gather around dear children.
Let me tell you about this man.
For one day soon,
He will take us to the promised
land.
So take heed in what I say,
Please listen one and all.
Have faith in Jesus Christ,
And ye shall hear His call.
Called to live in His glory,
In peace for evermore.
Called to live with God
Almighty,
The greatest of all, Our Lord....

—Sterlinee Siker

ENDS TONITE
k classic tnniier:
Ir'SOMEONE TO
ATCH OVER ME"

ENGLISH SOLE

11I
Upstairs Sample SALE
12
ori$unday,.........
Men's

Ladies'

•Sport Shirts
'Dress Shirts
*Sweaters
e Pan ts
'Ties
'Sport Coats

'Dresses
'Skirts
'Blouses
'Pants

ENDS TONITE
When school's over
"THREE O'CLOCK
MON" (P0-13)

7:10
9:15

JAMES saLuimi
LOUIS GOSSETT, JR.

7:00
9:30

"THE 'PRINCIPAL" on
A terrifying love story
"FATAL ATTRACTION"

7:06
9,2e

(111

Like Father

Like Son
DUDLEY mOORE

Gobble, Gobble, Gobble
Take A
Video Turkey Hornet
CIVRITO

CASH•CHECKS ONLY

7:ee
9:05

0

Cheri Theatre Lobby

Located across the hall from Santa's Attic

"BIG EIGHT" SHRIMP
DINNER
Eight delicious, handbreaded fried shrimp,
with our natural-cut
french fries, fresh cole
slaw, Southern-style
hush puppies, cocktail
sauce and a lemon
wedge.

County Hospital for Tuesday. Nov
10, have been released as follows.
Newborn admission
McCutcheon baby boy, mother,
Paula. 733 Nash Dr., Murray.
DiSITliSSMIS

Wayne Eugene Thompson, BIO
Fox Meadows, Murray; Mrs. Anna Ruth Harris, 1008 Payne St.,
Murray;
Anthony Volpintesta. 811 Doran
Rd.. Murray: Michael Ray Parks.
1508 Doran Rd., Murray:
Mrs. Charlotte Walters, Rt. 2,
Box 378, Springville. Tenn., Mrs.
Sandra Joyce Dick, 914 South
Seventh St., Murray,
Mrs. Euple Alene Atkins, 1667
Calloway, Murray; Mrs. Cindy
Carroll Hutson and baby girl, Rt.
1, Box 348, Dexter;
Mrs. Karen Colson and baby
girl, Rt. 6, Box 76, Murray: Mrs.
Judith Elliott and baby girl. Rt. 5.
Box 1134, Murray:
Mrs. Mary Fones, 509 Beale St.,
Murray; Jack Taylor. Rt. 1. Box
214A, Puryear. Tenn.: Mrs.
Mildred Ramsey, B6 Murray
Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Willie Foster, GI Murray
Manor, Murray; Mrs. Sarah Parrish, Box 31, New Concord;
Mrs. Elizabeth Karen Carter
and
cy Farm; Miss Allanna Kissack
and baby boy, Hamlin;
Karl Louis Perry, Rt. 5, Box
435B, Murray; William Morris,
Rt. 5, Box 237, Benton; Ralph
Winkel, Rt. 1, Box 17, Hardin;
Noble Wilson, Box 91, Hazel;
Pat Rowland, 317 Woodlawn, Murray; Mrs. Cordie Dublin, Box 755,
Murray;
George K. Jennings, 221 North
13th St., Murray; Mrs. Lela
Walker (expired) 601 Broad Ext.,
Murray.

NEED LINE COUNCIL'MEETING — Stanford _Andrus. left. recently
named treasurer of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry, Inc., talks with Sid Easley. president, and
Carolyn Outland, assistant director at Need Line office, at the semiannual council meeting of Need'Line Tuesday evening at Calloway
Public Library. Reports were given by Andrus; Euple Ward, executi‘e
director; Shirley Winters for volunteers; Dick Hoffman, food task
force; Annie Nance, secretary. Delegates from the various churches,
civic groups, business firms and other interested persons were present.
The Need Line office is located at 209 Maple St.

.•

AT NATIONAL MEETING — Calloway County High School Future
Farmer of America students are participating in the National
Nursery/Landscape Contest at FFA national convention at Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 11-14. This group won the event at the Kentucky State Fair
and are pictured receiving their award from the Kentucky FFA presi•
dent, right. Calloway students are, from left, Rodney Jones, Marla
Arnett and Ginger Evans.

Batgain Basement
ocx‘e

61a/A

CORN - AUSTIN

3 Days Only
Friday, Saturday & Sunday (1-5 p.m.)
Men & Young Mens

50%

Coca-Cola

$2.99
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
COUNTRY STYLE FISH FRY 1J,
Try our Country Style Fish Dinner' It's tender fish fillets.
cooked to perfection in the Captain's special breading, plenty of
•
cr. -. french tries, cream cote slaw, homemade hush L.a.. es and tartar sauce

$3 19

4

tCaptainlA

A great little seafood place-.

Charm, MIN Shopping Cooler Murray

•

Sweaters

Sportswear
Union Bay` Jeans $1499
Levi Jeans
$1999 Sweatshirts
Missy & Juniors

L

A , $699

50%
$1299

50%-75%

There's much more so don't miss out!!

C,)
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Church bazaar on Saturday

Potpourri...

Church bazaar on Friday
Women of Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a bazaar on Friday,
Nov. 13, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Crafts
and baked boods will be on sale, a church spokesman said.

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Men will host a potluc
k
fellowship supper at the church for the Murray Sub-district Method
ist
Men and their lamilies on Saturday, Nov. 14. at 6 p.m. Meat, bread
and
beverages will be furnished by the host church and others are to
bring
side dishes. The program will begin at 7 p.m. with Dr. Harry Spark
s as
speaker. Music will be by South Pleasant Grove Church Choir,
according to the Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, who invites all Methodist Men
and
their families to attend

Area AA(1W to meet Saturdlay
Jackson Purchase. Branch of American Association of University
Women will meet Saturday, Nov. 14, at 12 noon at Hunt Room at
Mayfield. All AAUW members from Murray, Mayfield and Paducah are
expected to attend. The program will be directed by Dr. Shirley
Menendez of Paducah. For transportation call Jane Rogers or Jo Cleta
Williams
(('ont'd on page 6)

He's saved so many wretched
men
The price you'll pay for the
wages of sin is death and hell.
There',11 be no coming back,
to the loved ones you could tell.
Since I've been born again,
I'm writing this poem to plead,
that whoever listens or reads
this poetry

will realize it's Jesus Christ they
need.
It's such a simple plan,
to ask Jesus to forgive your sins.

n Nov. 13th, 14th, and 15th The Happines
s
Place will be overflowing with unique
gifts
for our Annual Christmas Open House.
We
invite you to come by and browse thru
our
hand-selected ornaments, wreaths,'and
decorations presented in our quaint
Christmas setting.

Satan does walk among us'
If he is so great,
why haven't we heard of the
golden pathway through his
gate'
The sinners in this world
outnumber Christians by far.
If you don't believe this fact,
iiist visit any local bar
The devil digs his pit hole deep,
thousands follow in his ways.
His colorful temptations lure
you in,
be careful or you'll fall in
someday.
No matter how sinful or
deceitful you have been,
there's One more powerful than
him.

Ryan Milk Company. They have
three children and she is a
Calloway County native, having
lived here her entire life. A hairdresser by profession, she is one of
the many of us who love people
and cherish our involvement with
our silver friends.
As it is with all of our site directors, Janie is looking for more
volunteer help. You could
volunteer to help her plan,.and imOur area has been given several
ty during the past several weeks, plement the center
's activities and
new labels recently but one you
there's more. A kitchen band is behelp to get others in that commay not have heard comes from
ing organized among those who
munity involved. And whether or
the new site director at the Hazel
patronize the center.
not
you receive a "Volunteer of
Center She says that Hazel is a seIt seems that Jahie's philosophy
the Month" award as Martha
cond Mayberry. USA, -with lots of
is getting people involved and this
Oliver has for the month of Ocgood people and good things hapinvolyement helps everyone. tober, you
will derive much more
pening All the good people ought
Something for each person to do is from such an
association with this
to join together so we can do
certainly one of her goals. And she
or any other center. How about
wonderful things "
will readily tell you that if she can
considering it: going a good deed
,%ith.,,tliose thoughts in mind, help one person
, then it is all worth
and enjoying a good feeling all at
consider what Janie Underwood
it.
the same time?
has gotten the clients at the Hazel
One of the obvious traits that
The short, colorful drive return,
' Center to do.
shows is that she truly has a soft ing to
Murray served once again
A King and Queen were elected
spot in her heart for silver
as a reminder that the multi-hued
for a year and the Royal Citizens
citizens. The fellowship and the
leaves were as varied as the ideas
have two attendants. A bake sale
camaraderie experienced by shar- that Janie
had expressed during
was held several weeks ago. A
ing her time with them, the ap- the interv
iew. Like a mirror
ITOloween Festival on Oct. 29 -pearance-of
-a-smile- and-a-iwinitie—refiects-an -image,
-our_ new
featured a costume parade, apple
in their eyes, is worth More than direct
or reflects the dedication__
bobbing. a cake walk, bingo and a
any pay.
and enthusiasm for serving silver
spooky witch's den.
Janie is married to Johnny citizens
that prevails among those
If that seems like a lot of activiUnderwood who is associated with who
serve them.

Just knowing you're going to
Heaven
and with Jesus your new life
begins.

The '4)appiness Place

'our DeelsIos
IS) Jesse Fr)

Men to meet at South Pleasant

Dou'll find something you're looking for
—
a..nd possibly-something you never
imagined!

Christmas
Open House
Fri.,Nov. 13th,
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.;
Saturday, Nov. 14th,
10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.;
Sunday, Nov. 15th.
1:00 p.m. - 5 p.m.

SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley Johnson

KATHY HENN., Murray State
University Speech ant! Theatre
graduate, will conduct a workshop
on Creative Dramatics in
Children's Theatre in Louisville.
Kentucky Theatre Association is
sponsoring the workshop where
teachers in the area will receive
in-service credit for attending.
April Cochran, director of Market
House Theatre in Paducah, will
work with Renn. Renn is the
children's program director at
CallowaY-County Pubbc Library.

1104 Story Avenue
(Behind Jerry's Restaurant )

IGHT'S
Downtown Murray

Open Friday Nights til 8:30 p.m.
Open Sunday 1E5 p.m.

Smnrs
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Janie Underwood, standing, site director at Hazel Community Center
, and silver members, from left, Odell
Alton, Rose Outland and Novella Raspberry, work on plans for the
Christmas dinner at the Hazel Center.

Forthose of -YOU -Mit, madr

.Ajrtftetz SALE

the largest ever....THANK YOU!
For Those of You Who Missed It....Here
It Is Again

COAT
SALE
'005rfEcti5MTI:SITTriVefaierIkrelir-----comes record high temperatures in Novemb
er
And who could even try to predict what
we
will have before the dogwoods bloom
ogain
One thing that you can be sure of, you will
need a coat this winter, and we think that
you will find the best coot at the best
yolue at Bright's A super selection of the
best styles, fobrics and colors to choose from

Regular 96.00 to 170.00 Values

6

Up To

25%

Savings on

America's No. 1 Wood Heaters
2 Days Only, Friday,

November 13 & Saturday, November 14

Don't Miss
This Sale
We're Ky's Largest
ASHLEY Dealer
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about the buffets of life?
Were you mature enough
to care for, and share with
One who does not give
But takes and takes
from your teen years
Because you now are a
teenage mother.

Women of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Churc
h
will have a bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 14, from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. A variety of crafts and baked
goods
will be on sale, a church spokesman said.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, the

CANVAS IP'
Be an artIsti Here s the canvas for your
first masterpiece A great canvas oxford
with padded insole A Regular
16.00

op-

Value

(
V3g1L4C 9
90

SRIgNirS

write canvd,
,

Regular 160,'
NOW q.,
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Attention Land Lovers!sose'

:4/euen

.CELS
.0

Restaurant

IS now offering every day a

Bazaar at church Saturday
Holly Berry Bazaar. sponsored by Women of First Presbyterian
Church, will be Saturday. Nov. 14. starting at 8 a.m. at the church.
located at 16th and Main Streets. All types of items will be on sale, along
with a tea room and bakery section. A handmade quilt, donated by Mrs.
Harold Howard, and a Victorian doll house will be given away. Tickets
at 50 cents each may be purchased from any member of Presbyterian
Women or at the bazaar. The public is invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Country Dinner Plate

Fall festival at North
North Calloway Elementary School will sponsor its annual fall festival
on Friday. Nov. 13. from 6 to 8 p.m. at the school. The cafeteria will open
at 5:30 p.m. with chili, hot dogs, nachos and cheese, desserts and drinks
being sold. Games for all ages will be featured. Admission will be Si for
adults and 50 cents for children.

Hate lncludt:s.
Meat, 3 Vegetables & Hot Bread

$375
c6/6

etien

Delta breakfast Saturday
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday, Nov.
14, at 9 a.m. for a breakfast at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn. Lois
Sparks will present a Kentucky book review. Hostesses will be Georgia
Adams, Gela Ellis and Janie Weaver.

EU.S

Hwy. 641 N.

753-4141
EvENE..*.A.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Woodmen of the World Youth will take a trip to Kentucky Oaks Mall.
Paducah, on Saturday. Nov. 21. The group will leave the Murray camp
at 9 a.m. and a return at 5 p.m. Transportation will be provided. Reservations should be made by Saturday, Nov. 14, by calling 753-4382 or
753-2319 and asking for Colleen

Auction planned on Channel 11
National Broadcasting Society of Alpha Epsilon Rho at Murray State
University will sponsor its 15th annual television auction on Nov. 16, 17
and 18, beginning nightly at7 p.m. on MSU TV cable channel 11. All
types of merchandise from handbags to wicker accessories, donated by
merchants in the Murray-Mayfield are, will be up for bid. Bids for items
may be placed by calling 762-4737 during auction tims or placed in person on the sixth floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. All profits
raised from the auction go to buy equipment for the Radio/Television
Journalism department. scholarship funds and to help send AERho
members to conventions, according to AERho president Rick Flack

Wa)-s of preparing countr,1ham for holidays 'are listed

Special lessons on Tuesday

Restaurant

WOW Youth plan Paducah trip

"Gifts From the Kitchen" will be the lesson to be taught by Jean
Cloar, county extension agent for home economics, and Clara Bramley,
assistant agent. on Tuesday. Nov. 17, in Annex of Calloway Public
Library. Sessions will be at 10:15 a.m, and at 6:30 p.m. There will be exampls of mixes that can be made, a few things for you to taste, some
ideas for decorating containers, recipes, and tips on storage and freezing. A small fee Iless than El will be taken to cover the cost of food and
paper. Interested persons should call 753-1452 or 753-1456 by noon on
Monday, Nov. 16, and indicate which time you want to attend so that the
leaders will know how to prepare.

Country ham is a holiday Vali,.
tion in Kentucky. As the season to
be jolly fast-approaches, keep
these tips in mind when preparing
a Kentucky country ham. They
are offered 13:, Warrie Means, Extension meats specialist with the
U.K. College of Agriculture.

Holiday
Open House
at

I Fashion
Clearance!

MetI 1111110111S

5.00 Will
Hold Your
Christmas
Layaway!

•1*

1•;.:

;
; Sunday, Nov. 15th, 1-5 p.m.
Bel-Air Center
641 South

— Whole hams can be either
boiled Or baked. Whether boiling
or baking a ham, plan on about 20
minutes cooking time per pound of
meat. Use an oven temperature of
300 to 350 degrees.
— Long-aged hams tend to be
drier and may be better if boiled
or baked in a roaster with water
added.
— Don't forget about those convenient. vacuum-wrapped countr
ham slices. To cook sliced country
ham, place the meat in a frying
pan using moderate heat. Brown
slices on both sides, turning frequently. Avoid overcooking thin
slices as they will become dry and
tough.
Slices also may be broiled.
Again, avoid overcooking.
Sue Burner. Extension foods
specialist. suggest._ soaking a
whole ham in water for 12 hours to
remove some of the salt. You
might also do this with a single
slice of cOuntry ham.
Always refrigerate country ham
as soon as it is cut and also after
cooking

BUILDING A
NEW HOUSE
OR REMODELING?
Check GE's Builder's Price!
All Contractors are Eligible!
MICROWAVE
BUILT IN

COOKING CENTER
CiONit1110
sego
SATISFACTION.
GUARANTEED
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Clearance Clearance

Panties
1.00 Reg. To 3.00(Bikini's, Briefs& Hipsters.)
Handbags
Take An Additional 20% OffErcluding Aigner.
Dearfoam Warm-up House Boots...5.99 Reg.10.99
Special Rack OfFall Fashions

50% Off
n

Central Shopping Center

%

Plus
Cost

Example:
Cost '300.00
30.00
You Pay Only '330

FREE Delivery To Contractors!

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DIALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street — 733.186
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owners

i

Murray, Ky.

A

(21(16
AP\ G5°

Clearance * Clearance

lig191-1

OS"

No One Beats
GE &
)Murray Appliance's
Contractor's Price.

*Clearance

SAT's
RI
*no
4R44
,7ff •

C00000ELECTRIC RANGE

MEI=1=MI
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Community events announced
Thursday, Nov. 12
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp,
Sons of Confederate Veterans, will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Graves County Courthouse, Mayfield.
- - -Calloway County La Leche
League will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Patti Mitchell-Erwin. For
transportation call 759-1047.
--- Murray -Callow:ay County
Baseball Association will have its
annual open meeting at 7 p.m. in
Iiiississippi Room, Curris Center,
Murray'State University.
---Lynn Grove Adult Farmer Class
will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray Area
Vocational School.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call Pam
at 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143
---International Student Panel will
he at 7 p.m. in Barkley Room,Curris Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
---Opera music by Randall Black,
tenor, will be presented at 8 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State University. Admission is free.
-- -Percussion Ensemble Concert
will begin at 8 p.m. in Annex
Recital Hall. Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Murray StateUniversity.
Admission is free.
- --Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
ill meet at 7 - 30 p.m at Masonic
Temple.
---Front Porch Swing will rehearse
at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
---Men's basketball will begin at
6:30 p m. in gym at Elm Grove
Baptist Church.

Friday, Nov. 13
East Calloway Elementary
School PTA will sponsor its annual
fall festival starting at 6 p m at
school
- -- Southwest Calloway Elementary School will sponsor its annual
fall festival from 6 to 8 p.m. at
school.
---Christmas bazaar, sponsored by
Immanuel Lutheran Church
women, will be from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
---Games will be at 8 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
-- -Christian Single Adult Banquet
will be at 6:30 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist Church.
- - -Deadline for reservations for
''Country Christmas" trip on Dec.
16 and 17 has been extended. For
information call 753-8274 or
753-0929.
--- Second clinic to give influenza
vaccine will begin at 8 a.m. at
Calloway County Health Center.
For information call 753-3381.
- --Larynegectomy Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m in board room
of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

Friday, Nov. 19
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
- -North Calloway Elementary
School will sponsor its annual fall
festival from 6 to 8 p.m. at school.
Cafeteria will open at 5:30 p.m.
- --Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
-- Saturday, Nov. 14
Seventh Annual Antique Show
and Sale, sponsored by Murray
Band Boosters, will be from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the school at 501
Doran Rd.
--- Jackson Purchase Branch of
AAUW will meet at 12 noon at

liall;,

ae,1

2 40

*gar,

MURRAY

753-5095

rfra,r .nt

56()

Double Dip Cone

600

tunawn

260

52(1

2 80
250

560

Jumbo Sandwiches

2 50

4 90

2 70

5.30

her ken. .elen In a
Tuna Salad.

2 70 5 30

Hated luna

tr,401.1 0,400

ederl (01 cl

2n4

1.69

Sodas

1 79

Floats

1.69

Banana Split

2.79

Pints

2.69

Quarts

4.79

2.70)
• her tf

r. I

5 30

Spnl

Monday

Bean w/Ham

Tuesday

-Sleaichouse

Wednesday

Vegetable

Wisconsin Cheese
. Chicken Noodle

Thursday
Friday.

Cream of Potato
Cream ot Broccoli

Saturday

Strassberry

Hot Fudge Cherry
Butterscotch Pineapple.

8 07.
1)2'.

Plus A Cup of Soup

plus

tax

Ore°.

A

Shea wafer Thin with melted cheese

Lite Ham & Cheese

2.04

Sneer ham it .-heese
Lite Cheese Burger.. .
Ground round with melted cheese

1.94
.1.84

lisorred mean it ..heese

•

4ddtrional hems Cheese. Onion, Sour Cream

Peanuts

Pecans

Pralines

PARTY SUBS
to Surprise .Nour guests
at sour nest parts or'outtnq

.4 1...'nique 144%

Tubby's Slender Salads
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad

s 21)

Party Sub Ordors Require 4$ Hour Notice
Denim, Required
Ph..nr Orden 4.iared

Individual Small Large
1.69 2.69 3.69

Garden Salad

Chicken Salad

1 69

2.69

3.69

1.69

2.69

3.69

1.69

2.69

3(19

MADE FRESH AS ORDERED
s 8,00 pectin's

Tubby's Famous. ..
Jumbo • iSln101+,,
Ham &

Cheese

Jumbo • Ham A Oleo('

2.60

521)

2.70

5.40

2 80

5(14)

Hi-C Whipped Orange

Diet Pepsi

Root Beer

and

Pepsi
Mountain Dew

SIO.00

per lOor

S 9.00 per fintr
Sii.00 per/,'..:

• Jumbo Parr% Sur, • ,n1111,1 5O9 nr. r,ineedienr, •

Beverages

2 80 5.60
hi,It,,, melted her,, A rani h (Frei tine

other.

• Soup of tile Day • French Frio.
• Onion Mingo • Orinsdisd Mushrooms • Dessairts

750 OFF

$1.00 OFF

Purchase any one
of Tubby's 25
Varieties of
Submarine Sandwiches
and one Large Soft Drink

Buy A Half or Whole
Mushroom Steak &
Cheese Sub
and get $1.00 Discount
off the purchase price

and receive 75( OFE the purchase price'
Cannot be used with other coupons or
discount offers. Valid at this location only
CHESTNUT HILLS PLAZA
N 12th St I
MURRAY, KY
753.5015
• Expires 11.30 87 M 1.1'
You'll Love'em for the way They Taste

Cannot he used with other coupons or
discount offers. Valid at this location only
CHESTNUT HILLS PLAZA
t
N 12th St.(
'
IN.0
'11,...::
MURRAY.M
KY.
753.841811
Expires 11 ,30/R7 M I. T
You'll Love'em for the way They Taste

1.94
In‘ cornhasonorr of mushroom,. green pepper,. ptzza
sauce. "wired cheese, lettuce. Somali', and onions
Lite Steak & Cheese
2.04

1.29
.1.79

1

LITE BITE

6 bock

Lite .
. Vegetarian

Wi4

render I

Submarine Sandwich
St Small Drink

Street

Lite Tlibby's Famous.. ..
4.rsorred meats it cheese

Chili
derted nerr

• SUNDAE TOPPINGS'•

wife. hers.' A .t4teen nerre"
Chicken & Cheddar

I 89

Buy any

•

Chefs Choice

404,0114

*ill beef 'anal
ii. anther dre,sine
Italian Sausage

hip,

Box Meal Special

$2 59

Sunday

K-Mail

Lite Bites

12 oz. 1.29

I ro,milire‘11,
11i

Gyros

Small Sub. Di ink & Chips

For Only

1.79

Boston Cooler •

8" 16"
Chicken Salad

Piiza Burger & Cheese

Kiddie

1.79

Malts

Specialty Subs

Olee 0r

Mushroom Burger & Cheese
441 nnoh,,,,m
Mr lied I he eke

01 01411•1

Large 2.59

Soup of the Day
8 oz. .99

25 per ttem

Tubby's Burger Subs

Taco Sub
St it t, ,nt.if

2.09

Chocolate Chips

Cheeseburger

Tubby's
*
Ceseavioi Ho s
Snooping Canter

EXTRA TOPPINGS

505 more meat & Cheese /add/tuna!,

25(1 56(1

. .1.19

Small I 69

Marshmallow

P111.1 Steak & Cheese
pi -it riot r

melted

Cone

Shakes

Chocolate

5.60

,nath,,,m,

ri•und '.1,1,

Hand-dipped l ICE CREAM

300

8 inch Id 16 inch
Cheese
Mushhxims Green Peppers
Hot Peppers Pi//a Sauce

on. hrd
-

Tubby

Phone Ahead For Fast PickupWe Deliver

Single Dip

•('Mppnl ()mews
• Itthht Nile( tal lartetl of DresAings

5.20

250

Pepper Steak & Cheese

753-9419

CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER

Tubby's "Preinium"

• Crisps Fresh Letttae • Red Ripe lianatoes

Tubby's Steak Subs
4141

16th & Main

•t•

v

280 56(1
2 80 5p0

ALL SUBMARINES INCLUDE

5 20

260

.uler thin .irh 'mired hers..
Slushroom Steak & Cheese

Factory Discount Shoes

753-9228

s

BQ Chicken

4 KO

260

Steak & Cheese

$3895
Men's 1st Quality Dingo Boots
$4795

,rre4,/

EXTRA ITEMS

as

Texas or Western

'Christmas Open !louse at the Family
Tree
Nov. 15th & 22nd from 1-5 p.m.
Nam:, will he there from 1:30-5 p.m.

04 mpie Plaza

1/2 Price

Just Arrived
Truck Load of Men's Boots

9

Sundaes

Chuese

2nd Pair

95

H HQ Steak & Cheese
BQ Fried Ham & Cheese

an..1 nird ham

Nikes

1st Pair $2000

Portrait Package Includes:1-8X10
2-5X7's
4.-4X5's
(s2.95 deposit
16-Wallets
required)
Choice of Proofs

B.B.Q. Subs

hre4.-

(.het7S4.

Must Sell

Olympic Plaza - Friday, Nov. 15th
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Back in time for Christmas

iig,q

r led

Sizes 7, 71/2 & 8 only

P4 121h

16"
2 50 5(10

Ham & Cheese
s.,•
6.1

Over Stock of Men's
Dress & Casual Shoes

Photography by Hal

Friendship International will
meet at 9:15 a.m. in chapel of
First Baptist Church.
----•,Acteens of First Baptist Church
will have a sleep over at 8:30 p.m.
at Baptist Student Union.
- --Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m at lodge hall.
--- Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m for activities by senior citizens.
--- -

Tubby's Subs
suh & Cheese

abet%
viot.
_op lowiftif*,•••
00.'
1
04i
i -rs-X

There's no substitute!"

Salami

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
1 p.m. to midnight.
---Thoroughbred High School
Speech Tournament will be from
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in Faculty
Hall, Murray State University.
(Cont'd on page 8)

Capture Christmas
memories worth sharing. . .
with a photo session sponsored
by The Family Tree and

Tubb'
y
Sutlimirine

Saturday, Nov. 14
Churchwide, Hayride of First
Baptist Church will start at 5:45
p.m. at church.
---Dance with music by Excaliber
will be presented from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
This is for members only.
-- -New Providence Riding Club
will sponsor an open horse show at
4 p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.

(Pkgt

lV 5.

SINK A SUBMARINE

I llhtt%s I allk
4.i. irr.,f egf

Saturday, Nov. 14
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will be from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
---Murray Chapter of Women's
Aglow Fellowship will meet at 12
noon at Kenlake Hotel.
---Covenant, national youth group,
will present a concert at 7 p.m. in
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
- --A hayride and lock -in for Senior
High Youth of First United
Methodist Church will start at 6
p.m.
-- -Big Bowling Band for children,
ages 6 to 12, of First Baptist
Church will start at 10 a.m. at
church.

Bazaar by Women of North

'Sp&
49%01%

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
4 p.m. to midnight.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

West Kentucky Chapter of Kentucky Society of Certified Public
Accotintants will meet at 6 p.m. at
Brass Lantern, Aurora

Saturday, Nov. 14
Hubt Room, Mayfield. For
transportation call Jane Rogers or
Jo Cleta Williams.
- --Murray Sub-district United
Methodist Men will have a potluck
fellowship supper for men and
families at 6 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove church. Meat, bread
and beverages will be furnished by
host church.
---Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 9 a.m.
for breakfast at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
---Reservations for WOW Youth
trip to Paducah on Nov. 21 should
be made by today by calling
753-4382 or 753-2319 and ask for
Colleen.
---Holly Berry Bazaar will start at
8 a.m. at First Presbyterian
Church.

(PARTY SUBS EXCLUDED)
Cannot be used with other coupons or
discount offers Valid at this location only
CHESTNUT HILLS PLAZA
IN 12th St I
44
, MtrRRAY, KY
783,506
Expires it 30/87
You'll Love'em for the way They Taste

FREE
from Tubby's
Buy any B.B.Q. Subs
& get a 32 oz. Soft Drink

FREE
Cannot be used with other coupons or
discount offers Valid at this location only
CHESTNUT HILLS PLAZA
iN 12th st.
MURRAY, KY
733-5016
Expires • 113087 M.L.T
You'll tAwe'em for the way They Taste

Qualitty Ingradlants so Into making • Robby's Party Sub
Fanyaisia...Generous portions of Ham • 2 varieties of
Salami • Swiss American Cheese • Crispy. Lettuce &
Red Ripe lbmatoes • onions • Seasonings • Tbbhy s
Secret Recipe Sub Sauce • Mild Hot Peppers upon
request
Nam & Chossm...An abundance of Ham • Multi slices of
Swiss American Cheese • crisp)Lettuce • Red Ripe
Tbmatoes • Onions • Seasonings • Tlibby s Seert.t
Recipe Sub Sauce • Mild Hot Peppers
The about are skillfulh Mended into • ties frensh bun on bring
inut a delightful sandeuh from end io end hoe after, hite after
bite
HO** to nota Ptu anIrry your Sabby's Party Sub
Storage: Made just minutes prior to your pick up. Par
ty Subs can be stored at room temperature for two
hours before requiring refrigeration
Partisaing: For maximum eating enjoyment your 1\ib
by s Party Sub should be sliced in 1., to 2 inch
portions
Approve Sauor Be certain to inform your guest of the
container of Tubby's Secret Recipe Sub Sauce This is
to be applied over top of ingredients as each portion is
to be eaten

0
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Community...

MURRAY TODAY

a'ont'd from pagr7

Saturday, Nov.14

Saturday, Nov. 14

Graphic design art exhibit by BS
Steve Moore will be on display today through Nov. 25 in Curls
Center Gallery, Murray State
University.

A Pay-Pet-Yiew Cable .S>ectacuktr./
THE WORLD WRESTLING FEDERATION PRESENTS
THE BIGGEST EVENT SINCE WRESTLEMANIA III'!
,--_--..
- T N. c".1,,-`-`"

Saturday, Nov. 14

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---Benefit gospel singing for Kenny

s

'

.

-

-

I

.

a.,
•.

.

Come To The

•'
'.(

1.11.1' N0%144(0126, 1987 • itK HfiELDCOUS1044•7:30 PM •PA1

pkk

50 WWF SUPERSTARS APPEARING ON ONE GREAT CARD
FEATURING 4 TEAM ELIMINATION MATCHES.
4111(

••••••••••••• 4,• II

..:

Weekend Special

Rent 6 Movies For $10
each additional movie only 99°

TEAMS OF FIVE, STRIVE TO SURVIVE!
See WWF Heavyweight Champion _
NM HOGAN Team Captain

WADY "MACHO fur WAGE
Team Captain

First

vs

Rang

Pickup Friday, bring back Monday

ANDRE THE GIANT Team Captain

— VS —

Movie Club Memberships
& gift certiftates from
Murray Rental & Sales
make great Christmas gifts.

A sc ,act c' STRIKE FORCE HART FOUNDATION
SENSATIONAL SHERRI anc tne FABULOUS MOOLAH

CABLE
VISION

Center

Bel-Ait

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (API
- Cary Grant had so much style,
and the current Hollywood crowd
has so little, that the late actor was
named one of America's 10 best
dressed men by the Tailors Council of America.
In its list released Nov 9. the
Beverly Hills-based group named
Grant the best-dressed in the motion picture category. He died on
Nov. 29, 1986.
The council's president, Jack

$8.95

RENTAL SALES
ORDER EARLY DON'T GET SHUT OUT!
CALL YOUR CABLE OPERATOR NOW!

CENTER
200 1. Main Si.

---

Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

CEIMID

753-5005

--

,.--- -- --

M,wv.

Story, clinet, and Marie Taylor,
piano, will be at 2 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
- - -AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p m at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets For information call
759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
Gospel singing featuring The
Glory Bounds from Union City.
Tenn., will be at 6 p.m. at Cherry
Corner Baptist Church
- --Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850: Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center: Attracting Winter Wildlife
at 2 p.m at Woodlands Nature
Center

Cary Grant named as one
of America's best-dressed

Lay-Away a VCR & TV
Now For Christmas

The VAVF INTENCONTINBITAL
CHAMPION HOMY TINE MAN
Team Captain

Sunday, Nov. 15

and Sheila Quinton who lost their
trailer home by fire will be at 7
p.m. at Mt. Sinai Baptist Church.
---Murray State University Racers
will play a football game at 1:30
p.m. with Middle Tennessee State
University at Murfreesboro. Tenn
-- - Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 130 p.m. and
Muzzleloading Rifle Match at 1:30
p.m. at The Homeplace•1850;
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and
Skywalk at 2 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center: Attracting Winter
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
--- Sunday, Nov. 15
Seventh Annual Antique Show
and Sale, sponsored by Murray
Band Boosters, 1Jl be from 12:30
to 5 p.m. at school, 501 Doran Rd.
--- Faculty recital featuring Don

7S3-1201

Open tu a Fri. II I Set.

Taylor, also said the group named
Republican presidential hopeful
Sen. Robert Dole of Kansas the
best-dressed man in government
and Ted Koppel as the best.
dressedman in the media.
"The selection of Cary Grant
was necessitated due to the lack of
any current motion picture actor
who sartorially represents the motion picture industry. said
Taylor

Who Sold
Christmas
Shopping
Kos To lie
ic pen& ?

wore
424143.
11:
1 1,44%
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BILACK&DECKER*
1001 Piece
GARCIA
Nts
u and Bolts
VI
Cabinet!
0
•
III
A
N
D
..,
\

1.,,k,,, - ..

,

• I

0

e

-400111110
.
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1

WI3
642-0640
i\ralgt.or 4(iip.%.

_ .
OA

111.4.1%,:igiMel ltbh

ikedski7.

20" Huffy
Mag Wheels
---White Tires
Laid Back Seat Post

..uoiso. cal

BUY ONE
GET ONE

25-dr4wer chest holds metal wood mach,ne screws hex
nuts assorted washers more'(334-1286)

Sale

5.99 Rag

Garcia Spring Combo
Reg $25 99

-

,

/\
„r.:111
tal
4.11. iMMIWINEW
1."
--2
.
2e
"IaMar

.

sN

.

4.11N6

/

'fillir"--

.aaar:•

-7,1.IP

Reg

$, ‘)-

Combination
Square

Sale

4.99

•

Reg $8 69
KM ADE

,,.

S8102.88
Belt clip Solid state circuitry
Battery not incl (827-0597)
Reg S7 99
Ar-

9.99

i

.'::

Smurf AM Radio

Sale

Permanent filter bag is washable ,221-92361

Reg $159 99

.

4

Ai ...-

SEE US FOR DETAILS!

$1299
.

12-Volt Car Vac Sale

-

/1

Panasonic Clock Radio
Sale 9.99
203-3876

F?eg $18 00

Pliers
Groove Joint Pliers

$4.99
304-0797 Reg $9 29

06-11168
Tool Box Saw

6.99
saleg
Re SI2 99

"Old

Sale $8 99
Timer" Pocket Knife

sal.8.99
•3 blades 3-5/16" closed
*619-3502

DAIWA!
643-0086 Reg $9 99

SpIncast Reel
A-6888 Apollocast
See

6.99

America's Locally-Owned, Nationally-Known TOTAL HARDWARE Store.
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

/-•

MAIL IN OFFER
•

Huffy 20" Mag Wheel Bike

,

.lik.,

FIIIEE.

"1001;Pitte'1411-i-iiidlIolti-Cabinel-

We can assemble and store this
for you until Decemtser 23rd!

Sale 109.99

/ 14

753-8604

Central Shopping Center

.
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Thanks to you...it works for ALL OF US
1987-88PACESETTERF

W al-Mar1
,•
vv because al, the agen.
ies trial are sopportea are iocai We
tr k. p.0 money kac filL Ou, (...ommuna.ec ,nstearj of nationa-

we

C Al.4E •., a yoga° for Walmart and
Vvf L4/4

Keniake Foods
The ably tO help support the worthy protects aria human needs
groups that are represented by this
years U W campaign is considered
as part of Our responsibility as a corporate citizen

Peoples Bank
pOse of bCiig n Murray .s
HELPING PEOPLE U W is people
helping people so its only natural
that WE want to be involved with our
t me and money

Murray State University
Through Inc once a year U W campaign we who are members of the
M S family have an opportunity to
unite in support of local groups who
serve our community in very personal and needed endeavors

K-Mart
Supporting the United Way is a natonwae program for us and we are
gar] to have a local U W to support
it botn benefits Our employees as
weii as our customerf 'e serve
of our employees participated
2nci campaign

H.T. Marketing
Elizabeth Whitmer (tourist and
recreation sales) H T Marketing is
proud to be a part of Murray and to
support the community through the
United Way

Briggs and Stratton
Unttiec effort in giving

Fisher Price:
A way to work together to support
a common cause for the betterment
Of our community

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Bank of Murray
1 14/e 1/te .tleo ol one ctrrve for ,r

MCCH Stuart Poston:
We are convinced that the U W
campaign is the best way to gel the
maximum number of people in the
community invoivea and committed
to supporting local charities and
maximazing the amount ol money
raised Our employees have
responded in an outstanding way
both this year and last and we are
confiaent that their comrnittment wiii
grow year to year

Murray Ledger & Times
Were proud of what United Way
has accomplished in the past two
years better support of local
chanties and unified giving

Ryan Milk Co.
Give the employees the opportunity to serve the community in the
most convenient way

Agencies Supported by United Way
In Murray & Calloway County
*
11
Boy Scouts of America
Four Rivqrs
the
Council• Scouts is to
'eprig to ,nstii.
•
t'
,
'ono peopse and in other
t-etia,e them to make ethic&
-0, ti-4.• tetmein achiev•

CHAMPA

thearC

CM/DAC/I HEAL TIP AND MENTAL PIIIOTICT1ON IN

Spouse
Provides 24-hour crilS line. couseiing referrals, court .advocacy and
30 days shelter to victims of
domestic violence and their
children

Calloway County Association
for Retardqd Citriens
The purposes of this Association
are To promote the general welfare
of all mentally retarded persons To
foster tne aeveiopment of programs
in their behalf To encourage
research related to mental retardation To advise and aid parents and
to coordinate their efforts and
activit!es

4-H
is the largest youth organizaion ri
the world Its purpose is to promote
the development of youth into productive self-directing and contributing members of society

CHAMP
The goals of CHAMP are to protect
Calloway County children through
education of kids and adults about
the problems of abuse abduction,
and exploitation and facilitate
theraputic services to families affected by the devasting consequences of sexual abuse.

+
American
Red Cross

American Red Cross
,rnmediate assistance tor
(.1,sasier .,,,ct,rns helps maintain adeauate h ,o()d supply via community
blood
24-hpur emergency
ass ••!.in( i• to the Military and their
tan, e.
I.rst aid water safety

Unibed Way

It brings outthe Elest
in all of us. A
GIRLSC?
(
ITS

Parents Anonymous
Parents Anonymous is a statewide
non-profit prodram which succe,,stuily treats and prevents ohm
abuse The program has operated
in Kentucky since 1978 as a
resource tor parents in crisis and tor
those e+oe,iencing stress in their
Parenting

•Ori5 Scouts
Kentuckians council
Helps girls ages 6-17 develop
values and self awareness, to learn
leadership skills and community
responsibility Troup program provided by local volunteer adult
leadership

of
Murray!
Calloway
County
United Way officers are left to right: Judy Stabler, publicity; Pat
Miller Sanders, treasurer; Betty Lowry, president; Bob Cornelison,
president-elect; Phil Jachowicz, secretary.

!'44CA
Community!Student YMCA
Provides programs for all ages of
Murray Calloway County citizens
Murray State volunteer students will
plan and operate programs which
will benefit the community as well
as the 'n n'ved studeents

BOARD MEMBERS
Bill Allbritten
Neva Gray Allbritten
Walt Apperson
Bill Boyd
Gale Cornelison
Jo Crass
Charles Eldridge
Gerry Hardin
Keith Hays
Doug Hocking
Vickie Jones
William Pasco
Stuart Poston
Tommy Sanders
Dan Shipley
Judy Stahler,
publicity chairman

Or
titio
.
Arthritis Foundation
Works to aid the arthritis patient
through a program of general
education, training and education of
professionals: direct services and
research Provides weekly clinics.
medical equipment loan bank.
counseling and referral
1

(&*
v Mo^, •
Yenta Retardal,cr Board
Provides a wide range of comprehensive mental health, mental
retardation and substance abuse
serves to a nine-county area. Fees
for services are based on a sliding
scale which lakes into account the
size of the family and the family's
income

We've surpassed
our goal this
year, but we're
still happy to
receive donations
and pledgsts. The
more money
raised through
United Way, the
more support we
can give to the
community.

Information pertaining to United

Way may be obtained by contacting Jane Curd, Bank of Murray. 753-1895, Ext. 236
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Mom Flushes at Treasured
Photos Hanging in Bathroom
DEAR AHCY: Here's a new one
for you. My daughter-in-law has my
wedding picture hanging directly
over the toilet in her bathroom. She
has -honored- her parents weddine picture in this fashion by
hair Ing it right next to ours.
This must be a new fad because
my daughter hung the wedding
picture of her grandparents (my
beloved mother and father) over the
•lbrone- in her bathroom!
I'm tempted to ask for those
p, tort's back. I would rather see
• them destroyed than hanging there.
They should be in an album. I
,reasure those pictures and wanted
InN family to have them after I'm
ne. I am 82.
HURT IN ARIZONA

very hard not to "shame- her out of
usiug it. but it's difficult when so
many strangers try to do it for me.
(One woman actually reached out
and removed the pacifier from my
daughter's mouth!)
I'm not asking you to suggest an
insulting comeback, but I hope you
will print this so those people will
know how rude they are. Thanks for
the pressure valve, Abby.
MOTHER OF A
CUTE LI'L SUCKER
DEAR MOTHER: If your professional advisers (dentist and
pediatrician) approve of your
daughter's sucking on a pacifier
at her age, it's all right with me.
But I am concerned about your
daughter's feelings. She must
feel confused when you encourage her to suck on a pacifier in
public, and strangers humiliate
her for doing so.
When strangers make these
rude comments, tell them politely but firmly that you are
able to handle the situation, so
kindly back off.

DEAR HURT: Please don't
Judge your daughter and daughter-in-law too harshly. I'm sure
the meant no offense. Many
contemporary decorators suggest hanging heirloom pictures
in the bathroom, powder room
or dressing area. Though the
idea may not appeal to you, the
pictures will be enjoyed far
more where they are seen every
day, rather than placed in an
DEAR ABBY: Having just read
album that's seldom opened.
the letter from "Patti" regarding the
"nasty" thank-you note for a $10
)E 3-R ABBY: Please comment on wedding present. I thought you
A relatiy ely trivial‘ annoyance that might get a kick out of the followI -and other mothers agree is not so ing:
A young couple (friends of mine)
trivial after it's happened 30 or 40
were recently married and were
times. I refer to strangers who strike
up A conversation with your child in surprised at not receiving any
a park or checkout line or wherever wedding gift from the groom's best
with such comment:s as: "What's a friend (and best man). Although the
big girl like you doing with a groom wanted to ignore the fact, the
miffed bride sent the following
pacifier in your mouth?"
My daughter is big for her age thank-you note: "Thank you for the
and her dentist has told me it's all lovely wedding gift; every time we
.i.ht to let her use a pacifier. I try look at it, it reminds us of you"!
STILL CHUCKLING

(Coard from page 1i
of moving too quickly on Kennedy.
"I hope this nomination will provide -no more surprises for the
Congress or embarrassments for
the White House," said Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd,
D-W'A'a., a member of the
Judiciary Committee,
Biden, D-Del., said, "I suspect
we'll have a new Supreme Court
justice if all goes well immediately upon the recohvening of the
Senate after the first of the year."
Among the meetings Kennedy
will have with senators, few will
be more important than his session with conservative Jesse
Helms, R-N .C.
Two weeks ago. Helms said
there was "no way Jose" that he
could back Kennedy, and there
were hints of a filibuster by conservatives if he received the
nomination instead of Ginsburg.
But Helms said Wednesday that
Kennedy telephoned him within
minutes of Reagan's announce-

Capt. Carl Martin, a Murray
State University security officer
has reported that a burglary occurred in the Clark Hall dormitory
during the early morning hours on
Sunday.
According to Martin, approximately $4,000 worth of property
was taken in the incident including
stereo equipment, jewelry, a
television set, camera equipment
and a tape recorder.
Though Martin said authorities
have idehtified three suspects, he
could not release further information because the investigation is
not complete.

DON'T WAIT FOR
BAD WEATHER—REPLACE
YOUR BATTERY NOW!

The SuperGuard
all-season radial

,ALUE! The NEW
JieHard auto battery
More powerful than eye,
LESS than the Diehfard
87 Annual Catalog

-

4999

The RoadHandler
GT 70 radial tire

Low as

99

Ali-season tread and steei
belts for Superb traction and a
smooth Quiet ride

Low

Wide profile puts more tread
.a-f
on the road than most orcl,
tires for great hark:Piro

49

ment, and he expressed satisfaction with the conversation.
Helms added, "I hope I will be
able to support his nomination
with enthusiasm following my
meeting with him and after he has
appeared before the Senate
Judiciary Committee."
In his announcement, Reagan
called Kennedy "popular with colleagues of all political persuasions. And I know that he seems to
be popular with many senators of
varying political persuasions as
well."
Kennedy is considered to be a
moderate conservative, less
ideologically rigid than Reagan's
two earlier nominees. He has a
dozen years of experience on the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
and has written more than 400 opinions — including some 3.35 in
which he wrote for the majority.
Kennedy has written opinions
upholding capital punishment, the
legality of paying women less than
men in comparable jobs and the
Navy's policy of discharging
sailors who engage in homosexual
conduct.
In his most highly publicized
decision, later upheld by the
Supreme Court, he struck down
the "legislative veto" by which
Congress--timited power in the executive branch.
Reagan spent 35 minutes with
Kennedy on Monday and asked if
there was anything in his
background that would prove embarrassing, White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said.
The nominee said there was
nothing.
Kennedy told reporters he had
been asked if he ever smoked
marijuana. "The answer was —
no, firmly, no," he said.
Kennedy underwent three hours
of -no-holds-barred" questioning
Sunday by -Reagan's top
lieutenants about his personal life
and integrity, Fitzwater said. FBI
agents grilled him for 10 hours
Monday.

(Cont'd from page I)
we're studying how things work
here and it's really not sexy
news."
Some state officials also were
concerned by comments Wilkinson made at a news conference
last week that he wouldn't name
cabinet secretaries until after he
is inaugurated on Dec. 8.
Alexander said no appointments
to major jobs will be made until at
least next week. after Wilkinson
returns from a vacation. Wilkinson will return this weekend, at
the latest, Alexander said. The
governor-elect had said last week
that he would have some major
announcements soon after his
return.
"We don't know what those announcements will be. ... They
could involve cabinet appointments, but maybe they're
something else," Alexander said.
"Frankly we don't know when
those appointments will be announced," he said. "Some may not
be made until after the inauguration, some. may be sooner.
"The point is that the governerelect wants the best team possible.
... And it would be foolish for him
to lose a top prospect if he needs
an absolute answer from someone
by Dec. 8."
The transition team is headed by
David McAnelly, a Casey County
lawyer and longtime associate of
Wilkinson's.
The state also has hired State
Research Associates for $15,000 to
work with the transition team. The
Lexington consulting firm had
helped develop Wilkinson's campaign platform.

Batchelor joins BSA museum's project
Ray mona Martin Batchelor of
McKenzie, Tenn., has joined the
staff of the National Scouting
Museum's Live Theatrical Exhibits
Project in Murray.
Batchelor will serve as interim
Project Director as well as Tour
Manager for the Spring 1988 tour of
"Spinners!" She will supervise
booking and travel arrangements
for the professional acting company that will tour the Southeast as
part of the Scouting Museum's
public education program
This is the second season for the
tour which features storytellers
and a workshop in storytelling for
young people. In addition to performances for Scouting groups and

conventions, the tour will be
available to schools and arts
groups beginning in early
February.
Batchelor has attended Bethel
College and is a 1987 graduate of
Murray State University. She is
currently directing theatre productions for Bethel College.
"We're very pleased to have
Mona Batchelor join the project,"
said producer Robert Valentine.
"She has experience in touring
theatre and a good understanding
of what we are trying to ac•
complish."
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Martin of McKenzie and
is married to Stephen Batnelor,
also of Mcl<exie.

d'ont'd from page 1)
paid for most of her previous treatment at Kosair Children's Hospital in
Louisville. Sandra and Roy Foster's 15 percent .share of the bill still
amounts to about $180,000, relatives and friends said.
And because Tabatha's surgery in Pittsburgh was deemed experimental, insurance will not (over it or related care Additional expenses include transportation and housing for Tabatha's parents in Pittsburgh, both of whom are on leaves of absence from their jobs
Mary Lee Patterson, coordinator of the Pittsburgh committee, made
the $2 million estimate based on information she received from the Pittsburgh hospital and the medical community Once Tabatha leares the
hospital, her yearly medication bill alone will be $18,000, Ms Patterson
said.
The committee, made up of 10 to 12 professionals recruited by Ms.
Patterson and others, believes the hospital should pay for the surgery.
Officials of the hospital did not return telephone calls Wednesday. The
hospital has said it will work, with the Fosters to pay for the operation.
but has not elaborated.
Gospel singings,also are planned in Madisonville and Paducah.
Dorothy Vasser of Paducah, Sandra Foster's mother, said --her
daughter has not previously expressed worry about finances.
"She just prays a lot and reads her Bible and just believes that the
Lord is the light and the way," Ms. Vasser said.
Donations may be sent to Citizens Bank and Trust Co. in Paducah,
Kentucky Bank and Trust Co. in. Madisonville . or the Tabatha Foster
Fund, 1330 Pennsylvania Ave., Pittsburgh. Pa 15232.
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Bring us three or four cans of food worth $5.00 or
more to help others less fortunate this holiday
season. And we'll say "thanks" to you with a special
cable television offer.

Your Canned Food Donation
Saves $10.00
on your hook-up to

Basic Cable, HBO,Cinemax or Disney
RoadHandler 50 highway
,-season modern block
!read for terrific handling and
braking For light trucks

5999
Low is

L.T148 794,4

Same steel Pelts warranty as t
kis
our finest RoadHandler a
3999
season at 45-50% LESS
rine:x.1,1
W7300)

COME INTO SEARS FOR GREAT SERVICE VALUES
Complete oil change
and new oil filter
Get up to 5 quarts of Spectrum
10W40 oil and Sears tme,
c.
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Just bring your gift of food to our
office or we can collect it when
we install your new service.
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Education study says state
tax is profitable investment
Advocates for higher education
often claim that state tax support
of higher education is more of an
investment than a cost, because
the money comes back to the state
many times over. But can this
claim be backed up with hard
facts? According to a study released recently by the Kentucky Council on Higher Education, the
answer is yes.
"The Economic Impact of
Public Universities and Colleges
In Kentucky: Annual Expenditure
Impact" indicated that Kentucky
gets back at least 12.40 for each
dollar of state tax funding put into
higher education. In dollar
figures, the Kentucky state
government invested $479 million
in public higher education in fiscal
year 1985/86 the year studied for
this report 1, which resulted in a
short-term expenditure impact of
$1.16 billion in Kentucky's
economy.
The report also found that direct
expenditures of $706 million by the
mstltutlons, students and out-ofstate visitors resulted in the creation of 61,800 jobs in Kentucky. Of
these jobs 22,600 were one the 22
campuses of the public system,
and 39.200 were in the private
sector
In 1985/86 Kentucky's public colleges and universities received
$987.3 million in revenue from all
sources. Of this total 49 percent
was from state tax revenues, and__
51 percent was from feder1V,
private, and tuitaai sources.

"Although the short-term impact of $1.16 billion and 61,800 jobs
was large," Cox continued, "the
greatest value of public higher
education to Kentucky lies in its
long-term benefits, in human
capital, the improvement of
physical capital, and the general
enhancement of quality of life all of which provide a framework
conducive to economic development." Cox said a second study to
verify these long-term benefits
will be undertaken as soon as
possible.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
)1,/ FRII)A1 . ti( )‘. EN114ER 1:1, 1987
ARIES
SCORPIO
Thu 21 to Apr 19)
(( )41 21 to Nov. 211
A social obligation comes early
Things fall into place for Your
today It should be an especially career You create your own opporhappy time for romance now Travel. tunities now and you get the gorecreation and pleasure outings are ahead regarding a plan on the back
favored
burner Aim for the top.
TAI'RUS
SAGITI'ARRS
( Apr 2)) to May. 201
Nov 22 to Dec. 21)
You'll get a donwstic matter settled
A trip will prove more exciting than
to yt nu satisfaction today Slane take you anticipate This is a glorious day
work home from the office Iivalings for romance, recreation, and overall
with banks anti creditior% pr4ove fun in life Take advantage out.
fortunate
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
•
(Dec 22 to Ian 19)
May 21 to June 201
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This is a happy tutw for you Ties a research project Behind-the-scenes
with a partner greatly improve now
moves an your career pay off. Luck is
You umit.mtand each other and will
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celebrate the (occasion it
in and family.
%nine special was
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N't Si may also make a niaji wr purchase
make new filends
for the horn..
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LEO
(Feb 19 to Mar 20)
(July 2( to Aug 221
New chances for financial gain
wu'll reach a new understanding
arise A career plan should really take
with a 'child now Things go pretty
off Drive plus originality puts you in
mut h your was Take the initiative in
the place you want to be.
contacting others Pleasure pursuits
11 144/RN TODAY you are resource
are fay( wed
fill and smart enough to get by on
VIRGO your wits. You have an interest in
(Aug 2:3 to Sept 22)
'11 unusual subjects and enjoy exploring
You'll finally tidy up a lot of loose
the unknown. Both science and art
ends. especially in (linnet-thin with
are likely to appeal to you. It is
domestic matters One issue in
important that you like your work or
romance remains unresolved income
you won't put forth the proper effort.
should improve hOW
You're somewhat intense and must
LIBRA
be careful not to let negative emo
t sew 23(0( hi. 22)
Zet
lions take hold. A serious person, you
You'll he the one planning the party
hive an interest in writing and
now Some meet with a romantic
metaphysical subjects. flirt hdate of:
introduction. Be sure to accept social
Linda ('hristian. actress; Robert Louis
invitations Be considerate of a family
Stevenson, writer; and Jean Seberg.
member
actress.
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Trims

The economic impact of the
public institutions included: $233.8
million from goods and services
purchased from Kentucky
businesses for that year; $578.8
million from the payroll of the
public institutions; and $52.4
million from spending for new
capital construction.
In the year studied approx.
imately 429,000 out-of-state
visitors to Kentucky's public colleges and universities spent $12.9
million in Kentucky.
Gary S. Cox, executive director
of the council, noted that the conservative report presents only the
short-term and direct expenditures that can be attributed to
higher education in Kentucky.
This report, Cox said, "shows the
extent to which public and private
funds spent through public higher
education stimulate business and
employment in our state in the
short term.
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And Full Line Lumberyard
Al' CA 4111,i•-te

Horne Bnktng a;it; ,

1
by Julia Scully
More Fun Than A Yo-yo
This year was 1958, and this group of kids and their teachers were do
ing what some 15 million other Americans were doing -gyrating inside of three-foot diameter plastic rings. Photographer Mickey Pallas,
knows for his keen eye for popular culture, captured these avid practitioners in Chicage park. The fad all started innocently enough in
Australia where similar hoops of bamboo had long been used in gym
classes. A couple of American toymakers picked up the idea, had the
circlets molded in plastic named them hula hoops (after the motior,
necessary to keep them from falling to the ground) and sold them for
about $1.98. The resulting fad was the biggest one to engulf the U.S.
since the yo-yo.
- ' V,,ker

Single Hung Aluminum
Windows with Scraen offer
high quality features. Glazing
helps reduce heating and air
conditioning costs.
ESP Soria, 60 Mill Finish
1/1 With Screan
2030 60 Mill 1/1 wiscrisen
2430 60 Mill 1 / 1 vs/scroan

, 2$30, ,O situ 1/1 w/scro•n
3030 60 Mill 1/1 vs/scr•en

10695
6-Panel Steel Entrance Door.
Prehung, 32— 1774, 1775

26.99
28.99
50.99
52.99

Harrell highlights meeting
of regional citizen groups
Bob Harrell, director of the
Citizens Upholding Our Constitution and Values, highlighted a second meeting Thursday in Cadiz of
citizens groups airing their objections and comments about proposed projects at Land Between The
Lakes and the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
The "Peoples Right to Know" is
the theme. "While our county suffers from needed improvements in
education, physical development
and much more; TVA sits on
thousands of valuable lakefront
lots. Let's get them assessed for the
actual value like we have to do,"
said Bill Francis. owner-operator
of the Family Restaurant at junction 1-24 • U.S. 68.
Euel Compton, school board
member added "We need a class
action suit to properly challenge
the Fiscal Court regarding their
taxing duties." They (TVA( pay
taxes based on assessments made
in the sixties with their I in lieu of
payments," he said.
''With the cuts in revenue sharing. counties are looking for help in
various ways," Harrell noted, "but
most of our county judges may be
reluctant to demand anything
much from TVA."
Were getting let down two
ways-the economy LBL was supposed to stimulate and those few
dollars they're paying that remain
at a percentage of what everybody

else has to pay," Harrell said.
Glen Dunn, owner of the Pete
Light Springs Resort added, "I
bought my place, based on TVA's
count regarding visitors and it's not
anything like what they said." You
can't depend on what they saythey only seem concerned about
how they look," Dunn added.
"The general consensus of the
group seemed to be that what had
been done by LBL was too llttle, too
diversified, without an overall plan
regarding development and some
voiced an opinion that things would
probably get a lot worse for those
depending on even limited sales to
visitors. LBL staff was noted by
some as having their hands tied
regarding
positive
ac complishments,"Harrell said."We
will continue towards our goal to inform every senator, congressman
and every American we think a
government agency can turn into
when left unaccountable, uncontrollable and in a position to dictate
the general welfare and future of
others," Harrell said. Harrell's
remarks were ended with more
discussions.
Future meetings were planned at
The Barn in Aurora November 19,
and continue every other Thursday
night at 7 p.m. to Hopkinsville,
Clarksville, Dover, Nashville,
Paris Landing, Benton, Paducah,
Murray and ,the LBL Visitor's
Center.
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2'0" Prehung Lauan Door
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Great Stuff 8. Touch-N-Foam.
Non-Expanding Foam Sealant,
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Insulation Kit

Water Heater Jacket
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appliance purchase

SALE BONANZA

*Lay-Away Now For Christmas or
Purchase A Treas Gift Certificate*

(To qualthed buyers)

Buy any new or used 1988 Renault
Medallion before Dec. 31, 1987
and receive $750 cash bock,
Look for our insert in
Friday's paper and
Tuesday's Shopping Guide
for spectacular holiday
shopping buys!
Notenil soles
Ifcense)

to

Audubon
Society
Bird Seed

G.E. 250 Watt
Infrared Heat
Lamp

.88
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2"

Tram Dottcenter

*Open Sundays 1-5 *Gift Certificates

MOVIE WORLD
HOME T.V. & APPLIANCE
Central Shopping Center
Mon Sot. 10-9; Sun. 1-5
753-7670•753-HOME

And Full Line Lumberyard
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KTIB611
Sale ends
759-1390
Nov. 15

Open 7 Days A Week

:.11! Your Complete Horne Building Supply Cents

Mon.-Fri. 710-6:00 Sat. 6-5 Sun. 1-5
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only
Other Locations—Denton and Lake City
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Tinnochio's Magical Wish' to be performed here November 19

'Pinnochio's Magical Wish' will play at Murray Middle
November 19 at 7 p.m.

School

Local children and their parents of all time. Several novels which
he
will have an opportunity to observe wrote have been long forgotten,
but
the 104th birthday of the famous his story of Pinocchio has
been
fairy-tale character of Pinocchio translated into 30 languages and
is
when the professional live stage still a best-seller among children's
production of "Pinocchio's Magical stories over 100 years later.
Wish" appears here on Nov. 19th at
In 1940, Walt Disney created a
the Murray Middle School full-length animated cartoon movie
Auditorium. The local appearance of -Pinocchio," the same year
that
of this nationally -touring show is he released his famous productio
n
being sponsored here by Murry of "Fantasia" Both films are
Business & Professional Women regarded as classics. Disney
with performance scheduled for 7 alerted the original story
p.m.
somewhat to give it a lighter and
The original story of Pinocchio cheerier touch, because the
was written in Italy in 1883, exact- original story was a bit somber in
ly 104 years ago. by one Carlo spots.
Lorenzini, writing under the name
The producers of "Pinocchio's
of "Carlo Collodi." The author was
Magical Wish" have taken up
a professional soldier-turned- where Disney left off and created
writer, an unlikely creator of one of a bright and sparkling live musical
the most famous children's fables stage production, with fascinating

MCMA production ot w.ma qumtet a musi.cal treat
By Charles

Snead
MSU Horn Instructor
On Tuesday evening, November
3rd, the Murray Civic Music
Association presented the Aspen
Woodwind Quintet. This ensemble
was an outstanding example of the
fine entertainment brought to Murray audiences by the M.C.M.A. The
quintet, although affiliated with the
Aspen Summer Music Festival, is
based in New York and does extensive touring throughout the United
States and Europe. The program
presented by the quintet was highly
varied in style and did an excellent
job of showcasing the combined
talents of the ensemble as well as

the talents of individual mernbers
of the group.
The concert opened with a
quartet for flute. clarinet, horn, and
bassoon, by Rossini. This work set
a delightful mood while introducing
the ensemble to the listeners. The
quintet's excellent control of intonation, tonal blend, and ensemble
quickly became evident

The second work performed was
the Quintet by Shawn. Shawn is a
contemporary American composer
and this work was completed in
1985 for the Aspen Woodwind
Quintet. The work was full of exciting moments demonstrating con-

temporary harmonic devices and
highly technical writing for all five
players. The technical elements
were well executed by all members
of the group and the overall
musical effect was quite good.
Following intermission, the
quintet performed "Summer
Music" by Barber. This work is a
musical depiction of a hot summer
afternoon and the scene was very
well portrayed by the quintet. The
grog showed an excellent sense of
style, for his piece in playing the
long somber lines of this work and
emphasizing melodies in less traditional ranges of the instruments.
The final work on the program
was 'Quintet" by Nielsson. This
work demonstrates various combinations of instruments in the
group, from duets to trios and

quartets. Many beautiful solo
passages and full ensemble sections are included as well. This
work was originally composed as a
showpiece for woodwind quintet
and for this reason is well suited to
the Aspen Woodwind Quintet. The
piece is constructed with three
movements followd by a theme and
set of variations demanding a high
degree of skill from all the performers. The Aspen group used this
piece quite effectively to
demonstrate not only the very fine
individual talents in the ensemble.
but also the superior level of artistry of the combined quintet.
The concert by the Aspen Woodwind Qiuntet was a wonderful
listening experience and this writer
would like to thank M.C.M.A. for
making this event possible.

scenery. lighting, costumes, music
and some amazing special effects
The talented and enthusiastic professional cast very cleverly porthy
the story of Pinocchio's magical
change from wooden puppet to a
real live boy and the many adventures he passes through to finally
develop conscience and character.
"Pinocchio's Magical Wish" is a
delightful theatrical experience
which promises to thrill local
children and their parents.
members of the sponsoring
organization are particularly pleased to be able to bring suitable and
wholesome entertainment into the

comthunity at a time when parents
are finding it increasingly difficult
to find shows of high quality that
are appropriate for the entire family Tickets will be on sale at the
door or advance tickets may be
purchased from any member of the
sponsor
An advance ticket sale promotion
is now underway. Local merchants
will be contacted by phone in
regards to purchasing children's
tickets. Proceeds will be used for
MSU scholarships and local
charities. The Murray BPW appreciate community support

Story to perform clarinet recital
Donald L. Story, associate professor of music at Murray State
University. will present a faculty
recital on Nov. 15. The recital is
scheduled to begin at 2 p.m and
will take place in the Farrell
Recital Hall in the MSU campus.
Mr. Story, a clarinetist, will perform works by Miklos Rozsa, Vincent Persichetti. Carl Berman. and

Luigi Bassi, he will be accompanied by Marie Taylor, associate
professor of music at MSU, and
assisted by Kim Knoth. an
undergraduate music education
major. Mr. Story. presently in his
twenty-first year as a professor in
the department of music at MSU.
inviteg the public to attend. There
is no admission charge.

Fine furniture

Chamberlain to conduct choir
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Dr. Bruce Chamberlain,
associate professor of music and
director of Choral Activities, Orchestra at Murray State University, will conduct the Kentucky
Male All-State Choir at the state
convention of the American
Choral Directors Association on
Saturday, Nov. 14, in Bowling
Green.
In this its second year, the Kentucky Male All-State Choir will bring together over 150 of Kentucky's most outstanding high
school male voices for two days of
intensive rehearsal with Dr.
Chamberlain, culminating in a
concert Saturday at 3 p.m. on the
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For short-term
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than Republic!
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Dr. Brace Chamberlain

Western Kentucky University
campus.
Five members of the Calloway
County High School choral program will participate in the Kentucky Male All-State Choir. They
are John Paschall, Mitch Nesbitt.
John DeVries, Shane Adams and
Scott Brown. Mrs. Anne Lough is
the choral director at Calloway
County High School and has
prepared these young men for the
Male All-State Choir experience.
Dr. Chamberlain has conducted
many such festival choirs
throughout Kentucky,:Tennessee,
Missouri, Illinois and Texas. Most
recently he won a national conducting competition sponsored by the
Association of Professional Vocal
Ensembles which enabled him to
guest conduct the acclaimed
Philadelphia Singers and Concerto
Soloists Chamber Orchestra of
Philadelphia for two weeks this
past summer.
In addition to his choral duties at
Murray State, Dr. Chamberlain
also conducts the University
Chamber Orchestra, which along
with the Chamber Singers from
the University. will be featured in
performance at the Kentucky
Music Educators Association convention

"Kiss Me Kate set at Murray State
"Kiss Me Kate" by Cole Porter, a musical re-telling of William
Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew," will be presented in four
evening performances Wednesday through Saturday, Nov. 18-21, at
Murray State University.
The shows begin at 8 p.m. on each date in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre on campus. Tickets are $4 for adults and $3 for senior citizens
and students.
Ninety Murray State students are involved in the production, including more than 40 in the cast itself.
Karen Balzer serves as artistic director and choreographer. Bruce
Chamberlain is .nusic director and conductor of the orchestra, and
William R. Peeler is director of lighting and scenic design.
Tickets for the show may be reserved by calling the theatre box office at (502 762-6797.

Compare rates
and call us today.
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"Lizard Couch" by Judy Kenslie McKie.

Furniture artist is guest lecturer
As part of the Murray State
University art department's
Visiting Artist series, furniture
maker Judy Kenslie McKie will
visit with art classes on November
18, 19, and 20 and present a lecture
on her work and that of other contemporary furniture makers.
McKie. one of only a small
number of very talented and successful furniture artists, received
a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in
painting from the Rhode Island!
School of Design. She began making furniture for herself and her
husband because "neither of us liked the usual factory furniture and
we couldn't afford better..." Later,
she joined a woodworking co-op
where she spent several years learning design and construction
techniques. A recipient of two
Crafts Fellowship awards from the
National Endowment for the Arts,
she has her work in several private
collections and in the collections of

the Addison Gallery (It American
Art and the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts.
- In much-of McKie's work there is
a theme of stylized, primitive look.
ing creatures. Birds, animals, reptiles and fish form the functional
superstructure of the furniture
With tith.s such as Snake Chair
Leopard Couch and Grinning Hea.qt
Table, their design is reminiscent
of Pre-Columbian and Egyptian
images.
Miss McKie's lecture. at 7.30
p.m. on Friday. November 20 will-be in the Clara M Eagle Art
Gallery lecture hall. There is no
charge for admission. Her visit and
lecture are made possible by. a
grant from the Kentucky Founda•
tion for Women The Clara M
Eagle Gallery is located on the
fourth floor of the Price-Doyle Fine
Arts Center at the corner of 15th
and Olive Streets on the Murray
State l'nivf,Nit‘.. campu•

WKMS Highlights
Friday, Nov.13through Thursday, Note/Tiber i9
Monday -Friday.
5:39a.m. Morning Edition Terry Gross Fresh Air joins Morning Edition at it 30
9 a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical mush( with news headline. .1v,i
features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
(p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news magazine of the air
p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross
11:311 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell 'Hickory Cured ' hv 111itigla, Jorws a
at small town Arkansas in the '305. begins Friday
12 Midnight. Monday-Thursday An hour of new age music
Friday. Now. 13
7 p.m. Evening Classics — Classical Encore with C H Hunt
9p.m. Nightbeat Mike Rathke offers a program of cool and progressive
jazz from the
50s through the '70s
11 p.m. Soulnight Jazz funk and dance music
Saturday. Nos.14
6 a.m. Firkin' with a look at new albums In the WKMS folk bluegrass lihrin
7am. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon
from the Front Porch Folk and bluegrass must. from the K MS re4 rI
libitra
a.m:
ry Music
12 noon. Mountain Stage with Larry Groce. Corneirrnifkmwis-and John Hammond art.
guests
t p.m. Our Front Porch with John Shefner Brittany folk artists Korring and iesaugnev
and Lebegot are guests
3 p.m. Music fom the British Isles with Joe Jackson An hour of Celtic Music
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Manon McPartland's Piano Jazz with guest. Junior Mani e
6 p.m. Focus on Jazz with jazz authority Kent Jenkins Ben Webster Is featured
'7 p.m. ''The Blues' with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter Must, from one of APIPrif a
earliest and continuing jazz forms
p.m. Jazz Horizons with Darryl Anderson and Trent -Puffin
II p.m. Beyond the Edge Forward music for those who like it
Sunday, Nov. 15
6 a.m. Opus 97 with Mike Ftathke Chamber music and festival performances and
classical music from the WKMS record library
11 a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Stamberg
I p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1987 with Bobby Bryan Count JUMP. Tommy Dorsey. flurlily
Rich, and the Ink Spots are featured
4p.m. All Things Considered.
.¶ p.m. Our Times with host Kent Jenkins
p.m. The Empire Strikes Back "The Coming Storm
6:30 p.m: NPR Playhouse — "Dreams of Rio" with Jack Flanders
7p.m. Vocal Chords. Faculty members from the MSC Department of Must( surrey the
tradition of classical vocal music
6 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Surlier
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space Erectronic and meditative space music
Monday. Now. /11
6 p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross
6:30 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Esteil
7 p.m. Evening Classics — Th$ Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy 'Street with Bobby Bryan
Tuesday, Now. 17
7 p.m. Evening Classics — The Cleveland Orchestra
9p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
'itednesday, Nov. III
7p.m. Evening Classics — Music from Washington
9 pin. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Thursday. Now. II
7 p.m. Evening Classics — The New York Philharmonic
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan

•

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M D

Leaner types
of red meat
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT — We are told
not to eat sc. much red meat What
aboutipleer and buffalo'
DEAR READER
Although some
dietitians are concerned that excess
protein, in the form of animal meat,
may be harmful ;because some studies have suggested an increase in colorectal cancer), the primary consideration is that red meat is a rich
source of cholesterol Cholesterol-laden animal fat is the probable reason
for the higher tricidence of coronary
artery disease in meat eaters than in
vegetarians Consequently. many consumers are now demanding leaner
cuts of meat The meat industry is
complying with our wishes Beef is
less likely to be -marbled" and pork is
less fatty than was the case some
years ago
Deer and buffalo are leaner than
beef, lamb and pork. so many people
are turning to these sources as substitutes for the traditional forms of
meat protein There have been no
published reports on the benefits of
deer buffalo diets However, for the
average consumer, this fare is probably appropriate and healthful, providing that excess fat is trimmed off prior to cooking
DEAR DR GOTT
I've had problems with dizziness, lack of concentration. forgetfulness and constant
headaches Two years after retiring
from my job, I still emit high lead levels in my urine (1 worked with leadbased paint in a large unventilated

building for 15 years) What is the connection, if any, and what can I de,
DEAR READER -- Chronic lead
poisoning can cause irritability,
memory lapses. headache and dizziness, as well as anemia and kidney
damage High lead levels in the urine
usually reflect a toxic amount of the
mineral stored in bones
Chelation is the treatment of choice
for lead poisoning Three agents (Dimercaprol, EDTA or penicillamine)
bind lead in the body and promote its
elimination from tissues Each of
these drugs has potentially severe
side effects, so chelation should be undertaken only after careful consideration In addition, this therapy is not
predictably effective in patients with
lead-induced nerve injuries
Lead levels can be measured from
either blood or urine samples If yours
are high, you and your doctor may
wish to consider chelation therapy. to
rid your body of excess lead
DEAR DR GOTT — After dermabrasion, can skin be grafted to the affected area to help improve
appearance9
DEAR READER — Dermabrasion
is the sanding off of the outer layers of
skin After a properly performed procedure, new skin from the deeper layers grows out to replace the old that
was removed Ordinarily, skin grafting is not required However, such
grafting could be performed if
necessary
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CHATTANOOGA,Tenn. )AP )For the first time in five decades,
the Tennessee Valley Authority
will conduct a comprehensive
study to re-evaluate its reservoir
and dam system, officials say.
The federal agency has studied
the system in the past, but never
before embarked on a review of
this scope or with this degree of
public involvement, said Lee
Sheppeard, a staff assistant in
TV A's office of governmental and
public affairs.
"We're looking at this as a longterm proposition," Sheppeard said
Tuesday.
The group that's going to be
conducting the study will look at it
in terms of what's the best set of
priorities for the next 20 years,"
he said.
A series of public meetings has
been scheduled later this month
and in December across the
seven-state region to solicit ideas
about what the reassessment
should emphasize, he said.
The study will involve other
government agencies, outside
specialists and citizen groups, said
TVA General Manager William F.
Willis. TVA staff involved in the
review includes engineering,
power, river control and environmental officials.
"Considering changes in reservoir operations is not a simple

November is
Alzheimer's Disease
Awareness Month

Unlbed Way

matter, because a change that is
intended to serve one set of public
expectations can affect other important reservoir benefits," Willis
said in a statement.
TVA was created by an act of
Congress in May 1933 to regulate
the flow of the Tennessee River
system for navigation, flood control and power production
"The question we face now is
whether these primary purposes
are still adequate for today's
needs, or if a new set of operating
priorities should be adopted - by
amending the TVA Act if
necessary - to recognize the
more complex functions the reservoir system is expected to fulfill
today," Willis said.
Among the issues expected to be
addressed are water quality and
recreation, Sheppeard said.
The three-year valleywide
drought has increased water
quality problems, reduced
hydroelectric production at TVA
dams and sparked complaints
about low lake levels, officials
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generation . and that gradually
brings then% back down," he said.
"People who have lakefront
homes or fishermen would like to
see the lakes stay at high levels in
the summer.
"If we did that, of course, there
would be some sacrifice in other
places," he said.
TVA serves about 3 million
customers in Tennessee and parts
of Kentucky, Virginia, North
Carolina, Alabama, Georgia and
Mississippi.

Aftv ("014ProliA,g0ti

Reg.599.00

Scipport Alzheimer'S
Disease Research a
program of American
Health Assistance
Foundation

said.
"Recreation is, of course, a big
issue with a lot of members of the
public," Sheppeard said.
"Normally your heaviest
stream flows are in the late winter
and spring and that fills them
(reservoirs ) up in normal weather
conditions to good recreation
levels at the start of summer.
"But then the natural stream
flows decline in summer and fall
and so the stored water is released
to keep stream flows for power
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Jinx jilted
Clemens brings home second Cy Young Award
By RUTH RENDON
Associated Press W riter
KATY,Texas — Boston Red Sox
pitcher Roger Clemens not only
broke the Cy Young jinx, but also
managed to win the American
League's top pitching award for a
second consecutive year.
"It was little more anticipation
this year," a smiling Clemens said
Wednesday outside his home in
this suburb of Houston. "Last year
I just waited around to find out
how much I won by. This year it
waA going to be a little closer I
think I did all right."
Clemens had a 20-9 record with
256 strikeouts in 281 2-3 innings this
year. He received 21 of 28 firstplace votes and 124 points in
balloting by a panel of 'Baseball
Writers Association of America
members.
Jimmy Key of Toronto. 17-8 with
a league-leading earned run
average of 2.76. had four firstplace votes and 64 points to finish a
distant second. Dave Stewart of
Oakland, at 20-13 the only other
20-game winner in the AL. was
third with two first-place votes
and 32 points.
Doyle Alexander, who went 9-0
for Detroit after coming to the
Tigers from Atlanta on Aug. 12,
zot the remaining first-place vote

and totaled eight points to finish
fourth in the balloting.
Clemens, the game's.dominant
pitcher in 1986 with a 24-4 record.
2.48 ERA and 238 strikeouts. was
written off early this year to
repeat as the Cy Young winner.
After holding out in a salary
dispute, he rejoined the Red Sox a
week before the season started. He
started 4-6 with a 3.51 ERA in his
first 13 appearances going into
mid-June.
Many felt he would not be the
overpowering pitcher he was in
1986, when he started 14-0 and set a
major-league record with 20
strikeouts in a game against
Seattle.
After starting with a 4-0 shutout
at Cleveland on June 17, Clemens
went on a spree. He finished the
season 16-3 with a 2.66 ERA in his
final 23 startings. He capped the
year with a 4-0. 12-strikeout victory over Milwaukee in Boston.
Except for his won-lost record
and ERA. Clemens had a better
year than in 1986 despite pitching
for a poorer team. He led the majors with 18 complete games and
seven shutouts, compared with 10
complete games and one shutout.
in 1986, when Boston won the pennant before losing a seven-game
World Series to the New York

Mets.
His 256 strikeouts last season
were second in the league to Seattle's Mark Langston's 262, and only Charlie Hough of Texas pitched
more innings, 285 1-3. He also had
the league's third-best ERA of
2.97.
Steve Bedrosian, a reliever for
the Philadelphia Phillies, won the
NatiOal League Cy Young award
Tuesday.
The last American League pitcher to win consecutive Cy Youngs
was Jim Palmer of the Baltimore
Orioles in 1975-76.

113, The Associated Press

Clemens earned $150,000 for winning the Cy Young. In addition,
$150,000 will be tacked onto his
1988 salary of $1.2 million as a
result of his contract negotiated
last April.
Others receiving votes were
Langston. Ted Higuera of
Milwaukee, Frank Viola of Minnesota, Jeff Reardon of Minnesota, and Jack Morris of
Detroit.
Balloting is done by a panel
comprised of two BBWAA
members from each league city.
They are asked to name their top
three candidates with five points
awarded for a first-place vote,
three for second and one for third.

Boston Red Sox ace Roger Clemens won the American League's Cy
'Young Award for:the second straight )ear.
41' photo

Southeastern Conference bringing in some of nation's top recruits
By The Associated Press
Lousiana State got one of the nation's top recruits, a big man it
badly needs. as high school
basketball players signed with
Southeastern Conference teams on
the first day they could commit
themselves before the start of
their senior seasons.
Kentucky. Georgia, Mississippi
and Mississippi State also announced signings of prep players
Wednesday.
Many players choose to sign
early to rid themselves of
recruiting pressures during their
final year of high school competition. Those who don't have to wait

until next April. The early signing
period runs through next
Wednesday.
Stanley Roberts — considered
one of the top three recruits in the
nation — called a news conference
in South Carolina to sign a national
letter of intent with LSI:. Harold
Boudreaux, a less-publicized 6-8
forward from Cecilia, also signed
with the Tigers.
"I'm glad this is all over,"
Roberts said in Columbia, S.C. "It
will put an end to all the phone
calls and visits."
Roberts will be joined at LSU
next season by Jim Childers, his
coach at Lower Richlands (S.C.)

CHECK
OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS
-

PARKI R

FORD-LINCOLN-MERcupy.

High School. Childers announced
earlier this year he had accepted
an assistant's job under Coach
Dale Brown.
Roberts. 6-11 and 270 pounds.
averaged 21.2 points and 10.4 rebounds a game last season in
leading Lower Richland to its second South Carolina 4-A title under
Childers. Roberts was The
Associated Press high school
player of the year last season.
Boudreaux averaged 16.5 points
and 7.4 rebounds last season at
Cecilia.
In Baton Rouge, a spokesman
for LSU's athletic department said
NCAA rules would not allow the
school to comment on the signings
until the written commitments are
actually received. The spokesman
said the rules also no longer allowed coaches to be present when an
athlete signs the letter of intent.
Chris Mills, the top high school

basketball player in Los Angeles
last year, signed with Kentucky.
(See related story.
Tommy Gaines. one of the
Georgia's most highly coveted
basketball prospects, signed with
the University of Georgia.
Gaines. a 6-5 senior from Bainbridge, last year averaged 23.5
points and 14.2 rebounds per
game. He also was named most
valuable player in the Governor's
Cup, la 16-team tournament at
Tallahassee, Fla. At Georgia. Gaines is expected
to step into the big guard position
currently being manned by
6-foot-7 Willie Anderson.
"The reason he .picked Georgia
is (its( history of big guards doing
well," said Bainbridge Coach
Larry Slaughter ''Dominique
Wilkins didn't play that position
all the time, but he did some. Vern
Flemming played there and now

they've got Willie Anderson. who
likely will be an NBA first-round
draft choice."
Tony Watts. a 6-foot-2 guard
from Rolling Fork. Miss.. -became
Mississippi State's first signee.
Watts, son of Id-rimer NBA standout Donald "Slick" Watts. is a
17u-pounder who averaged .24
points and seven rebounds a game
for Coach James Denson's team at
Rolling Fork last season.
((ont'd on page 15)

Chris Mills, the top high school
basketball player in Los Angeles
last year. signed a national letterof-intent to play collegiately at the
University of Kentucky.
Mills, a 6-foot-7 swingman, was
the leading scorer for Fairfax
High School last year as a junior,
averaging 25.2 points and 12 rebounds per game, even though one
of his teammates was the heralded
Sean Higgins. who is now at
Michigan.
He was named player of the
year in California last year.
Mills said he chose Kentucky
because he was impressed with
head Coach Eddie Sutton and
knew that in the Wildcats' offense
he would have the opportunity to
develop himself as a "big guard "
Mills. who also considered Indiana. Nevada-Las Vegas .and
UCLA. said he did not make his
decision until 3 a.m. PST Wednesday. the firgt day high school
seniors could sign letters-of-intent
under NCAA guidelines.
The early signing period runs
through next Wednesday.
"Chris Mills is not only an
outstanding athlete, hut is also an
outstanding person.- said Sutton
"We're elated Chris chose the
University of Kentucky."
Fairfax Coach Harvey Kitanf
said, "I think he's an outstanding
high school player. I think he's got
not only outstanding athletic ability; he's got a great understanding
of the game His approach of
working to improve is
outstanding.
"If he continues to work hard,
his potential is unlimited I think
he can be an outstanding college
player." .
Fairfax had a' 26-1 record last
year and won the City of
Angeles championship.
Two other Kentucky recruits
(('ont'd on page 15)

Soccer standouts

1140s.
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cash &scaak,"

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Opsri: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Ends
Monday

VisaMC-Orscover

Award winners at the Murray High soccer banquet held Monday
night were: (seated) Chris Dill, outstanding freshman; Mark
Whitaker, best all-around; Craig Schwettman, Eli Alexander 110 percent: John Muelhman, most improved; (standing) Andre DeSantis.
best offensive player; Carl Keeslar. best defensive player; and Mike
Fulton, best team player.
Photo b Idlison Photograph)

PECIALS-OF-THE-WEEK
FORD

1985 TOYOTA COROLLA — 34,100 miles, like
new, air-conditioned, 5-speed transmission. A
-heaotdul oar for low-cost, kste-model, family .
transportation

Was $7,150

NOW

Gapco

Pre-Finished

._........ storm Windows

8
- --

Mill Finish

Pegboard

$5,950
$2295

$989

RD LINC()
111

KEROSENE HEATER

Quikrete
Concrete Mix

16D
Cement Coated Sinkens

Up

49
$16
'.)ON Bc, •

$ 1 99 " a '

Hunting Gloves

presectson
%kerosene
Neale( Tune"")

Jersey Gloves

$799
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
Was

1985 HONDA ACCORD - 47,100 miles, 5 speed
transmission, like new, air conditioned, other as
tras A good buy at great savings for the sports
minded driver

$6,500

NOW

$5,250

MANY MORE EXCELLENT
USED CARS AND TRUCKS
TO CHOOSE FROM
Our only gimmick is a good deal
FORD '
MERCURY
LINCOLN

FO
MERCUFIY•
LINCOLN

Porker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

I 701 Main Street

III

Murray, Ky 42017.

Router Bits

1504

kerosene heater
Keep your
working a ll winter.

M-D Pipe Wrap
Insulat
,2r ion
$ 1 49

Vermont American

off

1. New Wicks
2. New Batteries
3. New Ignijor
4. Clean & Adjust Flame
For KerosuneAlladin•Corono•Hollmork
1

Bathroom
Tile Board

Econo Studs
2

X

To 24 Hours Continuous Heating

10,000 BTU

492%

79

$749
-

Econo White'

$19.95
evk
to $24.95

All For Only

Murray Home & Auto
"Your Kerosene Heater Headquarters"
Chestnut St. Murray

753-4110 or 753-2571
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Sullivan's
Land signs
with MSU

'Team et t ort'

Instead of the traditional honors associated with sports banquets, Calloway County soccer coach Kathy
Newton gave her entire squad awards Tuesday night. Newton described the first year with the program at
lir la 14 allner
tdafl
(VHS as "a total team effort."

Chris Mills...
(Cont'd from page 14)
6-10 center Shawn Kemp from
Elkhart, Ind., like Mills a
preseason All-American, and 6-2
guard Sean Woods of Indianapolis
— also signed letters-of-intent
‘Vednesday.
Kemp averaged 25 points and

14.4 rebounds while leading Concord High to an Impressive 21-4
record last season. He holds
several school records, including
points scored ( 1483) and blocked
shots )3001,
Woods averaged 18.5 points and
six assists per game as a junior

last season at Cathedral High.
We felt it was necessary to
follow up our great. recruiting
class from last year with another
great class this year," Sutton said,
adding that the three recruits have
accomplished that.
The University of Louisville Southeastern...
signed four prep stars — 6-6 sw- (Cont'd from page 14)
Mississippi announced it had
ingman Derwin Webb of Indianapolis, 6-7 forward Cornelius landed its first signee, guard
Holden of Los Angeles, 6-5 guard Hunter Atkins of Highland, Ind.
Everick Sullivan of Simpsonville, Coach Ed Murphy said Atkins, 6-3,
S.C., and 6-6 forward Mike Case of has averaged 15.5 points and 4.8
Pendleton Heights High School rebounds during his first three
years at Highland High School.
near Anderson, Ind.

Basketball
Little Lakers program plans meeting
one up at school.
The meeting has been scheduled
around Murray State University's
basketball clinic. All girls interested in the Little Lakers are
also encouraged to attend the
clinic. ,
For more information, call Pete
O'Rourke at 753-4182

The Calloway County Little
Lakers will hold an organizational
meeting at 12.45 p.m. in the
Calloway County Middle School
gymnasium.
.Girls in the Calloway County
School System in grades 1-3 are
eligible' for the program. Any girl
who is interested but has not
received an application may pick

Mike Land, a 6-6, 195-pound forward from Sullivan Junior College
in Louisville, has signed a letter of
intent to continue his basketball
career at Murray State
University.
A native of French Lick, Ind.,
Land is the first Racer recruit to
.sign during the early signing
period this season.
"We're very pleased with
Mike's decision to join our program," MSU head coach Steve
Newton said. "He is a great example of what hard work and determination can accomplish. He has
distinguished himself at the junior
college level and has become one
of the top junior college prospects
in Kentucky this season."
Averaging 16 points and six rebounds per game, Land hit 62 percent of his field goal attempts and
69 percent from the line last
season at Sullivan.
An All-Kentucky Junior College
Athletic Conference selection last
year, he also won all-tournament
honors at the Kentucky Junior College Tip-Off Tournament and the
Sullivan Invitational Tournament
last season.
A business management major,
Land will enroll at Murray State
next fall.
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SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
40,

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
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Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
At/astir Diviolas
96 L Pct. GB
Boston
1 0 1 000 —
Philadelphia
I
1
500 2
New Jersey
O 2 —000 3
Washington
O 3
000 3.1
New York
O 4
000 4
Ceatral Division
Clucago
3 It 1 000
Atlanta
3
1
TM)
is
Milwaukee
3
1
750
is
Indiana
2 2
500
its
Cleveland
1
2
333 2
Detroit
1
2
333 2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct. GB
Denver
2
i
667
Houston
2
1
667
Sacramento
2
1
667
It
Dallas .
2 2
500
vs
Utah
2 2
500.
San Antonio
1
2
333
Pacific Division
LA Lakers
3 0 1185)

Portlaual
2
1
667
1
I. A Clippers
1
2
333 2
Seattle
1
2
333 2
Golden State
1 .3
250 2ts
Phoenix
1
3
250 24
Miedaesday's Gamm
Boston 120. Indiana 106
Chicago 106,, New Jersey 06
Atlanta 84, New York 93
Philadelphia at Washington, ppd snow
Milwaukee 106. Cleveland 101
Utah 121, Dallas 92
Golden State 130, Phoenix 115
Thursday's Games
Seattle at San Antonio
Portland at Denver
Los Angeles Clippers at LOS Angeles
Lakers
Houston at Sacramento
Friday's Games
Cleveland at Boston
Detroit at Philadelphia
New York at Washington
Seattle at Dallas
New Jersey at Chicago
Phoenix at Utah
Golden State at Los Angeles Clippers

Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
CLEVELAND INDIANS—Named Tom
Giordano special assistant to the president
DETROIT TIGERS—Purchased the contract of Richard Carter. pitcher. from
Lakeland of the Florida State'League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Named
Lamar Johnson minor league batting in.
structor Signed Odell Jones, pitcher Re.
signed Bill Mooneyham and Bryan Clutter.
buck. pitchers
Nadonal League
CHICAGO CUBS—Named Jim Frey executive , vice president and director of
,
baseball operations
NEW YORK METS—Traded Terry
the
Atlanta Braves for
Blocker, outfielder, to
a player to be named later
BASKETBALL
National Basketball League
PHILADELPHIA 76ers —Agreed to terms
with Cliff Robinson, forward, on a two-year
contract
PORTLAND TRAIL BI SZE Rd—Obtained
Maurice Lucas forward, from the Seattle
Supersonics for a 1990 second-round draft
pick
FOOTBALL
National Football League
FVF1 ANT, BROWNS— Annn"nred that

Mike Junicin, linebacker, will miss the remainder of the season because of a broken
wrist Waived Ralph Malone, linebacker,
and Danny Thomas, tight end.
DENVER BRONCOS—Signed Mitch Andrews, tight end. Waived Joe Dudek, running
back.
MINNESOTA VIKINGS—Waived Bucky
Scribner, punter. Waived offensive lineman
Chris Foote, offensive lineman, off the injured list Signed Wayne Smith,'cornerback
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Placed
Don Blackmon, linebacker, on injured
reserve.
PITTSBURGH STEELERS — Announced
that Rich Etenberg, running back, will miss
the remainder of the season after undergoing knee surgery
ST LOUIS CARDINALS—Placed Ray
Brown, tackle, on injured reserve Signed
Johnny Holloway, cornerback.
Canadian Football league
HAMILTON TIGER-CATS—Added Dan
Huclaek. running back, to the practice
'roster.
TORONTO ARGONAUTS—Activated
Doran Major. defensive liack, and Mike
Siroishka. wide receiver, from the practice
roster and tranferred both players to the
reserve list.

IN

f) Power 6 Assoc otos 1 986 & 1987 Compoct rtuct Cusronyx Sarafacnor Index for product sod service

Carroll Mazda

Calloway Youth League underway

800 Chestnut

Johnson led Team 2
Marti McClard led Team 3 to a
31-28 win over Team 4. Amy Alexander was leading scorer for
Team 4
This week's games feature
Team 1 vs. Team 3 and Team 2 vs.
Team 4 in both leagues. Saturday's games will be played one
hour early due to the MSU basketball clinic. All league participants
are urged to attend.

The Calloway County Girls
Youth League began Saturday
with two games in each division.
In the Grades 4-5 league, Team 2
beat Team 1 39-20. Kylie Johnson
led Team I's scorers while Amy
Wood led Team 2.
Nikki Satterwhite paced Team 3
to a 15-12 win over Team 4. led by
Grace Victner.
In the Grades 5-6 league. Team 1
downed Team 2 38-28 behind the
scoring of Valerie Shelton. Kim
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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Pre-Christmas Sale
0

O10%

Homeplace Family Restaurant
8 Oz. New York Strip $
Thurs .S&
•Includes choice of potato tossed
475

Nov. 12*-14th

salad & french bread

Cab

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Bonaless fish or Catfish Steaks

STOREWIDE

475
• Every Thus,

Fri. & Sat
759-1864

1906 Coldwater Rd.

"Our BIGGEST Pre-Christmas Sale Ever"
Choose from over
300 styles of shoes
for men, women and
children.

iTennis Equipment
and Apparel
tRunning Apparel
sWarmups
v Athletic Bags

Murray Holiday
OPEN HOUSE

SPORTING GOODS

Start Your Christmas Shopping
Right 'Ica,- At Mow
ICZERRICESUir

vWindbreakers & Jackets
v Sport Caps
v School Apparel
tBaseball/Softball
Equipment

DENNISON-HUNT

Many Specials_
ri Refreshments
—1 Door Prizes at .
some businesses

saaaaagegagraapiarraadedade

Choose from Nike & Reebok
Sizes for the entire family.

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

Sunday Afternoon
November 15

() c)()()() C)

Large-Large-Large
Selection of Fleece
Sweatshirts.

,"EVERYTHING FOR THAT7SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

C) C)0000 C)
NC11131131138=1/
..szimmisv

C)0 ()

Munoy. Ky. 42071
55
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Prepare for traveling problems
Before you set out on your holiday travels, be sure you are
prepared for the problems that
may be ahead of you. Holiday
travel can be dangerous due to the
increased traffic and unpredictability of the weather.
"Always make sure you have
checked the weather forecast
before you start your trip. Because
weather ourchange rather quickly, it is a good idea to make sure
that you check the forecast just
before departing," said University
of
Kentucky
Extension
meteorologist Tom Priddy.
Priddy suggested that you make
sure you are prepared for bad
weather, even if the forecast calls
for clear weather for the entire
duration of your trip.

Priddy offered these tips to make
your travel safer.
When you plan your travel, make
sure you have alternate routes
included.
Try not to travel alone; two or
three persons are preferable.
Travel in convoy with another
vehicle if possible.
Always fill your gas tank before
entering open country, even if you
are going only a short distance.
Monitor weather conditions on
your radio as you travel.
If bad weather develops, don't
hesitate
to
seek
shelter
immediately.
In addition, Priddy suggested
you carry a winter storm kit in .your
car. Such a kit might include:
blankets or sleeping bags, matches

Year End Clearance Sale
Pre-Owned Cars Going At Bargain Prices

1987 Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight only WO miles
Save $2,500
1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ceira Bra Sedan 19 000 miles
Special $1 0,500
1983 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Sedan -2 000 m
1986 Oldsmobile Toronado, i.Dni 4 200 miles
1983 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, Bro
1987 Cadillac Devine

Special $4,250

Save $5,000

2 door 72 000 miles

Sedan 12.000 miles

Special $4,900
Special $1 8,900

1987 Cadillac Brougham Sedan, 18.000 mileSpeCial $1 9,900
1986 Cadillac Seville Sedan, Oniy 4 200 **foes
$22,500
1986 Cadillac Limosine, • 3.000 miles
1983 Cadillac Coupe Deville, 33.000
1987 Buick Riviera, 8 800

Save $1 3,000
miles

miles

Special $8,900
Special $1 6,800

1987 Buick Lesabre Coupe, 5 600-miles
1987 Buick Lesabre Sedan, 13.300 miles
1987 Buick Skylark Sedan, '0600 miles
1984 Buick Park Avenue Sedan,
1987 Pontiac STE 6000. -200 miles

Save $2,000
Save $2,000

1987 Pontiac 6000 Sedan, 5 500 miies
1984 Pontiac STE 6000, 55,000 miies

and candles, empty 3-pound coffee
can with plastic cover, facial
tissue, paper towels,extra clothing.
high calorie snacks, compass and
road map, first aid kit, knife.
shovel, sack of sand flashlight or
signal light, windshield scraper and
booster cables.

$9,500
Save $2,000
Save $2,000

1982 Pontiac .12000 Coupe, 6.600 miles
1985 Lincoln Town Car, signature Series. 55.000 miles
1981 Ford Thunderbird, 54.000 miles,,
1981 Ford Granada Sedan, 44 000 miles
1987 GMC Pickup Truck, 19.000 miles

$7,700
$3,200
$1 2,900
$3,500
$3,200

Save $2,000
All of our 87's have new car warranties remaining

Purdom Motors, Inc.

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern."
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy 121 Bypass
Murray
753-531 5

O.B. Boone Jr., 55, of Rt. 7, Murray, died Wednesday in a traffic
collision on U.S. Highway 641
North. (See accident story on page
2).
Mr. Boone was co-owner of
Boone Laundry & Cleaners, a
member of Murray Lions Club,
and had served for 23 years as
scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop
77. He was a member of First
Christian Church, having served
as a deacon, elder, chairman of
the 'elders and Sunday School
teacher.
The Murray man was named as
Humanitarian of the Year last
year by Murray Rotary Club. He
also had been presented with
Silver Beaver Award by Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council.
During his 23 years as Troop 77
scoutmaster. 47 boys had earned
the rank of Eagle. 12 boys had
earned the God and Country
awkrd, had the first black man to
receive an Eagle rank in the Four
Rivers Council, and had the first
blind scout who is working toward
his Eagle rank at the present.
Born Sept. 24, 1932, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Dorothy
Allbritten Boone and the late O.B.
Boone Sr.
His first wife, Mrs. Glenda
Boone, died in 1974.

David Bowie agrees to
take AIDS test after
telling woman he
exposed her to virusDALLAS I AP - Rock star
David Bowie, accused of sexually
assaulting a Dallas-area woman.
has agreed to take an AIDS test if
it doesn't interrupt his world tour.
his attorney says.
The test to determine whether
Bowie carries the virus that
causes AIDS was requested last
month by a 30-year-old University
Park woman who said Bowie sexually assaulted .her Oct. 9 in a
Dallas hotel room arid then told
her he had just exposed her to the
fatal disease.
State District Judge David
Brooks had set a hearing for today
to decide whether Bowie should be
ordered to take the test. But the
judge agreed to delay the hearing
until Dec. 18 after
conference
Wednesday with attorneys for the
woman and Bowie.
The woman originally asked
that Bowie be tested in Dallas.
Bowie's attorney, James Linn,
said his client does not object to
taking the test in Australia. his
latest stop on the tour, or
elsewhere along the tour.
The woman's attorney, Robert
Rose, said she will agree to a test
elsewhere "as long as we know it's
(Bowie ) being tested, just to ensure the integrity and truthfulness
of the test."

$1 2,400

000 miles

OBITUARIES
O.B. Boone Jr.

Auditors say
SSA claims false
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional auditors say the Social
Security Administration's claim
of 99.5 percent accuracy in paying
benefits doesn't hold up under
close scrutiny.
The General Accounting Office
said Social Security overstated its
accuracy rate by not counting any
underpayments, overpayments of
$5 a month or less, and errors that
occurred over four years ago.
The Social Security Administration has told Congress that it had a
payment accuracy rate of 99.5 percent for 1981-86. That means that
of every $100 paid out in benefits to
retirees and their families, only 50
cents was paid in error.

The funeral will be Friday at
3:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church. Dr. David Roos will
officiate.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Boy Scout Troop 77,
First Christian Church. Murray,
Ky. 42071.
All past and present members of
Boy Scout Troop 77 who were led
by Boone as scoutmaster are asked to serve as an honorary group
at the funeral.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery with arrangements by
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The family will receive visitors
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. tonight (Thursdaj,• ) at the funeral home.
O.B. Boone Jr.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Gosse Boone; two
daughters, Mrs. Dianna Lane,
Paducah, and Mrs. Lee.krin Reed,
St. Louis, Mo.; one son, Ward
Bradford Boone, Lexington; one
grandson, Boone Lane, Paducah;
his mother, Mrs. Dorothy Boone,
and one brother, James Howard
Boone, Rt. 7, Murray; one stepdaughter, Emily Porter, Vail,
Colo.; one stepson, Stephen
Porter. Los Angeles, Calif.

Mrs. Lela Walker
The funeral for Mrs.. Leta
Walker is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the Rev. Gerald
Owen are officiating. Music is by
Sugar Creek Quartet.
Pallbearers are Gerald Walker.
Joe Walker. Ronnie Walker, Billy
D. Walker, James Rose and
Hayden Morris.
Burial will follow in Ivy
Cemetery.
Mrs. Walker. 96. of 601 Broad

St.. Murray,died Tuesday at 11:30
p.m. at 'Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
She is survived by one daughter.
Miss Denola Walker, Murray: one
son, J.C. Walker and wife.
Thelma. Rt. 3. Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. Lee Herndon. Rt 1,
Almo. Mrs Gracie Tucker..
Sikeston, Mo.. and Mrs. Melvin
Rogers, Hopkinsville; one
brother. Gilbert Colson. Benton;
four grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

Ms. Nell John on
Funeral rites for Ms. Nell
Johnson are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral Home.
Paducah. Dr. William Cubine is
officiating.
Burial will follow in West Fork
Cemetery In Calloway County.
Ms. Johnson, 75, of 222 North
21st St., Paducah. died Tuesday at
1:30 p.m. at Western 'Baptist
Hospital there.
Born in Calloway County. she
was the daughter of the late Virgil
Allen Johnson and Laura Love
Rogers Johnson.
A retired legal secretary for
Boehl. Stopher, Graves and Dein-

doe
was a
tist Ch

• firm Paducah, she
er o mmanuel Bap.
Western Baptist
xiliary.

Survivors are two sisters, Mrs
Mauripe Hargrove, Murray. and
Mrs. Virginia Wilkins. Paducah;
two brothers, Barkley Johnson
and John R. Johnson. Paducah,
several nieces and nephews including a nephew, Pat Sloan of
Paducah, with whom she resided.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Dream Factory.
P.O. Box 129. Paducah, Ky. 42001

SAVE!!! SAVE!!! SAVE!!!
Discounted Sale Prices

PLUS

NO PAYMENT DUE UNTIL NEXT FEB.
Recliners
Gun Cabinets
Cedar Chests
Living Room Suites
Curio Cabinets
Bedding by Sealy
Bedroom Suites
Day Beds
Bedding by Simmons
Entertainment Centers
Dining Room Suites

Mrs. Bessie Macha, 78, of Rt. .i,
Murray, died today at 12:58 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Leo
Macha, died in December 1979.
Survivors are two sons, Roger
Macha, Rt. 1, Murray, and Don
Macha, Cody. Wyo.; one sister,
Mrs. Clara Hammond. and one
brother.- Lewis Zobac, Cedar
Rapids. Iowa; five grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements

Mrs. Jessie'
Herndon
Services for Mrs Jessie Hem
don will be Friday at 2 p.m. at
Scotts Grove Baptist Church. The
Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
Grandsons .will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will follow in
the church cemetery
Friends may call at the Miller
Funeral Home of Murray.
Mrs. Herndon. 91. of Rt. 2. Murray. died Wednesday at 4:40 a.m.
at her home.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Charlie Arnett. Coldwater,.
and Miss Edith Herndon. Rt. 2.
Murray; four sons, Woodrow
Herndon. Murray, Herbert Herndon, Houston. Texas, James Herndon, Nashville,.Tenn.. and Orvill
Herndon.-Kuttawa, five sisters in
Mrs. Pearl Barrett of
Murray; one brother; daughterin-law. Mrs.:Imogene Herndon; 26
grandchildren, 34 greatgrandchildren one great-greatgrandchild.

Gordon
Edwin Sparks
Graveside rites for Gordon Edv.ln Sparks will be Friday at 10:30
a.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
The Rev. Steve Hadden will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Wayne
Jackson, Bob Halafek, Jim ,
Wysong, Billy Reynolds. Todd
O'Banion and Doug Southworth.
, Friends may call from 3 to 6
p.m. today 1Friday ) at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Sparks. 25, Georgetown,
died Tuesday morning from injuries sustained in a traffic
accident.
He is survived by his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edwin
Sparks, 1503 Tabard, Murray; his
fiancee, Ms. Beth Lee; one sister.
Mrs. Judith Ciampett, Milbrook,
IIL; one niece; one nephew.

United Way
Full Size 3 Cushion Sofa
with matching recliner
featuring solid oak trim

woo
Eight Gun Cabinet
Featuring solid oak
construction
X

\
401

41
,

Only $4295per mo.

Full size,
full comfort Recliner
by Benchcraft
Just compare,
you'll choose this one

4,4
iipir..x.11110441.0x

Only $2290per month

IAA*,

34
Only $16

per month

Beginning Next February

CRASS FURNIT7 yRE I
103 So. 3rd St.

Mrs. Bessie Macha

Downtown Murray

Why
do so
many of
your neighbors
insure their cars
with State Farm?
Ask one of them,
then give me a call

Cal:
Donald E. Henry
Bldg 104 N 4th
Suite C
Office

753-9935
Home
753-1540
Slate t1171 Mutua
Automot),ie Iniorarl
COrnpany
SOornongton
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We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

29th

FROM GO•D

/
c4T.RdTirOlov"'

Prices Good thru November 1R

Over $2000In Groceries To Be Given Away

STORE HOURS:
87 Mon-Thurs; 8-8 Fri & Sat

1407 Main Street
Phone 753-4682

Many More Prizes

Liter
Charmin

PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS

TOILET TISSUE

8 Pk

Stokley All Green Cut

16 oz

PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS$*

WITH $10 00 PURCHASE

149

Hyde Park, 7i. oz

97

MA AR NI

4 Roll Pkg.

ASPARAGUS

HEE E 4$

EomR
preA
N aE
ssMand
rin

,4.

ii.z.

12 Pk. cans

2% MILK

gal

189

Prairie Farm, 16 or

COTTAGE CHEESE

GET ONE AIN

PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS

$
2
99

COUPON

Pine Glo Disinfectant

BUY ONE

CLEANER

GET 1 FREE
Colonial

Flay-O-Rich Whole

Dun t do Hines Blueberry

MUFFIN MIX

1 19

13 or

MILK

SUGAR

$ 199

gal.

Hyde Park Hamburger or Hot Dog

2/79'
79'
79'
5P1
3/s1
'2
89
2/

o
s iiii'
g6
n "
BROTH
Duncan Hines

CAKE MIX

187: 0

Rosedale Sliced

PEACHES
SPAGHETTI

7 oz

Parkay or Blue Bonnet

OLEO
Mazola Pure

CORN OIL
1 lb

box

Star Kist Oil or Water Packed

TUNA

Hyde Park

APPLE JUICE
GREEN BEANS

$1 19

64 oz.

=1:=8=11==11=1=•

Hyde Park Blue Lake Cut or French Style

Field

16 oz

Hyde Park Cream Style or Whole Kernel

Field's Reg. or Classic
WIENERS...

1702.

Field's Beef

Dole Crushed, Chunk or Sliced

WIENERS'

20 oz.

Hyde Park Tomato

BOLOGNA.

16 or

HAM

Hyde Park

JAM

BAKED HAM

* Hyde Park Fresh 24 oz

_
BONELESS HAM.

Field's

Hyde Park

CHUCK STEAK
$ 1 59

* Snow White

Williams Hot
8

or

Rey
lb

$

APPLES
*** Yellow
Delicious

3/b. bag 89°

* APPLES

3 lb. bag 89°

lb. 19°

* Sweet Tender Yellow

STEW MEAT

lb

$

59

GROUND CHUCK
Grade A Hyde Park

$

New Crop Florida

69

lb

$ 1 19

Home Grown
lb 39°

* Yellow

lb
BBQ PORK

lb

HAM

lb

BAKED HAM

lb

Owen's Best

3-4 lb pkg., lb

$ 1 09

Clifty Farms Whole, Sliced Free
.5 lb. bag $ 1 79

,b
97
ass,

Owen's Famous Boneless Pit

TURKEY BREAST

BACON

GROgybDk BEEF
g.

Owen's Best Deli Baked

Owen's Best Sliced Slab
5/$ 1

With
$30
Order
excluding
Drink
Special

Owen's Famous

Extra Lean

* Golden Ripe

lb $ 11 59

59

Extra Lean

BBQ CHICKEN

lb

In Store Baked

COUNTRY HA MS
Oscar Mayer

lb

BACON

lb

$1 79
I

79

TURKEY BREAST

289
$429
$429
$429
$ 189
$389

PECAN PIE
Owen's Best Oven Baked

$

59

La)

B
Ow
B
en's Fam
m
ou
s
s

SAUSAGE

* Red Delicious

ONIONS

$

Owen's Best Family Pack

TURKEYS
77.39°lb

LB.

CORN

lb

Fields New! Chicken Nuggets, Spicy
Chicken Breast Strips, Ham
Sausage Nuggets
pkg. $
2
39

GET ONE FREE

U.S Choice Boneless

unmi

BACON.

BUY ONE

BANANAS

$
2
49

Field's Kentuckian Half

1-1yde Park

CHUCK ROAST
$ 1 39

lb

16 oz

U S Choice Boneless

*TURNIPS

lb. $
429

Field's Whole Kentuckian

16 oz.

* GRAPEFRUIT

6 oz. pkg. $'
1 59

Field's Finest

Hyde Park Bartlet

CHOC k nerry

MUSHROOMS

1 lb. $ 1 39

Field's Cooked or Flame Browned

32 oz.

Hyde Park, 1,2 or Sliced

* KOSHER ICICLES

..lb. $ 1 59

Field's

6%, or

* APPLE SAUCE

$1 29

lb

Hyde Park

Stokley

barna

Owen's Food Market

GET ONE FREE

64 or

Colonial Powdered, Light Brown or Dark Brown

SUGAR

BUNS

3P1
CORN
31
PINEAPPLE
79°
CATSUP
89
SALAD DRESSING
79°
69' FRUIT COCKTAIL 17.69°
69'
3P1 PEACHES
$ 69 PEARS
69'
TOMATO SAUCE, , 4/$1 \,

29 oz

Rorie() Reg or Thin

BUY ONE

$389
lb

Fresh Express
lb

25°

* Order Your Pit Baked Hams,
* Smoked Turkeys & BBQ Shoulders

PIZZA

2,b 2/$5

Owen's Best Turkey & Dressing
We make our dressing the old fashion way.

ORDER FOR THANKSGIVING
Turkey Dinner
24.99
10-12 Turkey, 4 lb. Dressing, Qt. Green Beans,
Qt. Giblet Gravy, 2 Doz. Rolls
*****44
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2

Notice

1

Legal

Mirrray Ledger & Times
2

Notice

Abandoned Car

Jewelry Auction

at

1-ik Diamond
'I
•
Pocket Watches • Coins'Cat
Saturday. Nov. 14th
Opens at 10 a.m. • Starts at 11 a.m.
Lifetime collection of Tommy Foster. Well
known Harrisburg jeweler.
Location: Operating Engineers Hall. S. end of
Mains St. in Harrisburg. IL.
Over 125 pocket watches: 43 Elgins, 28
Hamiltons, 7 Hampden. 16 Wathens, 4 Illinois
and Southbend, Studebaker and others
DIAMONDS!!! Approx. 180 diamond rings and
bands. Including Solitaires. Emerald cluster,
Opal rings. Jade. Lindy stars and onyx rings.
Men's Masonic, Odd Fellows, Elks. Gothic,
Shrine 32nd degree, and all kinds of diamond
rings. Some misc coins and watches. over 85
points total weight in diamonds Also a 1929
Mercedes Kit Car on VW frame and engine.
Sale Order: Doors open at 10 a.m Watches sell
at 11 a.m . car sells at 1 p.m. Rings sell at 1:15
p.m.
For complete information or brochure, contact
the Auctioneer: 618-252-3473.

Hardees Restaurant

...Get The Best...
* $1.000.000 Major Medical
-For Individuals
* Excellent Rates on Medicare
Supplement
* Personalized Life Insurance
Term-Business Ins.-Universal LifeIRA-Annuitites - We Have It All)
*Group Insurance ..Our Specialty
*Temporary Major Medical

2-coot. black
Lic IIRMJ035
Missour,'
Pick up soon Or
car will be sold
753-3240
Ask For Bob
Notice

Call Bennett & Associates

Missed
Your
Paper
Call
753-1916

753-7273
305 N. 4th Murray
froatiessavIITI sr

3

5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon-Fr
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

A DENNIS WILSON
Ituc ioneer
THE FAR SIDE

NEED INSURANCE?

Mercury Capri

2

By GARY LARSON

1

Oh my, Oh me
Darren
is 23!
Happy
Birthday
SEE MARL: E NOU:
KNOW HOW IT FEELS TO
GET lilT BY A P-MINUS

P/4/61

LOOK, OPIE,
JON'S
5LEEPINCr

MAYBE WE
5HOULP f3E
QUIET AND
LET NM
RE5T

OR WE GM
SHAVE
1-115 NEAP

1117.1102:122031i1
BUT THAT'S NOT
WHAT I HAP
MING'

SNORKEL, I TOLD YOU
TO Fit42 ME A GOOD
UNDERCOVER MAN

4
14.
In

Vow
0(4(.02
tdi".4
;
409el
-BLONDS,

TNII PHANTOM

N

of

Thanks

Card of Thanks
The family of Will
Rob Walston Sr.
would like to express our sincere
appreciation to our
friends, neighbors
and relatives for the
many acts of kindness shown to us
during the time of
our loss.
The
prayers.
calls, cards, food
and flowers were
deeply appreciated.
A special thank you
to Rev. Ed Cleve
and Rev. William
Cox for their words
of comfort and to
Jimmy Hughes for
the beautiful songs.
Words cannot express how much
your
kindness
meant to us.
Jewelle Walston
and Family

2

GARFIELD

Card

CARD OF
THANKS
Kevin and Laune
Mott wish to express
their gratitude to
everyone who helped
their family after the
loss of their home to
fire. Your help and
donations
were
greatly appreciated

:
:Lordy, Lordy
Friendly
Frannie
is Forty
Friday!

At first, the crew could hear only the
creaking of oars. And then, out of
the fog, the ghost dinghy appeared.

Notice

2

Notice

A great gift idea for
Christmas! We convert
Your old 8mm home
movies to video tape
Call Allison's Photog
raphy 753 8809 or Video
Mart 753 3234
FASHION Pizzaz & Just
Peachy presents Ster
ling silver jewerly and
designer fashions 40°.0
13th,
65% off), Nov
10A.M.-5P.M., 14th,
10A.M.-5P.M ; 15th,
1P.M.-5P,M., 16th,
10A.M.• 5P.M., at
Southside Shopping
Center.
GLASS repair & re
placement for autos,
business, homes, boats,
mobile homes & heavy
equipment Auto glass,
plate glass. window
glass, temp. safety
glass, insulated glass,
plexiglass, store fronts,
{Dation door glass. storm
windows & door re
placement. Mirrors &
glass table tops Dis
play cases & some types
of home improvement
work done. All at M&G
Complete Glass CO ,
Dixieland Center, 753
0180.
HAIRCUTS, Etc will be
closed Monday Nov
16th for staff to attend
educational seminar
KENTUCKY gentle
man thinking of retiring
in the Murray area.
Would like to cor
respond with someone
in the area (a pen pal).
Please write Steve
Mitchell, P.O Box 533,
Newbury Park, Ca.
91320.
NEW Concord Family
Hair Station will now be
closed on Mondays.
Open Tuesday through
Friday 9A M. 6P M ,
Saturday 9A M
12P.M.; 436 2714
NEWSPAPER ad for
client's. If you have ear
ned $400 or more doing
seasonal farmwork, or if
50% or more of your ear
ned income is from doing
seasonal farmwork, you
could be eligible through
Ky. Farmworkers Pro
gram. If YOu need a lob or
if you would like to go to
vocational school to be
trained for a particular
field, please contact: Rita.
Shelton, Field Re
presentative, Ky
Far
mworkers Program,
Murray Courthouse, 3rd
floor, Murray, Ky 42071
Phone: 753 0708
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" ''We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

5

Lost and

Found

6

Help

Wanted

6

Help

Wanted

22

Musical

SOUND Ana lighf
equipment, used for
mobile DJ, extra effect
included Call 753 9131
or after 5P M 753 4729

FOUND female red
tabby cat by North
School 759 4018

NEED a lob? 4 openings NEED a sitter for
You may qualify Saturday or Sunday
now
if
(1lyou do not have afternoon? I'm ayalla
GED or your high ble! Experienced E
school diploma, 12) you cellent references 759
have been out of school 1051.
9 months or more. 131 WILL do babysitting in
g•••••
you are between ages 16 my home, College Farm 24
Miscellaneous
•
Road Have references
& 21 We are a EOE
APARTMENT
size
759
1449
This prolect is funded
a
WILL rake leaves and stove, washer ana
by the Western Ky
•
Private Industry haul them away on dryer, refrigerator
Cali Saturdays Reasonable Call after SP M
•
JTPA
Council
753 4684
J.T.P A Out Of School rates 753 8543 or 753
ASHLEY woodstov'e.
753 9378 between 8 30 8227
12:00 5 days a week
WILL rake leaves, cuf each Call 753 1609
BARS for 20 Homelite,
and haul shubbery
Also. Cut and remove Poutan. McCulloch or
:Nitirp.e• Sh i ft
hedges Call 753 3534 or Stihi chain saws $2999
Wallin Hardware.
753 3455 anytime.
per.i%air
WILL stay with *the Paris
elderly or sick, have CHANNEL Master TV
•
antenna with booster
experience and re
•
•
•
ferences Call 753 4590 and rotary. used 9
U
•
eiL!'
months 435 4437
for further information
n
o Rwaircl to, 1110 ••••9 to the •
WILL take care of sick CRAFTSMAN gas leaf
• return ot tha owl inale black •
Si 3',
or elderly, 5 days a blower and electric
•
•
▪ & tan muerte* prune IASI •
week $3 50 per hour, blower, excellent con
'936 S
• Saur So of Stela on Lynn
around clock
Phone dition. both $90 Electric
▪ Larson RC Pr ot a emceed
exerc yc le $225 Phone
753 6564 or 527 3474
•
Slinimaint Require•
el WSW
WOULD like to help do 474 7791
ments: T,
t ee
•
753-6613
FIREWOOD and tree tobacco stripping, ex
•
• ‘uer ,er,e
•
Js
Free es
perienced
Also. ,w111 trimming
rake leaves or any other timates 753 5476
FIREWOOD for sate
odd lobs 753 7694
437 4667
10 Business Opportunity
6
Help Wanted
FIREWOOD for sale
Also tree removing 30
ACCEPTING ap
years experience 436
piications tor delivery
2758 or /36 2562
Int rnational Budding
person for large ap
pliances, TV's and fur
Me1pufacturer will
FIREWOOD for sale
niture Only clean neat
$70 d rick 3 rick limit
hay
some dealer
and hard workers need
753 7887
iri.
available
ship
apply Apply in person
FROST proof hydrant
soon
selec
markets
only Colortyme 204 S
1 bury depth, $7199 2'.
Very lu rative. ex
4th, Murray
$ 1 9 99
Wallin
ARTIST model
pending Industry For
Hardware Pelr'S
De
partment of Art Part
GOOD used 8 satellite
more information
time Salary 55 00 per
Cali 759 9428
call 13031 759 3200
hour. Experience in
GO carts. go carts
fit 2402
artistic, sensitivity
5 8HP $25 down will
preferred Work will be
hold til Christmas
assigned according to
Instruction
Stokes Tractors
11
need for models for fall
inciustriai Road
and spring semester
Contact Department of
OMSTEADER wood
Art, Murray, Ky 42071
stove $150 Also. 765
502 762 3784
EOE.
bushel calf feeder with
MF
rack. $175 4924956
E XECUTIVE
kEROSENE heaters.
SECRETARY,
--TO
12,30Q BTU. $79 99
PRESIDENT AND
Wallin Hardware,
SECRETARY. BOARD
Paris
OF REGENTS Position
AIRLINE RESERvATiONIST
LARGE. large large
Regi%tirretti
to begin as early as
.
1,11 11114
selection of storage
'iii 101 okily
January 1, 1988 review
Train 011 111.
buildings in stock for
0.t1-1 (1fT144
of credentials beginning
flt 11./11.44
ii rim.- t 0111ptlir.
immediate delivery
December 1 , 1 9 8 7
3.1t4,1) And re•itirtil train
Acree Portable
Q ualifications
at)o
s
Vine/4'111 1141 ot• 4111
iltij
Buildings, Mayfield,
Bachelor's degree.
i5tei•Pl
Jot, plAl r nirlit
Able
Ky 502 247 7831
preferably in business
.Lant r %antiottasI tigt444 r•
.
;•
LAWN sweepers lawn
and 3 to 5 years ex
VI
I .tichtt.waaow Pt
'4,:
t5C.9t,
sweepers
lawn
perience as professional
4.0.T. T111.4%L1.
sweeper
Stokes
secretary
Desireable
Equipment, Industrial
Minimum Require.1 800 327 7728
knowledge and skills
Rd , 753 1319
messes: Must be
Personal computers,
Act triltriinw,hrr \ 44 S •
DispiayWrite ill, office
as a Registered %vs.: or
OREGON saw chains
3/8" pitch for 16" bar,
procedures. campus,
ocsess_a
regional, state, and
141.99. 70 and 21". $9 99
mit issued
12-.1•44surance
" Kefnational publics of
Wali,n Hardware,
lucky Board
President, corn
Paris
,ange ' • "
munication in written
NURSING HOME
T2 A D I-0 Shack color
•
.1.•
and oral forms, editing.
computer, data cass
INSt"RANCE
and supervision of other
Tv monitor.
ette
employees. Duties and
No age limit to apply
dozens of programs,
responsibilities
All
5200 753 3883 after
Our most comprehensecretarial duties in
6P M
sive policy pays for
eluding travel ar
RESTAURANT
ragements, composition
equipment grill, steam
Intermediate
Skilled,
of correspondence and
table tables and chairs,
Care
Custodial
or
reports, editing
For
refrigerators and
Board of Regertts,
With Medicare's neu
freezers, cash register
prepares items for and
Cali 753 1217
guidelines for confineattends all meetings,
NICKS of wood for sale,
takes, writes and dis
ment, Nursing Home
$25 delivered 753 2383
tributes Minutes;
Insurance is more imRIDING lawn mower
maintains official re
woodstove
moped.
cords of Board, coor
portant than ever
washing machine
6
dinates materials with
RECEPTIONIST
information
For
free
No
cylinder Ford engine
news media and per
typing
Must
neat
have
and misc 759 1837
sonnel on Board's be
call:
half; assists Board and appearance and pleas
RUBBER bed mats for
Jerry
McConnell
personal
outgoing
ant
campus with matters
ALL makes of pick up
ity,
Ability
to deal with
pertaining to bylaws,
trucks Stokes Tractor
insurance
public a must Starting
policies, and statutes
753 1319
753-4199
salary $800 per month
Salary range
Depen
SEASONED firewood,
(him
'tree
sentryler&
d ent upon for right person Call for
$18 a rick
you haul
qualifications, low $20. appointment JLS
Puryear
Hazel area
000s. Send application Marketing 474 2258 ask
after 5P M 901 247 3904
Want to Buy
14
letter and resume to for Mr Stump
SERVICE all brands of
COUPLE interested in
Mrs. Patsy R
Dyer, REPS needed for busi
chain saws Also. 3 and
Office of the President, ness accounts
Full buying 1 3 acres of land
4 wheelers Stokes
Preterrably on the
Murray State Univers
time, $60,000 S80,000
Tractor, Industrial
ity, Murray, KY 42071. Part time, $12,000 $18. southwest side of town,
Road
Murray State Univers
in
county
the
Would
selling,
000 No
repeat
USED 55 gallon drums
ity is an equal oppor
_sewer
to
like
have
land
business. Set your own
tunityi affirmative hours Training pro
Call after very good condition
and well
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
action employer. vided. Cali 1 612 938
4P M. 759 1959
Murray State Univers
6870, M F, 8am to 5pm OLD needlework, USED color TV's with
ity strongly encourages (Central Standard quilts, and also old Oak AM/FM radio from
$120 each; table lamps.
applications from
furniture Cash paid
Time).
women and minority SITTER needed for 6 Reply with discription $7 each; Mattress and
groups.
to P 0 Box 126, Benton, box springs, $30 set,
week old infant, Mon
bedspreads, $7. drapes,
GET PAID for reading Fri, 8A.M 5P M , re
Ky
Quality inn,
books! $10000 per title
Aluminum $5
ferences required Call WANTED
Write: ACE 187D, 161 S. 759 1053
cans, glass, Paducah 1 443 8751
Lincolnway, N Aurora,
WOOD for sale, 125 a
TOUR GUIDES
no newspapers, gold and
IL 60542.
✓ ick, delivered
selling, no experience silver Best prices paid.
'HIRING? Governmenf necessary Earn salary 502 436 7163 ask for Seasoned hardwood
753 0184
jobs your area. $15,000
plus bonus for showing Mike
S68,000. Call (602) 838
WOOD for sale, $25 a
People around,' our re
8885 Ext 681"
✓ ick, delivered
sort Need 10 energetic,
HOMEWORKERS friendly guys and gals, 16 Home Furnishings
753 2383
wanted! Top pay! C I
who enjoy meeting MAPLE dining room
Radio
TV
26
121 24th Ave., N.W. 222 people Potential ear
set table and 6 chairs
Norman, OK 73069.
nings in excess of $1500 open face hitch
Ten 11' SATELLITE dish
LOCAL company is per month. Call for City 753 7767
and all equipment,
accepting applications appointment JLS
MOVING
must sell. prolector, large TV set
for assistant manager Marketing 474 2258 ask
Antique chifferobe, with d' screen, all for
trainee. Credit and for Mr. Stump
couch and chair, easy $1000 firm 753 1488
collection or sales ex
WANTED professional chair, desk set, chess LEASE TO OWN 75"
perience helpful but not drivers
who would like table, dining table and console TV with remote,
necessary
Full time to
Murray
earn $30,000 or more chairs 753 0324 after $53 a month
position with many
Rental & Sales 753 8201
yearly in salary and 4P M
benefits and opportun
benefits. Interested? USED furniture sale LEASE TO OWN 19'
ity for advancement.
Call 753 1717, ask for Holiday Inn of Murray. color TV, $28 a month
Must be personable,
Murray Rental & Sales
P1.1_ (Paschall 753 5986.
agressive and have safety
Truck tins, Inc.),
753 8201
_
good work record Send
LEASE TO OWN Wir
resume or data sheet Hwy. 641 South, 20 Sports
Equipment
eless remote VCR, $32 a
to: P.O. Box 480, Murray, Ky 42071
Murray Rental
month
FAYE S large selec
Paducah, KY 42002
9 Situation Wanted
tion jackets; sweats' & Sales 753 8701
ABYSITTTNG in my warm ups; golf shirts; FHILCO VCR's from
POTENTIALLY un
home, anytime
jerseys
5 1 4 Main $309 to $389; Philco 13".
Re
limited opportunity
color TV, $219; 19" color
Street
We're the largest ferences, Phone 759
REMMINGTON 870, 2(1 TV, S289. 90 days same
marketing organization 4152 ask for Rozene
as cash no payment 'til
in our industry and our DEPENDABLE mother gauge, $180.Re
February with ap
current expansion could would like to care for mmington 1100 with
proved credit Jones
include you! We're your children Willing to extra barrel, armaloye
treated, $265. H&R 20 Goodyear, 721 S 12th,
looking for people who help prepare pre
753 0595
are willing to work their schoolers for kin- gauge, single barrel
way fron a sales rep to a dergarten. Will keep youth, $60. Browning USED VCR's from S10t5
top executive. Our children on snow days B 92, 44 mag, lever to S150. Call 753 7670
organization markets also Have excellent action, $285; Springfield
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
M6, 410/22 mag, sur
what we believe is one references. 489 2228.
%rival
gun,
$150,
EXPERIENCED,
Colt
45
-have
the
most competitive
TTIM15of paying rent &
of
cal combat comman
references, good loca
products on the market
expensive heating bills?
der,
$425,
mec
Will
size
keep
tion.
children
All you have to do is be
Invest today in your
able to work with people from infants to 2 years master reloader, 20
very own custom built
gauge
with
powder
wad
8161
old.
753
and you can achieve
home for only $18 per
GENERAL house and shot primer and extra
success with our corn
square foot Volunteer
bar,
S175.
753
2279
after
pany. Send resume to office cleaning, re
Homes, Lake Hwy.,
noon or 753 8248 after
P .0
Box 1040 5, ferences supplied. 759
Paris. 901 642 4-466 Bo
8P
M
Murray.
1578.
nus offer free vacation!

:$ 100.00

'\\
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CLASSIFIEDS
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
T4xSit, 4 months old,
take over payments
with $1000 down Cen
tral heat and air 436
5430
1981 14-x72 MOBIL'
home, large kitchen,
living room w4tri
fireplace, 2 bedrooms,
large bath 753 7913 or
753 /54A.
1987, 2 bedroom. all
electric, lived in 6
months
Take over
payments of $208 per
month 753 2449 after
5P.M
/4x54, 3 bedroom. /
bath, master bedroom
has walk in closet and
bath Central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator,
new hOt water heater
489 2746 anytime
IF you're looking for a
beautiful well built
home this is it 1986
custom built 14x80
Bucaneer, 3 bedrooms,
2 full baths, all electric,
central heat and air,
3/4" tongue and groove
plywood floors, heavily
insulated. Dupont
stainguard carpet with
double pad, G E
re
frigerator with ice
maker, Sears heavy
duty washer and dryer,
island, stove and much
more. $18,000 Call after
5P.M. 437 4455

28 Mobile Homes for Rent
, BEDROOM. east of
Murray
Also. bunk
beds, excellent' con
dition, 1 new lamp. 7
slightly used lamps.
topper for p'ick up
truck 436 7337

29 Heating and cooling
ASHLEY woodburning
circulating heater,
large freestanding
model with blower,
excellent condition
1225 759 4697
BIRMINGHAM wood
stove, good condition,
$150 753 8926
EMBER Hearth
fireplace insert $425
753 9778
WOOD heating stove
Call after 6P M
753 4917

32

Apts for

Rent

1 bedroom apartment
Lease and deposit No
pets
753 9208 after
4P M
1 BEDROOM apart
ment near downtown
Murray
753 4109 or
761 6650
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment, singles
only Part utilities paid
1604 1 ,2 Miller Ave
Phone 753 0932
1 BEDROOM duplex
753 6458 after 4P M

7 BEDROOM duplex,
extra nice, available
Dec 1st 759 9545 after
4P M
/ BEDROOM, triplex,
stove and refrigerator
1417 Millwood Dr $270 a
month plus deposit
753 9918, after 4 30 753
6078 753 0996

rFFIC1ENCY apart
ments for eligible per
sons, age 62 or older, or
disabled as defined by
social security re
gulations
Rent based
/ OR 3 BR, furnished or on income Applications
unfurnished,' some nevt may be obtained at
furniture, natural gas\ Housing Authority of
electric, air con
Murray, KY located at
Shady Oaks 716 Nash Drive
ditioned
753 5709
FURNISHED apart
NORTHWIND Akobile
ments 1 or 2 bedrooms,
Home Park on North also sleeping rooms No
16th Street now has children
No pets
trailer lots and trailers Zimmerman Ar,art
for rent 753 98m
ments, Soul', 16th
Street 753 6609

* Four Star *
Mobilo Homo
Repair
Anchoring 8,
Complete Repair
,* (502)492-8488 *

1 BEDROOM basemenf
apartment newly de
corated, all furnished,
utilities paid available
Nov
15th
References
required
No pets
Married couple
preferred 753 8294
1 bedroom apartments
Murray Manor. Apart
ments 753 8668 Equal
Housing Opportunity

32

Apts for

Rent

BEDROOM duplex in
Northwood $295 per
month 759 4406
LARGE 1 bedroom
furnished apartment
Fireplace, very clean
and nice. Close to
campus. $170/month
753 7276
MUR Cal apts hor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984
N OW taking ap
plications for 1 and 2
bedroom, section 8, low
income family at
Southside Manor Apar
tments Call 753 8221
E qual Housing
Opportunity
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR
Apply Milldale
Apts , Hardin, Ky
E qual Housing
Opportunity
34

Houses for

Rent

BEDROOM house for
rent in country. 753 7671
or 753 2641
7 BR, Coldwater, 2 BR
duplex, Northwood, 2 BR,
700 Sycamore Also, 3
room apt Coleman RE
753 9898
1 BEDROOM house in
city, good condition
$275 per month plus
deposit and ri•ferences
Call 753 2342, if no
answer 753 5429.
1 BEDROOM house for
rent Also, 2 bedroom
trailer 4 rtItTP'S south
Deposit and references
required
Phone 753
6753
HOUSE in the country
753 7770_
RENT, $200, or sale, S
room well insulated
house, near Murray
Married couple, no pets,
deposit, references 753
7551
THREE bedroom
house, unfurnished,
carpeted. electric heat,
near hospital
Adults,
no pets
References
Call 759 1837
36

For Rent or Lease

.74 Ford LTD, one owner, superbly maintained, almost
new set of Michelin tires, PS, air. automatic. 2 dr 400
V-14
$1060
H. W RCA Table TV. 17 inch. nearly new
$75
2
P226-115 Radial Snow T1res, mounted studded
scarcely used
$125
16" Floor Fan, bought new Summer 'R7
430
Eureka upright vacuum cleaner, very good
$50
5 piece breakfast set
$35
Bookcase twin bed, good mattress and matching box
spring
$70
End and Coffee Tables
$5-115
Living room suite. good
$25
Howell R. Clark, Executor 753-11667

Auction Sale
Sat., Nov. 14th. 10 a.m.
mile west of 1.ynn Grove. K1' on ?Ivry. 94.
Will be selling a large lot from the estate of the
late Golden Kennerly.
Also furniture from a storage warehouse plus
lots more Lots of nice tools, hoes, shovels, axes,
sledges, wood splitters, saws, hammers, chains,
chain saw, load binders bolts, nails, post, wire,
lumber, wheel barrow, gas grill, 2 wheel trailer,
lots more, nice couch, chairs, recliner, glass top
dinette set, stereo cabinet, electric mech color t v , daybed, coffee/end tables, dressers,
chests, lamps, large oval braided rugs, cooking
utensils, pressure cooker, electric grill, 25 or
more egg cases full of nice glass, china
stoneware, trinkets stone jars, cast iron, blanket
chest, hall tree, exercise set, medicine dabinet,
hanging lamps, ceiling fan, wood burning stove,
nice tiller, linens, metal shelves, saw horses, step
ladders, extension ladder, will also have a big
load of glass, china, pictures, small collector
items, nice double 12 ga shotgun, single barrel
shotgun, antique 22 rifle and guns from a shop
going out of business
For information call:

Otto Chester
Auction Service
435-4128

Lynn Grove, KY

Public Sales

KrDSr Kids , Kids ,
moving sale 25% off all
clothes and shoes 50%
off maternity Nov 12,
13, 14, and 17 21st 900
Coldwater Rd
759 4577,
9A M 4P M

Garage
Sale
Sat. & Sun.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1603 N. 16th St.
Baby Items &
lots more

Inside
Estate Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
306 Woodiawn
Ant:ques claw foot bath
tub collectibles, plates.
glassware, fins bassinet,
baby car seat name
brand clothes (leans.
sweaters, f-shirts), linens

Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8a.m.-5p.m.
Saturday
8a.m. — 12 noon

3 Party Yard
& Moving Sale
Sat., Nov. 14th
8 a.m. - ?
610 LaFoliette
s
.,a "..T nutlet oak,
"ribedar'c

Key MiniWarehouses

-g races
,ots Of rnsc
Something for
I.

Hwy. 121 South
s.zes "or'
753-9918 if no answer
753-6078, 753-0996
Livittock-Supplies

Tu settle the estate of Clarence Compton.
1 offer the following for private saie

41

SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls Per
formance & semen
tested
Excellent qual
ity
1.650 8. up Cadiz
Ky 522 8794
38

everyone' Sete inside!,rain.
No Peer sales.

Pack Rat
Flea Market
Hwy. 70
Huntingdon. TN

Pets Supplies

FEMALE Beagles, 7
months old, had shots
$20 each 753 2708 after
4P M
AKC Collie puppies, 7
weeks old, 2 sable and
white males, 1
tri
Colored male $125 each
Puryear, Tn 901 247
5899
HIMALAYAN kittens, 6
weeks old, full blooded
Call 753 0747 after 3P M
41.Public Sales

Clearing Out
Household Sale
Sat., Nov. 14th
8 a.m. - ?
No Early Sales
506 Broad St.
Furn decorating acCessories, riding lawn
mower, clothing &
numerous other items

This weekend Nor 14 4 1.5
Specie+ Marker Date
Fri Set & Sun
Thenksgivng Weekend
Eviinyone Welcome'
For more irrlarmarron call
901-986-3737

Antique
Show & Sale
November 14
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
November 15
12:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.
/Army Nigh School
501 Doran Road
Murray. Kentucky
Adm. $1.50

Flea
Market
Sat. 14th
7á.m.-1 p.m.
Kroger
Parking Lot

Garage
Sale
Sat., Nov. 14th
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
1610 Sycamore

All proceeds go
to the Paducah
Crippled Children
Telethon

Antiques, light fixtures
draperies, bedspreads
r,tothes used carpet

Sponsored by
.\ roger Employees

Rain or Shine

Public Auction

43

Real Estat e

KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
LAKE Barkley pro
perties. Lakefront lots
in an area where you
can have a boat dock
S12,500. Lakefront
homes from 167,500. 180
acres level wooded land
$300 per acre. Most
properties within 5
minute drive to the
fantastic Lake Barkley
Lodge with its many
amenities 18 hole golf
course, marina, and
airport Lake Barkley
Realty Jean Spann
Wilson, Broker, 104
Canton Blue Springs
Road, Cadiz, Kentucky
42211. 924 5361, 572 8628

Fri., Nov. 13, 1987 at 4 p.m.
At 200 Andrus Drive off North 4th St. in Murray, Ky.
Selling surplus equipment for the City of Murray,
Kentucky.
1-International dozer, model TD-24 serial 0456-407; 1-Adams Motor
Grader model 660, serial 066GMT4558; 1-1974 Ford 142 ton pick-up
serial 0F10GLTU41344; 1-1978 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door, serial
01L69U85318101; 1-1975 Ford garbage truck with 18 cubic yards
Packer body, serial 0F75FVW68378; 1-1976 Cushman 3-wheeler
vehicle, serial 08984077610; 1-Lincoln Wilder SA 200 sheild ARC,
serial 0SNA434502, 1971 Chevrolet road tractor, serial
0CE631P116653; Ditch Witch serial 07327.
There will be guns, shotguns, hand guns, bicycles, filing cabinets,
office equipment, by sale day. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Terms of sale. Cash or good check. Total
payment day of sale.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in KY & TN #1281
Terry Paschall — Darrell Beane, Auctioneers

•
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Lots for

49

Sale

Used

Cars

1 36 ACRES 3 lots over
1 acre apiece. Located
at the end of Grove
Heights Subd. An ad
vantage without the
retrictions. $12,500 with
Call
some financing
between 12P M 9P M
753 5222
)(ENTUCKY Lake lot.
acre, 12x60 mobile
home, septic and well,
516,500. Home 442 1770
or Office 442 3632 Ow
ner financing.

1974 TRIUMPH Spitfire
convertible, excellent
condition $2000 247
9836

45

1980 BUICK LeSabre, 4
door, PS/PB, air, good
condition, $995. Also,
Ashley woodburning
stove, good condition,
approx. 5 years old,
$150. Call after 4P.M
759-1266.
1982 CADILLAC Fleet
wood brougham, 4 door,
loaded, low miles. Must
see. Gate 3 Auto Sales,
Paris 642 0646, nights 642
7971.
1982 FORD Escort, 2
tone brown, air con
ditioning, power steering, good condition.
Must se11.753-6655.
1983 DODGE Aries, I
door, 4 speed, 66,xxx
miles, half vinyl top,
luggage rack. Sharp!
$2695. 753-0444.
74 BUICK Limited, all
power plus air con
ditioning, many extras.
1.400 or best offer. Call
Art's Truck Service,
759 1158.
74 VW Dasher, new motor, low mileage. '73
Maverick, new motor,
low mileage. Call 436.5370
after 4p.m.
'77 FORD LTD I I
station wagon, good
condition. Call 753-0572.
81
280ZX 2+2 GL,
t•tops, leather, new
shocks, struts, exhaust,
Michelins, paint. Local
car. See at 311 N. 7th St.
$6900.
82 PONTIAC 6000 LE, 4
door, loaded, 92,000
Tiles, good condition.
S. 750 OBO. 753 7291.
'84 FIERO SE, loaded,
red, 15500 753 3749
'86 CAPRICE Brougham,
31,000 actual miles,
loaded, garage kept.
Sharp car. Below retail.
247 7695.
87 NISSAN Sentra
GXE, 5 speed, air,
AM/FM, 4 door, 42
MPG $7950 080 753
0653 after 6P.M
MGB, '74 with new style
bumpers, new top, new
paint. Nice. $2700. Call
between 12P.M.-9P.M.
753 5222.

Farms for

'86 Honda Accord
2-1oor LX1 17 000
miles, 5-speed loaded
733-3279 otter 3 p.m.

Sale

225 ACRES including
cropland, timber,
creeks, good building
sites and hunting. New
Concord area
John
Neubauer 753-7531.
10 ACRES with 4 bed
room house and shop
Located at Coldwater.
Call 489 2761 after 6P M
Shown by appointment
only.
46

Homes for Sale

BEDROOM house,
mid 20's Call between
9A.M 5P M 492 8419,
1 BEDROOM brick,
aluminum siding, new
carpet, new dis
hwasher, nice
neighborhood. 753 7458
4 BEDROOM house
with 1 bath, on 1 acre,
wood and electric heat,
1-1/2 miles west of
Dexter. $22,000 Phone
759 4059, James & Neva
Rickman.
5 ROOM home with
central heat in Clinton.
362 8888.
BY owner on Barkley
Lake 3 bedroom, 2
bath, fireplace,
workshop, satellite,
wood burner plus heat
pump and central air.
S69,000. 502 886-3708.
1-10USE and 2 lots 1
bedrooms, kitchen, I iv
ing room, bath, dining
room, utility room.
Carport, garden and 2
out buildings. $23,000.
492 8492.
THREE for one write
off!!! Three for price of
one! Three houses
for
S.... . Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753 1492.
OLDER farm house in
need of renovation on
nearly three acres of
land
Two fireplaces,
T.V. antenna, large
rooms. $13,900 Call
Roberts Realty 753 1651
THREE bedroom, two
bath, log exterior home
, on three acres of land.
Large living area with
cathederal ceiling and
stone chimney. Double
garage with work area
Approximately five
miles from Murray.
$35,000. Call Roberts
Realty 753 1651.
WELL cared for three
bedroom brick in city.
Quality built for con
tractors family. Low
ulilities, lots of builtins
and extras, excellent
location. $53,200. Call
Roberts Realty 753 1651.
47. Motorcycles
1976 HONDA 750, per
fect condition. $700
753 6171
1986 YAMAHA 1100
Virago. Less than 1200
miles, excellent condition with extra ac
cessories. 753-7718 after
6P.M.
'79 CX 500 Honda, 14319
miles. $500 or best offer.
Call between
12P.M.•9P.M. 753 5222
'84 YAMAHA 225 DX 3
wheeler, extra nice, lots
of extras 753 3648
49.Used

Cars

1954 BEL Air, excellent
condition, asking $3150
753 9414.

50. Used

Trucks

1970 FORD truck, 6
cylinder, good condition. 435.4318.
1976 XLT• PS, PB,
automatic, new tire,
battery, 61,000 miles,
one owner. Sharp! 7536648.
1982 CHEVROLET C-20
step roof conversion van.
Good condition. Local I
owner trade. Gate 3 Auto
Sales, Paris 642 0646,
nights 642-7971.
1983 FORD Ranger
pickup $2850. Call 492
8566.
1983 FORD van, loaded,
43,xxx, new tires, excellent condition. 4354432.
1984 CHEVY Suburban,
loaded, equipped for
towing. Day 759 1839,
evening- 753-0114.
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup. Call 492-8566.
1987 CUSTOM 16
Chevrolet pickup_ 4742752 after 5P.M.
EXTRA nice 1987
Plymouth Voyager SE,
loaded, 9000 miles,
black with burgundy
velour interior. $13,600.
759-9698.
5 1. Campers

Dan Taylor
,ormeey of Murray 4rultor
Freddie Poe

1976 VW campmobile,
sleeps 4, good condition.
Day- 759-1839: evening
753-0114.

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc, of
Paris, TN

52. Boats -Motors

New & Used
GM Executive &
Program Vehicles
001-642-2000
Hwy. 79 W. - Parks

1976 TOYOTA Corolla
wagon, 59,000 actual
miles. 79 Subaru wa
gon, 5 speed, 90,xxx
-miles. '77 Datsun wagon
F 10, 90,xxx miles. '77
Datsun Coupe, 100,xxx
miles. 474-2325.
1979 CAMARO Call 753
9400 after 6p.m.

77 SKI boat, 17 tri-hulf
with walk through
windshield, built in gas
tank, 150H P Mercury
motor, power trim,
bilge pump, great fun
for family. 759 1764
'79 16 BA-SS boat with
trailer, 1974 60HP
Evinrude motor, motor
guide, trolling motor
Asking 12500. 753 1392
53. Services

Offered

A 1 STUMP Removal.
Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface. Call us
before you decide, free
estimates. 753 0906.

Back hoe Service
& Septic Tank Installation
Ditching — Sewer Repair — Septic Tank Repair
Oton• Steeley 7153-6156

Baldwin-Kimbell
Pianos & Organs
Large Selection

Prices Starting at

9595

Thurman Furniture
208 Main

St Murray
4

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

A 1 ENTERPRISE
Wholesale dealer in gas
and wood burning ap
pliances, offering full
service installation
Also, fireplace repair
*Chimney cleaning
• Masonry *Damper
▪ Bird screen *Hoods
436 5355

ROCKY COLSON Home
HAMILTON Cultured Repair Roofing, siding,
marble and tile 643 Old painting, plumbing,,,
Benton Rd 753 9400
concrete
Free es
timates Call 474 2307 or
LICENSED electrician, 753 6973
residential and com
SEWING Machine Remercial Air condition
pair
All makes and
ing. Sales and service. models. Home & In •
Gas installation ana dustrial. Bag closing
repair for natural and machines. Also scissor
ALL types of masonry LP Fred's Repair 753
sharpening
40 yrs.
work. Block, brick, 7203
experience. All work
concrete all basements, MOBILE HOME guaranteed. Kenneth
driveways, patios. Specialist, Repair, Barnhill, 753 2674,
Large or small jobs. leveling, underpinning, Stella, Ky
Chimneys and chimney roofs, floors, plumbing,
SUREWAY Tree Ser
repair. 26 years ex- wiring, washing,
vice Topping, pruning,
perience. Charles Bar- hurricane
straps. 759
tree removal. Aerial
nett 753 5476
4850.
bucket truck. Fully
APPLIANCE
NEED work on your insured for your protSERVICE. Kenmore,
trees? We can beautify ection. Stump removal
Westinghouse,
your yard by topping, with no lawn damage.
Whirlpool
27 years
shaping, dead wooding Free estimates
No
experience. Parts and
or removing dead or obligations. 753 5484
service. Bobby Hopper,
diseased trees
For WET BASEMENT? We
Bob's Appliance Ser
satisifaction call the make wet basements
vice, 202 S. 5th St
proven professionals dry
Work completely
Business 753-4872, 436
Bover's Tree Service guaranteed. Call or
5848 (home).
753-0338_ The competi
write Morgan Con
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
lion knows us you struction Co. Rt 2, Box
Factory authorized for.
should too.
409A, Paducah, Ky
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas PIZZA free delivery 42001 or call 1 442 7026.
and electric ranges, number 753 0900
microwaves, dis- Darcy's Pizza Villa
PLUMBING
painting'
hwashers, re
Murray
frigerators, etc. Earl roofing tree trimming
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- and removal 436 5895 or
Tailor Shop
753 4370 ask for Keith or
5341.
Downtown
COLLEY Tree Service. Tommy.
NEW HOURS:
QUALITY
construction
Keep your trees in
8 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F
repairs and alterations.
shape by topping, prun
Closed on Sat.
ing, deadwooding, Free estimates. Call G
spraying, fertilizing, or & A 436-2617.
removal of unwanted Q UALITY
Free Column
trees. Stump removal. workmanship Frame 56
Complete tree care. 14 and trim carpenter. FREE to good home
-years experience. Free Remodeling, patio
month old female
. and
estimates. 753-0366.
fencing. D.L. Poole, puppy, great wit`h kids.
CONCRETE drive- 4354306.
753-6826.
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work CALL
502-492-8160.
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, topsoil and grading Phone
All Types Of
753-1537.
la
Woodworking
Custom
*
FENCE sales at Sears
*
now. Call Sears 753-2310
*
for free estimate for
*
your needs.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
*
*Drop by & see our showroom
FOR most any type *
*
'Behind Bunny Breedi
he 409 SUNBURY — MURRAY
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753.6763.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
SAT., NOV. 14, 1987 — 10 A,M.
specifications. Call
Sears 753.2310 for free
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
estimate.
11 Miles South 01 Paducah, Ky. On Hwy. 45
INSULATION blown in
The Folsomdale Community
by Sears. TVA ap•
proved. Save on those
cONSTreucTiON EQUIPMENT: Ford 5554 Bockhoe •(2)550
high heating and coolbackhoes, 1 Runs Good, The Other Hos Engine Problems •
ing bills. Call Sears
Ford Master Croh Fork Lift "1985 Year- Diesel, 21' Most •
753-2310 for free
Cat Motor Grader • Ford 650 Elockhoe.
estimate,
LAWN mower and
comsimn: New Holland TR-85, C&A, 531 Hours, 3208 Engine,
chain saw repair. 6
Hydrostonc, 281-26 Rubber, SN 309772, w/972-16' Platform •
years experience. Re•
12l New Holland TR-85's, SN 308186 w/Repr Assist 900 Hours,
asonable rates.
SN 305675 w/800 Hours, Both Hydrostatic, 281-26 Rubber ond
972 Platfoms, 'Sublect To Prior Sole-• Ford 642 Hydrostatic, 1500
Puryear- 901 247 5859.
Hours, Fully Equipped Both Heads, "Immaculate Condition" •
LEE'S CARPET
John Deere 7700 w/218 Flex Platform
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & upholst
TRACTORS: Ford 6610, 4000. 2000, 9600• MF 285 Super 90 •
ery cleaning. For a free
JD 650. 3020, 4020, 5029.70 • IHC 154, 966, 1466, 1468,606
estimate call 753 5827
• Kubota 245 • Cose 990 1070 • AC D17 • Hohn H-670 • 12)
Satisfied references.
JD 4630's w/cobs A duals

t

AUCTION

ISO PIECES OF EQUIPMENT INCLUDING: NH Mowers• Haybines
• Square Balers • Round Balers • Rakes • Tub Grinder• Gnnder
Mixers • Disc Mowers • Fox Silage Cutter • JD Silage Wogons
• Manure Spreaders • Woods and Sidewinder 15' Hyd Fold Cut.
ters • JD 7000 Platelets 8 Row Planters & 4 Row Planter • AC 8
Row 20 No Toy Planter • Noble 8 Row S Tine Hyd. Fold Cultivator
• Disc From 6''To 21'• Plows From 3 8tms to 6 Btms.• JD 2300
Hyd. Reset 165 Ban. Plow • Grain Carts • 8" Groin Augers •
Tobacco Setters • Fertilizer Buggies • Grader Blades • Sprayers
• Tanks • Caldwell 400 Bushel Groin Cart • And On And On.
SEVERAL TRUCKS:1 tons • 2 tons • Pickups • Neck Over Trailers

Repair and refinish
furniture
Qualified & experienced
Have choice
Antique Furniture

Hubert Coles
Antiques
641 Sour

.92il7i4

TERMS Complete Settlement Day or &Woo
Up To Date Bank Letters A Most!'!
Context The Auction Company For A
Detailed Brother* — 302-423-04144

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
(502) 623-8466 OR 1502) 623-6388

SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

Public Auction
Saturday, Nov. 14th, 1987 at 10 a.m. 7 miles East
of Murray, Ky. on Highway 94 at Mr. & Mrs.
George Mathis home. Watch for auction sign.
Old owl cookie jar - Hull & McCoy mixing bowls - 2 gal. churn with
lid & dasher - white churn lid & dasher - other stone jugs, jars &
churns - small porcelain coffee pot - some granite pieces - lot of
cast iron pieces - lot of good brass pieces - Occupied Japan pieces
- hen on nest - several pieces of ruby red or Peigon blood • milk
glass - lot of carnival glass - several pieces of amber- pink & green
depression - several pieces of stoneware - hand blown glass - punch
bowl set - lot of oat meal - few old dolls - old rake stand - cake plates
- unusual pieces of stoneware - tea pitcher - creamer, sugar & tureen
made in Baveria Germany - lot of pyrex pieces - old kerosene lamps
- kerosene lanterns - nice oblong dough tray - rolling pin - lot of
basketware - old blue fruit jars some dated • coffee mill - old carbide light - Coke tray - old McCall's & Better Homes (frr Garden
magazines - baby buggy - camper stove - luggage - electric clocks
- cotton bath - small table - cherry table & 8 chairs with tea cart
- small kitchen clock - nice old mole hair couch with chair & rocker
• coffee & end tables - oriental rugs few old quilts - clean blankets
- lining • bee hives - wrought iron corner post - good fruit jars - truck
tool box - electric stove - refrigerator - bedroom suite - odd beds,
chest & vanities - small knee hole desk - old Jenny Lind bed - 3 wood
arm desk - electric heaters - lawn mowers - large 2 wheel garden
tractor & equipment with cycle bar for mower - some fishing equipment - bee hives & honey separator - small tractor seeder - many
,other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available.

Dan Miller — Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. Sr Tenn. 01281

Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall-Auctioneers
Chuck Williams- App. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost: It Pays"
6,
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THURSDAV, NON'EMBEIt it. Ise
flocks near Shechem. Jacob sent
trustworthy Joseph to get Information about their welfare. As he proceeded on Pus errand, the brothers
saw him approaching and -they
conspired Against him to slay
him."

Sunday
School Lesson
By H.C. Chiles
Genesis 37:3-4, 17b-2$
Thoughtful. wise and good
parents are careful to compliment
the commendable traits of all their
children alike and to express their
disapproval of evil in all of them
alike.
Joseph was the favorite son of
Jacob, was the son of Rachel, the
wife of Jacob's first love, was born
after his father had passed the age
of ninety, possessed superior
qualities, and demonstrated a
remarkable devotion to his aged
father.
The Coat
When Joseph was seventeen
years of age, Jacob gave him a coat

of many colors as a token of affection. That demonstration of partiality alienated the affections of
his brothers.
The.Conflict
In a dream Joseph saw himself
and his brothers binding sheaves in
the field: his own sheaf was standing upright, while the sheaves of
his brethren were bowed toward
him, suggesting that some day they
would make obeisance to him.
Joseph's talking too freely about
his dream deepened their hatred
for him.
The Conspiracy
Desirous of information about his
ten sons who were caring for his

The Compassion
Two of Joseph's brothers
manifested a spirit of compassion
toward him. At the suggestion of

Medical society donates money
The Calloway County Medical
Society has sponsored a "Player
of the Game" this past year for
area high school football teams.
This came about due to the
members wanting to donate
money to charity and non-profit
organizations and at the same
time recognize some of the young
people in our community
The organization decided that
monies could be donated to a
charitable organization in honor of
the award and recognition of the
individuals and their schools could
be done at the same time.
Although several charities were
chosen to be recipients of the
monies, it was felt by the
members that the United Way.
because of the diverse number of
charities it serves, would be a

logical choice to receive most ot
the donations.
This year, the CCMS has
donated $700 to the United Way
The society, according to member
Dr. Richard Blalock, considered it
a privilege to be able to serve the
community in donating to the

organization and at the same time
recognizing many of our fine student athletes and their fine
schools.
The Calloway County Medical
Society was organized in 1876 and
memberships consist Of many
local physicians

Reuben, they decided not to kill
Joseph, but to cast him into a pit or
bottle-shaped cistern, which did not
have water in it. Jealousy leads to
hatred and hatred frequently leads
to murder.
The Caravan
While the brothers were eating
and discussing the likelihood that
Joseph would remain in the pit until hunger, thirst and exposure
brought death. a caravan of Egyptian traders came along on their
way to Egypt. Thrifty and compassionate Judah advanced the idea
that they might get rid of the
dreamer without actually shedding
BOBBY wOLFF
his blood by selling him to these
traveling merchants.
The Consequences
The strongest iron, hardened in the
NORTH
11-11-A
Joseph's brothers removed him
Beth Henninger, a student at
fire, most often ends in scraps and
•Q 7
from the pit and sold him to the
Calloway
County High School. has
shatterings."
A 106
Egyptian traders for twenty pieces
been chosen to represent her
•
874
— Sophocles
of silver, not thinking about how he
school at the Hugh O'Brian Youth
4A K J 6 2
might be treated. That amount was Foundation Seminar in Lexington
WEST
EAST
.
the price paid for a slave between
A date for the event has not yet
•9 4 3
Which of today's minors offers •J 10 8 5 2
the ages of five and twenty, so each
•Q 9 8
been set.
K 543
declarer the best chance to develop
Judy Stahler, public information officer for the United 1% a) of Murray brother received less than a dollar
•Q J 5
The seminar will bring together
•
K
10
needed tricks, the stronger or the
Calloway
County, receives a check for $700 for the United %a) from Dr.
and a half for Joseph. For that pit48 3
4 Q 10 9 7
a select group of sophomores with
Richard Blalock of the Calloway County Medical Society.
longer? A quick glance will not do:
tance each of those brothers bought
SOUTH
demonstrated leadership qualities
the matter requires a little thought.
•A K 6
many years of lack of self-respect,
Dummy's spade queen wins and
V J7 2
of troubled conscience and of painr-\
South counts seven top winners. He
•A 9 6 3 2
ful memories. Sin always pays
can choose between diamonds and
45 4
dividends, but usually in the form
clubs to try for two more tricks. Vulnerable: Both
of distress and despair.
Dealer:
North
Which way should he go?
Note some of the similarities betIf he tries the clubs because they The bidding:
ween
Joseph and Christ. Joseph
North
East
South
West
look so much stronger, the game
was the beloved of his father, and
14
Pass
1
•
Pass
goes down. He can eventually estabof Christ the Father said: "This is
24
Pass
Pass
lish dummy's fifth club, but he still 3 NT
my beloved Son in whom I am well
Pass
Pass
Pass
falls one short (three spades, three
Opening lead: Spade jack
pleased." Joseph was sent on an
clubs, one heart and one diamond).
important errand to his brethren
BID WITH THE A1 1N
/bt
k
The diamond suit offers a better
but they refused to receive him,
chance for two reasons. An eight- South holds: 4 Q 7
and Christ "came unto his own,and
V A 106
card holding is odds-on to split 3-2,
his own received him not." Joseph
•8 7 4
and if diamonds prove to be 4-1, dewas sold for twenty pieces of silver
4A K J 6 2
clarer will still have time to try the
and
Christ for thirty pieces. Even
South
North
clubs.
though both Joseph and Jesus
14
1•
After winning dummy's spade
Christ were rejected by their
queen, South should lead a low diaANSWER: Two hearts. Show the brethren, they became the inBeth Henninger
mond, ducking East's 10. Fast exits
major-suit support with three de- struments for the accomplishment
with a spade to South's king, and
and a group of distinguished
of God's plans and purposes.
cent trumps and a ruffing value.
South leads another low diamond,
leaders in business, education.
retaining control of the suit. When Send bndge questions to Tbe Aces. PO Box
government and the professions
the suit splits nicely, the rest is easy 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with sell-addressed, New senice offered
for
discussion and interaction.
stamped envelope for reply
and South claims his nine tricks.
Copyrtstit, SW, United Feature Syndicate
At the conclusion of the state
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP ) — An
seminar, two students will be
The most fatal illusion is the setNORTH
11-12-A
Orange, Calif., firm is now offerchosen to attend the International
tled point of view. Since life is
•9 3
ing a statewide credit reporting
Leadership Seminar to be held Jugrowth and motion, a fixed point of
K Q 10
service in Kentucky.
ly 29 to Aug. 6, 1988 in St. Louis.
view kills anybody who has one.
•J 5
TRW Information Services said
Mo.
4 A K J 10 7 6
— Brooks Atkinson.
its information will be compiled
WEST
Henninger- is the daughter of
EAST
from about 80 sources in
•8 4
Judy and Richard Henninger of
•7 6 2
Louisville. Lexington and other
AJ5
Route 5, Murray. At Calloway
Against a small slam, is it best to •9 8 7 3
NOW S • THE • TIME • TO • THINK • SPRING • GREEN
•K 10 7 4 2
parts
of the state.
•
9
8
6
3
County High School, she is a
grab an ace at the first opportunity?
484
The
data includes status reports
4Q 5 2
member of the speech team. Beta
If you answer in the affirmative,
SOUTH
on bank loans and store charge acClub and the Foreign Language
study today's hand. There's always
•AKQJ 105
counts, plus notations on court
Club. She participated in the
good reason to keep an open mind.
Bulbs to
V 64 2
judgment
s,
federal
or
state
tax
Austrian Exchange Program by
Declarer goes up with dummy's
plant
•A Q
now
liens and bankruptcy filings.
beautiful
-____
spending one month in Bregenz.
heart queen at trick one, and East
49 3
a
spring
A
for.
TRW
spokesma
n
said
KenAustria
last
summer
and hosting
must decide whether to win or duck. Vulnerable: Both
Fertilizer
_
tucky
is
the
32nd state to have full
an Austrian student this past
lush
If he wins, as most would, his Dealer: North
coverage.
greenapPiiinow
August.
chancesefor a plus score grow very The bidding:
for a
spring
North
East
South
West
dim.
F/owering
There is no better
/awn.
will
Pass
2•
Pass
treeS
The diamond switch goes to 14
and
COVer
Pass
3•
Pass
time than now for
color for yOUr
South's ace. Trumps are drawn, and 3+
3
yard shrubs
Pass
3
•
Pass
the A-K of clubs and a club ruff esyears to
with
working in your yard
4•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
Good
Shade
come
tablish dummy's suit. The heart 5
110:1
QUALITY
641
GM
MI
•
South
trees
Pass
6•
Neighbor
All pass
and
king provides the crucial dummy
SERVICE PARTS
add to will cool
Murray
Opening lead: Heart nine
Chevy
entry and South has no trouble landoat COOfl
you
value
753-2617
your
Stars
Keep The Great GM F e.iIt Can Gen.lik
BID WITH THE ACES
ing 12 tricks.
pro•perty
11-12-B

Henninger gets
state honor

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

wrap up shoppingherj

Shop Downtown ;1:1
-4-•c1 During the I
#,
Christmas lz
...
--e Open House 1
-.
avA
Sun
day
1-5
p.m.
li
;me
AVI

\ FALL GARDENERS
VISIT WITH US

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

With no second trick in immediate view, East does better if he refuses to win dummy's heart queen.
This alert strategy removes a dummy entry prematurely and dummy's clubs never come into play.
If South draws trumps at trick
two and takes a club finesse, East
scores his club queen and the ace of
hearts. And if South plays three
rounds of clubs to establish the suit,
he cannot get back to dummy to
cash the good clubs.

South holds:•8 4
98 7 3
•K 10 7 4 2
+84
North South
?
2 NT
ANSWER: Three clubs, Stayman. If
a 4-4 heart fit is found, play in a
heart game. If not, gamble on the
no-trump game.

1

1984

Chevy Citation. :

Jones Landscaping
& Nursery

Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12343, Dallas, Texas 75225, with sell-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

753-17

Copyright, 1147 United Feature Syndicate
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"GRAND SLAM OPENINGIV

It's A
71- At

SHOPPER'S MALL in Wiggins Furniture Building
This Saturday 9 to 5 and Sunday 12 to 5, Nov. 14 & 15
2 Miles North of Murray on Hwy 641

•Woodcrafts

•Dolls

'Car Mats

•Copper

•Shoes

'Appliqued Sweat Shirts

'Toys

•Fish

•Games

Aquariums

•Tools

'Brass

•Notions

•Collars(Lace & Denim)

Open Inside Moll)

'Fern Stands •Stoneware 'Ceramics •Baskets
Gifts
•Hand Bags
•Jeans
'Belts
'Pillows

•Quilts

•Fun

•Glassware

.73

'Electric Logs

'Flower Pots
*Artificial & Silk Vines 'Flowers 'Jewelry 'Wicker 'Sofa
s 'Chairs 'Recliners 'Rockers 'Wood Dinettes 'Chrome Dinettes
'Drop Leaf Tables
'Bedding
'End Tables
'Odd Tables
'Lamps
'Oriental Rugs (All Sizes)
'Desks
•Bookshelves
'Microwave Stands
'Chop Blocks

Plan a visit to Shopper's Mall. Just see what all we have.
If it's something for the home, a special gift, toy, or just that unusual item.
I'm sure you'll find it at Shopper's Mall. It cost no more for our easy layaway plan

Yes, there's something for all at Shopper's Mall
(Open every Thursday, Friday, Saturday 9 to 5, Sunday 12-5)
Owners Robert & P4•11 Wiggins, Phone 753-4566

.n•H

A83A3 ONIMV80 3383

SIAM 3383

GOOD QUALITY — LOW PRICES — FRIENDLY FACES
Register for Free Gifts to be given away every hour Sat. & Sun.
Hot Popcorn, Cokes, Candy

8110N A83

8110H A83A3 ONIMV80 338.3

S.1319 3383

anoH ),83A3 ONI/Wit:10 3383
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New Berkline Furniture Gallery (Now

OcoccompaW

Salt
Time
tiow
Trinte
Frio
Sale
Sale
Time
Tillie
1Print
Vrittne
late Sale
Special
How ard

$7.9
Save 5-.00
622-602 The travel(.1utch
I )4.444.4rti ILater
•
• I .4,% i. ••(.1( imtrtd. 4 minute sn4)44/t. and
• I I 'Ill,mt .1 A burgundt brass edged vc al let
suggested Retail 5 Ii oS

Save Ozer $700.00
610-391 The Stanford
k
5M..111
•( hem
pediment — II so 424 4 14 I) IV
• I lilted t(Munn% I ramc he% tItd glass dot ir
1st
• Polished bras% finished dial (It bed w ith
1nnit ersart 1(11)1(411
• I riple thinly t. able dm mu film unitIll
suggested Retail 5 I 69S i Hi

888•00

SALE PRICE $

Sure l)rer $53 5.00
610-40 The Arlington
• °AI: Yorkshire k
‘‘Itlih4444km.itched ttak
accenting th:- bonnet —
8- W 21-'16". I) I I -544"
II
•( handcred edged columns have detailed brass
.111%

lempus higit dial with silvered chapter ring
• Friple t hi me, weight-driven movement
suggested Retail S I 225 on
•

SALE PRICE

688•00

610-391
The Stanford

494

reatipe G9nietiors
For all your Home & Commercial Furnishings
Hours: 9 a.m. — 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

1

502-753-3037
Hwy 641 N
Murray, KY

- 502-247-4488
on The Square
Mayfield,KY
610-370The Arlington

Sate(.)ver$85.00
(,12-618 The Barclay
•t
ork.lurc Lunt),
t 2
I ,1 2 D
II S
rc.mi cf114'red diii ii Ii ,ft% tH‘, gI.iss r sl .11
riss t1C/C1
nit tit
• KC% %%4 Mild ‘‘ C:4111111,1( r him( in
stiggc•tuti Rt.t.iii S 2s; 11(1

And

S850.00
hurl
Ovr
Save Tehe'Haverhill CArpAthian elm
S1,150.00
etnagne
cars.
Save Over
bv a shell
The Charl

610-361
crow ned
design —
embossed
Yorkshire case,
intricate
16-114" frame the
• Oak features an
25-718". D.
collars
and
W.
hprofiled
•
1-1. 84-5/8,'
columns Wit
and sides
and
Istassive
• beveled glass door brass center disc
-cut
features fret
• Dial ornatnents. -driven movement
COMO'
chime,cable 00
Triple
S2,450
•
suggested Retail

FREE GIFT
, from Howard Miller to you!
REGISTERED TO

YOUR NAME
•i DATE OF PURCHASE

with
610-363
Bordcaus case s-ing —
Cherry
1!,-i"
shell
• Accents and a
".0
hase frame
c
a
r
1
i80-112" • VC with turned urn
Ft
columns
side. otposing the
.tivti
Reeded
• beveled glass door -cut center
has fret
movement
Etched dial
sears
• Movernent
cahlc-driven
chirne.
Triple Retai1 $2,150.00
•

Suggested

i

Start a beautiful tradition in yourfamily:twill,a
Howard Miller grandfather clock to be passed
from one generation to the next.
A grandfather clock is the most distinctive home accent
you may ever own, Because they are such Cherished
possessions, Howard Miller includes a solid brass plate
with everyfloor clock. Your name and date ofpurchase
will be engraved on the plate and once applied to the
clock symbolizes the "Start ofa Proud Family
Tradition."

Save Over $750.00
610-220 The Montague
• Mahogany case with bookmatchrd crotch
mahogany accents H. 85", W. 24-1/2", D. 14"
• Brass eappeeluted columns frame beveled glass
door and sides
• Dial (Latures gold plated numerals
• TriplOthime, cable-driven movement
Suggested Retail52,150.00

Save Over $110.00

Save Over $180.(X)
Sate Over $55.00
61 3-11 2 The Oakbrook
• solid‘iak in Ligon gaiters h k
2S 10 I) 2 I 2
11 25 lo
• 9tr.thik numeral dialwicli separate st'‘ ifild% Irak k
• Oa,e rs•tal has Ha k and gold detailing
• ,iii.trt-r--Ivat-te-rv operated
••1.:gested Retail SI ss !III
SALE PRI( I

$

29•00

Save Over $140.00

612-429 The Samuel Watson
• Solid cherry English bracket
dock —
H. 1.4-3/4", W. 11". D."-1/4"
• Brass-finished dial with silvered
chapter ring
• Key-wound. triple chime
movement
Suggested Retail S390.00

613-108 The Sandringham
• Oak Yorkshire case with lull lengthfluted.columns —
11 2-4". W 14-5/8". D. -'143".
• Cream colored dial with floral
pattern
• Kev-vcOund. Westminster chime
SALE PRICE
mos emem
Suggested Retail 5 4 10 (H)

$279•00

61 27581 The Chesterton
rare
•( hum Hi rde:lux
olie ash burl as cent
“-1 2. \,‘ li-1 8-.1), 8• 221. gold-tired des(Kati% c design on
SALE PRICE$
the glass
111Sclis
141-.
.
is
Nub
Brass
4.11a1
•
.icnied his the R-A pendulum
•• key- wound. triple chime movement
suggested Retail SS to 00

229•00

SALE PRICE

399•00

Save Over $795.00-•

Save Over $695.00

Save Over $475.00

610-274 The Capulet
• Cherry Bordeaux ease with a swan neck pediment —
H. 82", W. 24-1/2", D. 13"
• Reeded columns capped in polished brass frame the
beveled glass door
• Dial features blue astrological moon phase
•-Triple chime,cable-driven movement
Suggested Retail $1.95.00

610-366 The Saratoga
• Oak Yorkshire case has multiple arch bonnet with
shell embossed motif —
11. 79=112", W_ 23-112". 13-1/8"
• Rectangular shaped fluted columns frame beveled
glas door and glass sides
• Brass finished dial has pierced etched center disc
and brown moon phase
• Triple chime, cable-driven movement
Suggested Retail $1,595.00$

610-277,The Lafayette
• Cherry Bordeaux case with split pediment —
H. 80-1/2", W. 19:1/4", D. 12"
• Flwed columns with brass caps frame three glass
panels
• Dial has 24k gold-plated spandrels and raised
numerals
• Triple chime, weight-driven movement
Suggested Retail $1,2"5 00

SALE PRICE

899.00

Save Over $50.00

Save Over $30.00
.612-598 The Citation
•
8 H. Satin brass archshaped case
• Three instruments measure
time. temperature. and
barometric pressure
• Quartz battery movement
Suggested Retail 599 95

612-30 The Santa Rosa
•I I
MI4101'1114- Amu% ersar%
pia% mg Westminster and A% c Maria
chimes
• Dial has brass bezel and triple t
m 11
• y11.111/ hatters MO% cmcm
suggested Retail SI 40 MI

k

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

Save Over $15.00
• Quartz alarms featuring
brass finished bezels.
convex crystals, and cream
colored dials
612-354The Laurel
4 1 2 H. Oak tambour style case
612-350 The Parisian
6'2 H. Cherry bracket style.ca_sr
612-352 The Cavalier
5,2 H. Oak arch-shaped case
Suggested Retail S55,00
SALE PRICE

$39.95

Save Over $15.00
Save $10.00
Save Over $39.00
61 3-1 38 The Celebrity
• 8-1 12" . Brushed brass finished English
bracket clock with polishedbase. top and
handle
• Roman numeral dial has silvered chapter
ring
• Quartz battery. Westminster chime
movement
Suggested Retail S169.50

Save Over $115.00

61 3- 118 The Reminisce
•-.1/4" H. Brushed brass finished
case • Cream colored dial suspended
between clear acrylic panels ,
• Quartz battery movement
Suggested Retail 13•4 95

622-816 The Ambiance
• 10 I I" square brass finished
wall clock
• Black contrasting design
• Quartz battery movement
suggested Retail $ iS 00

612-362 The Lexington
• 25" F1. Cherry Bordeaux schoolhouse
clock • Cream colored dial with brass bezel
• 24k gold "Regulator" design
• Key-wound Westminster chime
movement
Suggested Retail 1365.00

502-247-4488
on The Square
Mayfield,KY
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Biggest Used Car and
Used TruckSale Ever
Gobble
Savings
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

)14.GoolAirtv.464\
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CARS TRUCKS VANS
ALL ON SALE
**************
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DWAIN
*
I** TAYLOR
*
i CHEVROLET,INC. .**
*
*
*.
*
*

*
*
*
*

South 12th Street

Murray, Ky.
Paris, Tn.

(502)753-2617
247-3240
•

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
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1987 Pontiac 6000 STE, 4
loaded gold
$16,800 00

1982 Cutlass Ciora, Ps
air auto stereo radio
$4,500.00

1984 Buick Regal„
auto air, wh,te
$7,900 00

pb.

*
*

*
*

.r*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
4'
4"
*
*
*
*
*
4'
4.
4
*
)4'

1986 Pontiac S.T.E. 4 di black. 1988 Ches. Cislabrity, 4
di
loaded
white, auto, air, power
$12,900.00
$9,900.00

1984 Pontiac Gran Prix LE blue.
loaded
$6,500.00

1986 Lincoln Town Car, silver
loaded wlequipment
$17,900.00

1987 Olds Toronado, gray loaded wieduipment
$1 3,900.00

1986 Chevy Celebrity, 4 or
silver. 4 cyl auto . air
$8,500.00

197$ Olds Delta U.2 dr., p.s .
r) b air. auto
$3,900.00

1977 Chevy Impala, 2 di
auto . p s air
$2,800.00

V-8

1984 Pontiac Gran Prix, brown
V-8. auto . p s p b . air
$7,000.00

1981 Buick Regal, tan. PS , Pb
air auto radio
$4,800.00

_..,

1977 Chevy Impala Station
Wagon, tan p s p b air auto
$2,800.00

1976 Buick Riviera, white, p.,s
Pb.. air, auto.. p.w.. pt. tilt
cruise
$2,500.00

1983 Olds Cierra, 4 dr
0 s p b air auto
$4,500.00

greer

1979 Chrysler Cordoba, V-8,
auto . air, poWer gray
$2,700.00

1985 Buick Century Limited. :
dr sps.pb air auto pw :
Mt. cruise
$7,900.00

*
*
*
*
*
*
_,
NV'
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

If
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

1978 Plymouth. 4 dr red, ps .
p.b., air, auto
$2,900.00

1985 Chem Celebrity Wagon,
auto . power. air. black
$6,900.00
.

1978 Mercury Cougar. It blue
2 dr., p s , p b.. air, auto
$3,300.00
-

1983 Chin?. Camaro Z-28, ,Thr
auto . power
$7,200.00

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS
NEM MOT

$ COO

4#4******************

AT/ON

1966 Chevy Impala, 4 dr., it.
blue. 327 motor, p.s.. p.b.. air.
auto
$2,900.00

1979 Chevy Monte Carlo, willte
1) s . Ci b , air auto
$2,700.00

1983 Chevy Impala, 4 dr -Iltsre
p.e., p b , air. auto
$5,500.00

1982 Chevy Caprice,4 dr„ blue,
fp s . P b air auto tilt. cruise,
S5,500.00

1973 Chevy Monte Carlo, V-8
auto., p.s., air.
$2,500.00

1983 Olds Cutlass Clews,
maroon, p s , p b . air, auto .
stereo
$5,900.00

GM
)44
.600414/UWA

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
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1983 Chevy Caprice 4 dr
auto air p s tilt cruise
$7,500.00

1980 Buick Regal, yellow. p s
p b air. auto
$4,000.00

V-8

19113-Chevy Monte Carlo, black,
ps, pb, air. auto 1-top p w
p.1, tilt, cruise
87,500.00

1964 Chevy Impala 4
motor. auto
$2,700.00

CJ r

283

1985 Nissan 200 St Rea,
speed. air. stereo
$8,900.00

1983 Chevy Celebrity, 4 dr , V-6,
ps pb air auto
$5,800.00

0000
0

4

1976 Cadillac, 2 dr., white. red
leather, loaded
$2,600.00

tee •,eb, /1)%9 0°°
'
l /e0/0
00 00
000 0
00
0
00

1981 Olds 98 Regency, 2 dr
p s p b., air, auto stereo, tilt,
cruise
$5,900.00

)4,
Of NIftAl MOTORS CORPORATION

1980 Chevy Caprice, 4 dr , V-8.
auto air. 2 tone brown
$3,000.00

1984 Olds Cutlass, 2 dr
auto air, p s silver
$7,500.00

V-8

4t4t4t****41-istifif FULL SIZED PICK-UPS
t

*

1982 Chm vy Diesel White
Pickup, p.s.. p b.. air, auto
$4,900.00

1983 Chevy Silvered°, blues-river, p.s., p.b.. air, auto., p.w.,
p.I., tilt, cruise. •
$7,800.00

1980 Chevy Custom Deluxe,

auto
$3,300.00

1983 Chevy Sihrerado, silver &
blue, p.s., p.b., air, auto . tool box
$7,800.00

1984 Chevy Pickup, long bed,
V-8, auto., p.s., 'p b.. air,
silver-red.
$8,500.00

00

00000000
0
0
00 See Page 8 00
00 for $500 00
0
00 Bonus Check 0o
o
0
000°000,0:
0 00
000-_ 00
00000 000

1983 4IFtevy Pickup long bed,
V-8. auto, p.s.,p.b., air, 2-tone
blue,
$7,500.00

1986 Chevy Scottsdale, while
swb. ps. pb. air, auto •
chrome wheels
$9,200.00

1982 Chevy Stepside, white, 3
speed trans
$3,800.00

1985 Chev. Crew Cab Pickup,
6.2 diesel, air, auto
$10,000.00

1985 Chevy Suburban, 2 tone
blue, V-8, auto. p s, air
$9,800.00

1985 Cher. Suburban 4x4, V-8,
auto, air, power, white
$9,800.00
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USED SUBURBANS
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1978 Chivy SubuOban, blue
454, p.s., p.b., air, auto
$4,500.00
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1982 Pontiac J2000,
auto air. power
$4,200.00

0
0
00
0

1984 Renault Encore,
sod rad
$3.900.00

,NI

.
r 1111L •

1985 Dodge, shadow blue c)
p b air, auto stereo
$7,800.00

Jr

1981 Chevy Citation, 4 dr ta'
ps pb air auto
$3,300.00

*
*
*
*
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1986 Chevy Cavalier,
p s 00 a a„to
$11,800

rers'

1986 Chevy Nova, 4 d,

1984 Olds Cutlass Clerra, 4
white auto air power
$7,400.00

4 cv

$7 800 00

1981 Ford Fairmont, 4 cir

!v

1981 Ford Fairmont, ••

1984 Nissan 2802 Anniversary.
. 5 speed Loaded
$13,900.00

a

Os

$3.300.00

:

$2,800.00

1m,M4

1980 Buick Skylark
pb
auto
$2,700.00

1984 Chevy Citation,
red ps pb, air. auto
$3,500.00

1984 V.W. Rabbit,
$3,800.00

1986 Chevy Cavalier Z-24, red
sun root. ps. pb, air. auto
l tilt cruise cassette
Pw
tape
$9,900.00

1984 Chevy Chevette,
$2,900.00

1987 Ford Escort, 4 dr gray
ps
pb
atr radio
$7,900.00

1984 Ford Escort, white auto
air
$3,500.00

1984 Ford Escort S.W. red
w/wood grain
$3,800.00

auto

4,r

1981 Ford Fairmont, 4
p b air auto
$2,800.00

wh,te.

speed

4

d•

1984 Pontiac Fiero, red
speed air, stereo radio
$8,500.00

4
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1987 Plymouth Duster, r)
p b, air. auto
$7,900.00

1982 Ford Explorer,
speed

oranoo

air

$2,900.00

.4

/
1985 Ford Mustang, brown, 4
speed, p s, p b, air
$6,000.00

0

000
000000
O

1986 Chevy Nova. 4 dr . 4 r
auto

$7.300 00

1986 Chevy Sprint, 4 dr, blue.
"? cyl 4 speed
$5,500.00
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11979 Chevy EICa mino V-8 1980 Chevy EICemino, gold- 1979 Chevy EICamino, 2 tone 1986 Chev. EICamino SS, V-8
Mauto ps ph
black ps pb, air. auto
btue. ps.pb air, auto
auto .ps pb. arr. blue
$1,900.00
$4,700.00
$2,700.00
$10,300.00

000 0
USED 4-WHEEL DRIVES*****4-1, 000
imatiLlmolt4

1987 Chevy Blazer 4v4.

1985 Chevy Silverado.
black. 4x4 s vv.b p s
auto pw pl cruise t '
S10,900.00

$1450000

1983 Chevy Silverado, 2 Ione
brown 4x4 ps.pb,a,r auto
tilt cruise pw
pi
$8.800.00

1984 Ford Bronco II, 4x4. 4
speed ps pb. cassette
$12,300.00

1984 Chevy Custom Deluxe 4x4
C.(20, os ob manual shift
$6,000.00
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1976 Ford Pickup,2 Ione brown
4x4 manual shift ps.pb
o $3,500.00

1984 Chevy S.W.B. 4x4, p ,
p b . 4 speed manual
$6,800.00

'1976 Chevy 3/4 4x4. :
ps pb, white
$3,500.00

1983 Chevy S.W.B.
b whitert
$6,500.00

-

1985 Chevy Silverado, redsilver, S W B . 4x4, diesel turbo,
p s , p`ti , air, auto
$11,500.00

20-4-4t-V-41-41-41"4t

1985 Chevy Silverado Pickup.
4x4, V-8. auto.. ps. pb. air,
black-silver
S10.500.00

1987 Chevy Pickup, long bed
4x4 V-8 auto air, blue-gray
S13,900.00

1979 Jeep Wegoneer 4x4
p b air auto brown
$4.700.00

-.N.-40.01111

1981 Chev. Pickup, 4x4
bed. V-8. 4 speed
$6,800.00

1983 Ford F150 x4, green V-8
4 sped
$4,300.00

SMALL USED PICK-UPS

1985 Chevy 5-10 Ext Cab std
trans radio
$8,800.00

1985 Chev. 5-10 Blazer, V-6.
auto . power. black-silver
$9,000.00

1984 Ford Ranger, auto
radio tan
$5,800.00

ps

1985 Chevy S-10 Pickup, black.
ps.pb, air, auto
$6,500.00

1983 Chevy 5-10 Pickup, wh,le
V-6 ps pb air, auto
$4,900.00

GINIRAl MOTORS CORPORATION

)114.GookingsvA

1986 G.M.C. S-15 with topper
auto, air, ps ph red-white
$8,500.00

1984 Toyota Pickup with topper
4 cyl , 4 spd , White
$4,500.00
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1980 Chevy Citation, white &
brown Ds pb air auto
$1,900.00

o

1980 Buick Regal,
p b alt auto
$1,900.00

1980 Chevy Citation, 4 dr auto
air ps.pb
$1,900.00

1978 Ford Fairmont,2 dr silver
ps pb. air. auto
$1,900.00

1979 Datsun King Cab, 4 speed
$1,900.00

1981 Chary Citation, 4 dr
white, ps. pb. air, auto •
$1,900.00

1978 Ford Fairmont, 2 It rer!
ps.pb. air. autc
S1,900.00

1980 Olds Omega, 2 Or
ps pb. atr, 4 speed
$1,900.00

white

*

.*

1977 Ford F100, AM-FM stereo, 1978 Dodge Omni, air, auto. 4
dr , p s p.b.. cassette tape.
3 speed transmission.
$1,900.00
$1,900.00

1981 Dodge Van,ps,pb auto
$1,900.00

*
*

1977 G.M.C. Pickup long rf
V-8 std shift
$1,900.00

"

1977 Dodge Pickup, p s oh
"
-^
auto P"--$1,990.00

1976 Ford Torino, 2 dr . V-8.
auto.ps.pb
$1,900.00

1979 Chevy Monte Carlo,
brown ps,pb, air. auto
$1,900.00

1974 Buick Regal, blue. p s
p b air, auto
$1,900.00

1980 Ford Mustang, 2 dr std
shift radio
$1,900.00

1976 Cadillac, 4 dr loaded
$1,900.00

1976 Chevy Pickup, long bed
V-8, auto, p.s„ p.b.
$1,900.00

1980 Pontiac Bonneville, 2 dr
V-8, auto., os., p.b., air.
$1,900.00

1979 Buick LoSabre, blue 2 Or .
ps. pb, air. auto
$1,900.00

*

1978 Chrysler, 4 dr p
air auto
$1,900.00

1975 Chevy Monte Carlo, V-ti
auto,ps.pb,air
$1,900.00

*

G•M• FACTORY CARS & TRUCKS-4-44!
.Goohirtameik

*
*

1987 Buick Park Avenue, 4 dr ,
silver loaded w/equipment
$14,900.00

1986 Buick Biala's, T Type,
white, p s., p.b., air, auto p.w,,
pi., p seats, tilt, cruise
$14,500.00

)044411-***41-41f4tif 4-11-41-***-V-4t

dr.
1987 Buick Park
It. blue, loaded w/equipment
$14,900.00

1988 Chevy Pickup, red, p s,
ob., air, p.I., manual shift
$11,500.00

if-V- -IL if 4t At -V- 4t4tif4L 4-**41-*if11,

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GM
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*1984 Chevy Citation io
auto radio
$4,300.00
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1984 ChevY PilltiOn, 4 Cr 1984 Chevy Citation, 4 dr 1984 Chevy Citation, 4 ar
brown.ps.pb, air auto radio white, ps .pb. air. auto, radio white. ps ,pb. air. auto, radio
$4,300.00
$4,300.00
$4,300.00

BIG TRUCKS
Pt

1983 Chevy C80 Grain Truck,
w/hoist. 4 speed 2 speed
$3,500.00

1984 GMC 32ub englrle,
h p. 5 speed. 2 speed, air cond .
9000 frt axle, 19000 rear axle. 20
ft box bed, air brakes
$19,500.00

1983 Chevy 2 Ton C&C C40,
ps Pb 4 speed 2 speed
$10,500.00

1978 International Cab Over
steel bed vv/hoist
$4,500.00

1978 Chevy 454 Ambulance, 1
It bed
S3.500.00

*

1983 Chevy 70 Series w/12 ft
dump bed. 5 speed, 2 speed.
2200 lb rear heavy duty. 8 2
diesel $15,750.00

1974 Chevy 1 Ton Wrecker
$5,000.00

1982 Chevy 1 ton flat bed 4
speed. 454 motor, p.s., p b air
silverado
$6,900.00

1985 Ford, red. F350. 1 ton flat
bed. ps.pb.4 speed, air, new
tires
$10,000.00

1981 Chevy C70 2 Ton, •
2 speed. flat bed, 20 tt
$5,800.00

1980 Mercedes-Benz
van body, hioe-awa.
$6,900.00

WORK VANS

1984 Chevy Van, p s , p b , air,
auto
$3,900.00

.
4_ 1
v98
79 Chevy Van, brown & tan
. auto, air, p s
$4,000.00

1982 Ford Van, p s P
$2,900.00

auto

1983 Chevy 1 Ton HI Cube Van,
4 speed, ps. pb
$9,900.00

1978 Chevy C&C, C60 Series
$6,700.00

1984 1 Ton 12 Passenger, front
& rear air, ps.pb. auto . p w •
p.I., tilt, cruise
$9,500.00

1985 Chevy Astro Van, p s
p b , air, auto
$7,500.00

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

1984 GMC 3208 Engine. 185
h.p , 5 speed, 2 speed, air cond.
9000 front axle, 19000 real axle.
20 ft box bed. air, brakes
$19,500.00

1979 Chevy Custom Deluxe 20
Series, dual wheels flat bed
$4,700.00-

1978 International 2 Ton.
ft bed. 5 speea
$6,500.00

GM

Gtvdcurz

1•0,
0,111 C.1.06•1,04*

1985 Toyota Van,
trans , air
$6,800.00

1984 Dodge Van. ps pb auto
$4,900.00

1985 Plymouth Voyager, gold
cyl . auto . air
$9,800:00

1981 Plymouth Trail Duster,
auto V H
$5,000.00

*
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1* $500.00 BONUS CHECK
*

*.** :

As an additional incentive, you
may use the attached $500.00 check
when you purchase a selected car
or truck from Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc. during this sale, Nov.
13-21. This check can be used
toward your down payment, insurance, tax, license or as an additional price reduction.
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SHOP EARLY
There will not be a rain date —
THIS CHECK MUST BE USED DURING THIS SALE. It is suggested you
shop early. There will be a large
selection of vehicles, but they will
be sold on a first come, first served
basis.
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Stop in and see
additional cars & trucks!

CREDIT
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GOA OLAUTY
SIMMS PARTS

G1,1

Easy as ABC

Name

Age

Address
City

•'•I*.

Zy. iaZit vetZer erio
Not
z

Number of
•

State

Social Security No.
Number of Years.
Phone
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